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PREFACE

This guide has been develolami. by the Federal Aviation Adiniiiistration
to assist. applicants in preparing for the Private Pilot-Airplane Written
Test.. It. supersedes AC 61--3211, Private Pilot-AirplIne Written 'rest Guide,
dated 1977. ,

'I'his guide outlines the aeronautical knowledge requirements' fcmollt
;private p,,o, it. aiso contains a listtof source material, includes instructions

for taking tile official written test,itmLeontains the test. items used in the
development. of .the FAA Private Pilot-Airplane Written Tests.

The test-items in this guide .iir based On regulations, prineiplev, anti

itrenis in the FAA written tests are updated as the need arises, vOnseque.ntly
they 'may vary from those contained herein.

The FAA does not. supply the correct answers to questions included in
the guide. We believe that ancients should determine thege answers by re-
search and study, by working with instructors, or by attendi4; ground
schools. The FAA i51 in no way responsible for the contents oL commerieral
repridts of this publication nor the arenritcy of answers they may ligt.

Comments regarditig this publication should be directed to the 11.5.
Department. of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Flight
Standards Nationg Field Office, P.O. Box 2q082, Oklahoma Citf;NOklahoma
78125.
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1.

PRIVATE PILOT-AIRPLANE WRITTEN TEST GUIDE

USE OF THIS GUIDE

This guide is offered to assist persons in
obtaining the kietwledge to pass tlw Private
Pilot-Airplane 1Vritten Test. .;,l'bere is NO
quick. and easy way to- Obtain the experience,
knowledge, and skill that is remuired of tW
present-ilmy private pil9t. Thre can la. no
substitute for diligent study to attain basic
knowledge, develop competence, and to remain

--etterent--in- +he- tinny -subject _a_rea._ where_ te.c11:._
nological change is the rule rather than the
exeevt

Effective pilot training is based on ,knowlE -
edge and understanding of principks, which
enhance operation4 1 skills essential to safety
in flight. The intent of this publication is to
sibow the range of subjects and direct the ,ap-
plicant's study progimiii to the aeronautical
knowledge required of thOse applying for a
Private Pilot Certifkate.

qhestions that are used to develop the
FAA Private Pilot-Airplane :Written Tests
are -included in this study guide. It must be
emphasized, however, that learning to answer
these items solely by rote will not ensure suf-

, ficient knqwledge of the subjects; since tests of
this type_are only a sample of one's knowledge..
To acquire complete understanding of the
pertinent. subjects, the applicant is strongly,
urged to follow .the Study Outline provided
herein and thormighlf study the material in
referenced- publicationsthen Ilse the test
iteins to review and ev;luate understanding
orall.the subject matter areas.

NATURE OF THE WRITTEN ',EST

'.Years ago in the early days of aviation the 1

private pilot .was concerned primarily with
flights in the vidinity crf the 'local ,iirport.
Today, however, the'area of operation iA `vir2

tually unliinited for the private pilot who
participates in extended personal or business

1

6

Ifflights. onseguelitly, -today's private pilot
Often encounters varions conditions over un-
familiar telTain which require mleq WI t e knowl-.
edge of weather, air (rank rules, and 'principles
of flight to safely cope with normally antici-
pated situatiOns and to safely and elMently
proceed to the destination.

FAA written tests are dmveloped to require
the ability to use aeronautical knowNilge in

_sit inq ions.

An applicant for a private pilot certificate
is required to have receivett and logged ground
instruction from an 'authorized ground or
flight instruelor, or present evidence, showing
satisfactory completion of a course of instrue:
tion 011 home study, in specific .aer mantical

1

subjects. Those subjects are ontlin d in this ,

study guide. 'l'o ensnre that. adequate knowl-
edge of those subjects has been acquired,' ap-
plicants are required to pass the FAA Private
Pilet-Airplane Written .Test.

As a convenience to the prospective private
pilot, portions of the Federal Aviation. Regu-
lations concerning general eligibility and aero-
nautical ,knoWledge requirements for the
private, pilot certificate are included in this,
guide.

TYPE OF TEST QUESTIONS

All test questions in the.Private Pilot Writ-
ten 'test are the objective, multiple-chnice..
type; and can be answered by the selection of
ik single answer. This type of test conserves
tile applicant's time when taking the test, per-
mits greater coverage of subject matter; re-
duces the time required for scoring, and
eliminates subjective judgment in determining
grades.

Each item is-independent of other test items.
That, is, a correct answer to one test item does
not, depend upon, nor Inruence, the correct
answer tco another item.



TAKING THE WRITTEN TEST

The 1'6%114. Pilot Airplane Written Test
contains 60 test items and' hours are -allowed
for complet Mg this test. 'Hie equipment
needed for taking the test includes a prof Factor
or plotter and a navigation type conquiter.'
The applicant may also use electronic -01-

-mechanical calcillatOrs subject to the following
limitatiions: (a) prior, to, and on completion
of the test, the test monitor will instriict.the
applicant- to actuute the "ON/OFF" switeli,
obsenling (his action, to ensnre erasinv of imy
data store(l in ikemory circuits; (b) tape
printout of data\unist bq surrendered to the
test. monitor if the calculator incorporates this
design feature; and (c) t.he applicant is not
permitted to use any material containing in-
.stsiLetioim; iTilkite(4.0 operation of the ('aleulat or
duiing the written test, Textlxx)ks or notes
arc forbidden.' The office admillisteripg the
test. will furnish paper and special penoils.

Communication between individuals through
the use of written words is a complicated
process. Consequently, considerable effort is
expended- to write each test item in a clear,
precise manner. Applicants should carefully
read the information and instructions given
with the tests, as well as the test items.

"Rimfiember -the following when taking the
written test:

1. There are no "trick" rruestions. Each,
statement; means exactly what it says. Do not
look for hidden meanings. The statement
does not concern eXceptions to the rule, but
refers to the general rule.

2. Carefully read the entire test item before
selecting an answer. Skimming eV hasty
assumptions can lead to a completely erroneous
approich to the problem becausg, of failure to
consider vital words. Examine and analyze
the list of alternative responses, then select the
one that Answers the question or completes the
statement correctly.
,. 3. Oilly one of the answers given is com-

wletely correct. The others may be the result
of using incorrect procedures to solve prbb-
lems, common misconceptions, or insufficient
knowledge- of the sukject. Consequent lys
many of the incorrect answers may appear to
be correet to those persons whose. knowledge
is deficient. If the subject matter is adequately

2

understood, t 4111e51 inns should not d all

4.1111 to answer correctly.

4. 1 oonsiderable diflicidtv is experienced
with a particidar test item, do jiot spend too
ninch t 11111 011 W h Ot enis
II jell VOli C0115111(4' ktiti (11111(11H .

all of the easier items a completed, go bad;
and complete t In 45e itenis at were found to
be iinn'e diffn'ult. This procednre will enable
yon to use the available (line' to maxinnum
advantage.

5. In solvieg problems which require com
put at ions or the use of a plotter and computer,
select. the answer 'which ilio.st nearly agrees
with the caleulated result. Due to slight dif-
ferences in navigatitm computers and small
errors that. may exist. in the measurement of
distances, true courses, etc., it. is possible hat

-4an exact. agreenient with available ans rs
will not. (wow. ..Sufficient. spread is' provided
bet.ween right. and wrong answers, however, so
that. the selection of the answer which is more
iiearly that of the calculated result. will be the
correct choice, provided cori.ect. technique and
reaitinabW care were used in making compu-
tations.

_When the test. was construeted, various types
ornavigation.computers wete used to solve the
problems. The correct, answer is an average
of the results produce(t by these computers;
therefore, any of the seVeral types of com-
puters authorized by . the FAA for use on
written tests should proye,satisfactory.

Applicants may find that certain test. ques-
timy involving regulations, ATC procedures,
etA,4're outdated by very recent changes. In
thei3pr instances, applicants are given credit fqr
the test item during the period that. it takes to
distribute a revised question.

To become familiar with the prtIcedures and
materials used for taking tgloe FAA Private
Pilot-Airplamijkrritten Test, samples of the N.
actual General iInstructions, Written Ttht. Ap-
plication, Question Selection Sheet, and, an-
swer sheet are provided in this guidev

After completing the test, your answer-
sheet is forwarded to the Federal Aviatiom
Administration, 4.eronautical,Center in Okla-
homa City, for scoring by electronic computers
(ADP). Shortly thereafter, you will recehe
an Airman Written Test Report. which not.

Sit
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1 T1ON WEATHA'R SERI' ICES. AC
00 45A. Stock No. 050-007-00392 7. Stipple,
ments AC 00 6A, Aviation Weather, in that
it explains Ow weather service in general and
I he use and interpintation of reports, forecasts,
weather maps, and prognostic charts in detail.
It. is an excellent source of study for pilot
cert iflcat ion examinat ions.

PIL07"S WEIGHT AND 1? A I. A N
HANDBOOK. AC 91-23A. Stock No. 050-
007-00405.2. Provides an easily understood
text. on aircraft. weight and bahince. It pro-
gresses from an explanation of fundamentals
to the application of weight. and balmwe prin-
ciitles in 0-craft operations.
1VA/K,E T RBU.LENCE. AC 90-231). .Pre-
sents information On the subject. .of wake
turbulence and :iuggests techniques ilutt` may
hOp pilots avoid the haza-nts of wingtip vortex
urbutellip. iT IP, 'free lipon requtr.

'MEDICAL II ANDB0011' FOR PI LO7R.
AC 67-2. Stock No. 050-007-00254-8. An
aviation medicine handbook written in pilots'
language that, provides guidance on when, and
when not, to fly.. Emphasizes the fact that a
good pilot must be physically fit, psycho-
logically sound, and well trained.
FEIM'RAL AVIA7'ION REGI491,A7'10
(FARs). The FAA publishes the Federal
Aviation Regulations to make readily avail-
able to the ayiation community the regulatory
requirements placed upon them. These regn-
latims are sold as individual Parts by the
Superintendent. of Documents. The molt fre-
quently amended Parts are sold 09 subscription

-service (that is, subscribers will receive
changes automatically as issuedY, while the
less-active Parts are Id on a single-sale basis.
Challges to single-sale )Parts will be sold sepa-
rately as issued. Inf6rination cohcerning these
changes Will be furnished by FAA.through its
"Status oP Federal Aviation fitegutations,
4.) 00-44 (latest re4vision)." The status list is
free upon reqtest.

Check or money order made payable to the
Superintendeni of Documen shouhl be in-
cluded with each dtwder.. Submit orders for
single-sales'and subscription Parts on different
order forms. No COD orders are accepted.
AWc FAR Parts. should be ordered from:
Superintendent .of Documents, U.S. Govern,
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

The suggestd, Parts for study are:
, Part 1, Definitions and Abbreviations.

4

Part 61, ( 'ertilication : l'ilots and Flight
I Its( ructors.

I'art 71, I )esigli upon of Federal A irways,
Contndled A irspace, and Report mg
Points.

Part 91, ( elleral O)erating nun I Flight
Rules.

NA TION AL 7' R A NSPORT A 'I' I 0 N
1'1 I? 0 A R 11, Part 830. This publica-

tion deals with protedures required in the
notification and reporting of 'accidents. and
lost "or overdue !aircraft within the United
Stat0H, its territories, and intSseKsions. It is
free upon request from the Natiomtl Trans-
portation Safety Board, Publications Branch,
Washington, D.C. 20594.

FLIGHT INFORMATION/OPERATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS

AIRMAN'S INFORMATION MANUAL
(AIM)

This nutnual is designed to piLide airmen
with basic flight information and ATC proce-
dure.s for use in the National Airspace System.
(NAS) of the U.S. It. also contains items of
interest fo pilots concerning health and medical
facts, factors affecting flight, safety, a pilot./
controller glossary of terms used in the Air
Traffic Control System, and information on
safety, accident and hazard reporting.

This manual is coniplemented by other oper-
ational publiontions which are available upon
separate subscription. These publications are:
GBAPHIC N07'10ES AND SUPPLEMEN-
TAL DAT AA publication containing a tabu-
lation of Parachute Jump Ayeas; Special
Notice--Area Graphics; Terminal Area Graph-
ics; Terminal Ra4r Service Area (TRSA)
Graphics; plive franc): .Routes; and/other
data, as required, not subject. to frequent.
change. This publication is issued quarterly.
NOTICES TO AIRMEN (CLASS
publication containing current Notices to Air-
men. (NOTAMs) which are considered essen-
tial to the safety of flight as 'well as
supplemental data iffecting the other 'opera-
tional .publications listed here. This publica-
tion is issued every 14 days.
AIRPOR7'/FACILITy DIREC 7' 0 R),
ALASKA SUPPLEMENT, PACIFIC SUP-
PLEMENTThe,se publications contain in-
formation on airports, communications,
navigational aids, instrument landing systems, lat
voR receiver -checkpoints', FSS/Weather

10
4
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In% ision 0' 1 1), Iiverdale, Maryland 208lo.

I /Fie L. 1 I/ 0 ( /1' . 1 N. 4 t i me I v ,

and graphic artirles developed and published
on a continuing has;is. They are nondirective
III 1111 1 11 81111 /1 1-,S111'41 115 1111 111 f0111111( 14/11

WI.V11'1', part icularly to individuals interested
in FA A A irmap .Writtell Tests. They relate
to concepts, practices, and procedures critical
to aviation safety, common 4 isconceptions
among pilot applicants, and ar which cause
difficulty in written tests. Exam ()-Grams
are available free of charge hut MI' 1 11111(1'11

1/ 9 single yopy per !Tiniest. Requests for
placement on the iiiniliilg list should be ad
dre:-6ed

trtifrimportntiorr
,Flight St:1114111r4l '; National Field Office
-Examinations Sills. lh.anch, JA FS 590
.1).0..Box 25082
Oklahoma City, Oldalionia 73125

KRON.1 /:77C.1 I. C/1.-1 /I) TN. 1 )ri vat c pilot
written tests contain test items relating to the
use of Sectional Aeronautical Charts and the
information contanA in the legend of these
charts.

The National Ocean Survey publislies and
distributes aeronautical charts of ilve United
St ales. Chad s for foreign areas arn published
by the U.S. Air Force Aeronautical Chart and
Information Center (ACIC) and are sold by
the National Ocean Survey..

A "Catalog of Aeronautical. (Marts and
Related Publications" listing their prices and
instructions for ordering may V obtained free,
on request, from:

National Ocean Survey
Distribution Division, (C-44)
Riverdale, Maryland 20840

Orders for specific charts or publications
ould be accompanied by check,or money

order made payable to "NOS, Department. of
(1ommerce."

.1111'141_1XE 1.7.1(;111' .1/.!,\'/'.1/.S .117)
/'// ()I's (..g.,!/.11'.1 //.1.1'/)/()(*)/1-s.
. II-croft maim loci 111.41', 1,!-.111' 14-111111111k ,f,9 4'114'11

11 1 1.1'1 11 ft model. They may be obtained from
,aircra ft manufacturing companies oi possibly
from local airplane dVilers and distributors.
.kpplicants ,kliould find the,,e manuals helpful
in their smidy program fol. beyoming familiar
Ny it h III rent ft per fovina nye charts.

1 ( '77( '. 1 /. /1) .V.1 1761 77().V. Pro
vides a comprehensive coverage Of subjects and
areas dealing with navigation whether it by

pilotage, dead reckoning, or radio and celestial
navigation. Students Nvlio understand the 1119
(et:1111 in this text book will have no trouble
with the navigation problems. This te;xtbook
may be obtrained from many book dealer* or
from the publisher: ,leppesen C(i., 1i025 East
.10(11 Aye., 1)en ver,. '4)101.11414) 80209.

HOW TO OBTAIN PUBLICATIONS SOLD BY---------
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

I. 1 hm, lin order form, mit a letter unless
a 1)501 ely necessa ry\ 1891 orilering ( 1 oyern
men( public.ations. Order fi)rins may ob-
tainell free upon request from:

Supeentendelit Of Doeunient3;
tr.S. Government Printing ()Wive
Washington, D.C. 20402

2. S ml separate orders for subscription and
nonsub cription items.

3. ( ive the exact name, Advisory Circular
identification number and GrPO stock nninber
when ordering publications.

4. Send a. check or !limey order for the
exact amount made out to Superintendent of
Doenmetits. DO NOT SEND CUR(RENCY.
(Include an additional-25% of the order price
to cover postage for foreign mailing.)

5. If a letter is used to/request. publications,
enclose a self-addressed mailing label.
. 6. ITse special delivery when needed.

7. All prices are su.bject to change. The
latest Advisory Circular Checklist, AC 00-2,
should .be consulted for current, prices of pub-
lications. It i0.1 important that the correct
amount be enclosed with the order.

54
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Excerpts of Regulation\ on Certification of Private Pilots

Subpart -AGeneral

61.33 Tests: general procedure.
Teets prescribed by or under this Part are

given at times and places, and by peroons,
designated by the Administrator.

61.35 Written test: Prerequisites and passing
grades.

(;) An applicant for a written test must
(1) Show that he has satisfactorily com-

pleted the ground instruction or home study
course required by this Pert for the certifi-
cate or rating sought;

(2) Present as pereonal identification an
airman certificate, driver's license, Or other
official qicetnnentrand --

(8) Present a birth certificate or other
ollkial document showing that he meets the
age requirement prescribed in this Part for
the certificate.eought not later than 2 years
from the date of application for the test.
(b) The minimum passing grade is specified

by the Administrator on each written teat sheet
or booklet furnished to theltpPlicant.

Sulspon 1:1Privato Pilots

1 61.101 Applkability.
This subpart preecribes the requirements for

the issuance of priVate pilot certificates and
ratings, the conditions under which those cer-
tificates and ratings are necessary, and the
general operating rules for the holders of those
certificates and ratings.

61.103 Eligibility requbeinents: general.
To be eligible for a private pilot certificate,

a person must
(a) Be at least 1/ years of age, expept that

a private pilot certificate with a free balloon
or a 'glider rating only may be issued to
qualified applicant who is at least 16 years of
sgs ;

(b) Be able to_read, speak, and undentand
the English language, or have suet operating
limitations placed on his pilot cirtilloate as are
necessary for the safe operation of aircraft, to
be removed when he shows that he oan reed,
speak, and understand the English language;

(c) Hold at least s current third-class medi,
cal certificate issued under Part 67 of -this
chapter, or, in the case of a glider- or, free
balloon rating, 'certify that he has no known
mIdical defect that makes him unable to pilot
a glider or free balloon, as appropriate; ...

(d) Pus a written test on the subject areal ;

on which instruction or home study is required
by § 61.105; .

(e) Pass an oral and flight test on prooe-
duces .and maneuvers selected by an FAA in-
spector or examiner to determine the apilli-
cant's coMpetency in tio flight operations on
which instruct ion is required by t he flight

.-----profieiencr prorisiens--0-1-61-40-Zi--end----Z _
(f) Comply with the sections of this Part

that apply to the rating he seeks.

1 61.105 Aoronoulical knowldiss.
Ap applicant for a private pilot certifite

-must have .logged ground instruction from an
authorized instructor, or must-present evidence
showing that he has setisfactorily completed a
course of instruction or home study in at least '

the f011owing areas of aeronautical knowledge
appropriate to the category of aircraft-for
which a rating is sought.

(a) A irpla;tei.
(1) The Federal Aviation Regulations

applicable to private pilot privileges, limita-
tions, and flight operations, accident report-,
ing requirements of the National- Teanspor-

-station Safety Board, and the .use of the
"Airman's Information Maneal" and the
FAA Advisory Circulars;

(2) VFR naYigation, using pilotage, deal
reckoning, and radio aids ;" .

(8) The recognition of critical Weather sit-
uations from the ground and in flight and
the procurement and of aerongutical
weather reports and fo te ; and

(4) The safe and efficient operation bf air-
planes, including high density airport oper-
ations, Collision ayoidanoe precaution., and
radio communication prooedures.

12



Excerpts of li6gu44itions on l'gkertification of Private Pilot-s

61 .37 Written tests: cheating or Other un-
authorized conduct.. .

(a) Except as authorized by the Adminis-
trator, no'person may

4119

(1) Copy, or intentionally remove, a writ-
n test uncter this Part;

.

, (2) Give to another, or receive from 'an-
other, any part of copy of that test;

,(3) Give help on that test. to, or receive
heliD on that test from, any person during
the, teriod. that test is . heing_given.; ... . ...

(4) Take any part of that test in behalf
of another person;

(5)_Use any material or aid during the
period that test is being given; or

(6) Intentionally cause, assist, or partici-
pate in any act prohibited by this paragraph.
(b) No person whom the Administrator

finds to have committed im., act prohibited by
paragraph (a) of this seition is eligible for
any airman or ground instructor certificate or
rating, or to take any test therefor, under thiS
chapter for a period of one year after the date
of that act. In addition; the commission of
that act is a basis for suspending or revoking
any airman or ground instructor certificate or
rating.held .1;5, that person. ,

ve-wche

_

.11

1,

61.39 Prerequisites for Right tests.

(a) To be eligible for a flight test for a
certificate, Or an aircraft or instrument:rating
issued tinder this Part, the applicant must.

. HOke passed any required written test
since the beginning of the 24th month before
the month in which he takes the flight test;
(2) Have the applicable instruction and

aer9nautical experience prescribed in this
Pa

3) Hold a current medical certificate ap-
propriate to the certificate he Seeks or, in the
case o\f a rating to be added to his pilot cer-
tificate, at least a third-class medical certifi-
cate issued since the beginning hf the 24th

.

month before the month in which he takes
the flight test;

7

(4) Except for a flight. test for an airLine
transpOrt, pilot, certificate, meet the age re-
quirement for th . issuance of the certificiite
or rating he seeks; and

(5) IIave a written statement. from an
appropriately certificated flight instructor
certifying that he has given the applicant
flight instruction in preparation for the flight
test within 60 days preceding the date of
application, and finds him competent to pass
the test and to have shtisfactory knowledge
of the ::subject areas- in- which .he isishown- to
be deficient by his FAA airman written test
report. However, au applicant need not have
this written statement itite---

(i) Holds a foreign pilot license issued
by a contracting State to the Convention

. on International Civil Aviation that au-
thorizes at least the pilot privileges of the
airman certificate sought by him;

(ii) Is applying for a type rating only,
or a class rating with an associated type
rating; or

61.49 Retesting

311.

after failure.
An applicant for a written or flight test who

fails that test may not apply for retesting until
after 30 days after the date he failed the test.
However, in the case of his first failure he may
apply for retesting before the 30 days have
expired upon presenting a written statement
from an authorized instructor certifying that
he has, given- flight or ground instruction as
appropriate to the applicant and finds him
competent tcr pass1the tett.

13



STUDY OUTLINE

PRIVATE PILOT-AIRPLANE

This outline contains the basic aeronautical
knowledge that the private pilot applicant is
required to know. Questions in the FAA
-written-test can be...related. to one or.more of
the topics in the outline. This subject matter
is based on realistic operational 'airman activ-
ity and meets the requirements specified in the
Federal Aviatioff Regulations.

I. FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS

A. 14 CFR Parts 1 and 71: Definiins and Ab-
breviations; Controlled Airspace.
1. Airport traffic area
2. Ceiling
3. Flight, time
4 Flight visibility
5.1' Pilot in command
6. Federal airway
7. Controlled area
8. Continental control area
9. Control zone

10. Terminal control area
11. Positive control area

13. 14 CFR Part 61: Certification: Pilots and
Flight Instructors.
1. Required certificate/rating
2. Carriage of narcotic drugs/marihuana
8. Duration of pilot certificates
4. Duration of medical certificates
5. General limitations
6. Pilot logbooks
7. Operations during medical deficiency
.8. Recent experience: pilot. in command
9. Falsification, reproduction, alteration

of certificates, records, etc.
10. Change .of address
11. Private pilot privileges/limitations

C. 14 CFR Part 91: General Operating and Flight
Rules-General (Subpart A).
1. Responsibility of pilot in command
2. Preflight actioh

8

KNOWLEDGE AREAS

3. Ca reless or reckless operation
4. Liquor and drugs

Dropping objects
6. Fastening of safeq Ilts
7. Parachutes and para
8. Portable electronic d viect
9. ATC transponder e(juipinent. require-

ments
10. Civil aircraft: certificates required
11. Aircraft airworthiness
1'2. Aircraft. operating hinitations/mark-

ings
13. Suppleinental oxygen
14. Instrument, and equipment require-

ments
15. Limited/restricted aircraft limitations
16. rgency locator transmitters

ELT)

D. 14 CFR Part 91: General Flight Rules (Sub-
part B).

1 Waivers
2. Operating near other aircraft
3. Right-of-way rules
4. Aircraft speed restrictions
5. Acrobatic flight
6. Aircraft lhts
7. Complyine-ATC clearances/instruc-

tions
8. ATC light signals
9. Minimum safe altitudes: general

10. Altimeter settings
11. Flight, plan; information required
12. Operating-in vicinity of airport
13. Operation-airport with control tower
14. Operationaiiport bwithout control

tower .

15. Flight in terminn control areas
(TCA)

16. Temporary flight restrictions
17. Flight test areas
18. Restricted and prohibited areas



19. Positive c(mt rol areas; route cegment,
20. Operations to, or over, Cuba
21. Basic VIM weather.minininnis
22. Special V FR weather minimums
23. V FR ernising alt it nde or flight level

E. Part 91: Maintenance, Preventative
NIninfeluince, and A lt erat ions.

1.

3.

1111111114411111eff and altemt II /11:-

Maintenance reipiii
Carrying' persons after repair/oltera
t ion

I. Inspections/progressive inspectimis
5. Altimeter system tests/inspections
6. NIaintemml records/transfer of me- ,

.-
7. Rebuilt engiaaanaintenance records
H. AT( transponder tests/inspletions

II. NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
BOARD-49 CFR ItART 839

A. Geneaal.
1: Applicability
2. Definitions

B. Initial Notification of Aircraft Accidents.
Incidents, and Overdue Aircraft
1. Immediate notification
2. Information to be i;iven in notifient ion

C. Preservation of Aircraft Wreckage, Mail,
Cargo, and Records.

D. Reportink of Aircraft. Accidents, Inci-
dents, and Overdue Aircraft.

01. FAA ADVISORY,CIRCULARS

A. Series 007-General.
,B. Series 20-Aircraft.
C. Series 60-Airmen.
D. Series 70-Airspace.
E. Series 90-Air Traffic COntroll and-Gen-

eral Operations.

IV. FLIGHT INFORMATION/OPERATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS
A. AIM-Badc Flight Information and ATC

Procedures.
1. Pilot controller glossary
2. Airport lighting/marking/aids
3. Air navigation radio aids
4. VOR (VHF omnidirectional range)
6. VOR receiver check
6.. VHF direction tinder
7. Radar

9

H. V isufti Hpprofich ;lope I lId icat or

(VAS1)
9. Rot at ing beat-vow,

10. Runwa ma a ings
11. Cold rolledf iint:ont rolled a rpace
12. 0149.10 ing at nolibm er irport

-pecia ivA. i rim ce prohibited, re_40 1 !-

st ricted, alert amis. m il it a ry opera
t ions areas

I I. Sell ices aaillible to pilok
.keronant kat ad kory statnnis (ITN!
((1)1, 111:11('OM )

16. Ant onmt n. terminal in format ion !;erv
ice (ATIS)

17. ATC depqrt tire/en rout e/a Fri val pro-
cMures
Radar traffic information service

19. Transponiter operat ion
20. Tolnina I emit rol area
21.#Terminal radar program for V FR

a i ra ft
2.2. A i rport ope rut ions/tower cont rolled

irport sinont oii-er airports
23.. Radiotelephone phraseology/t echnOue
24. Light signals
25. Traflie/wiml direction indicators/taxi-

ing
'26. Weather information/briefing
27. V FR flight plans
28. En route flight advisory service
29. Transcribed weather broadcasts
30. Scheduled weather broadcasts
31. In-Hight weather advisories/PIREPS
32. Clear air tUrbulence
33. Thunderstorms
34. Airframe icing
35. Alt imetry
36. Pilots automatic telephone weather

answering service (PATWAN
37, AIM and designated mounIainous

a rens
38. Wake turbulence
39. Pilot/cont roller roles/responsibilities
40. Medical ftlas for pilots
11. Fatigue
42. Hypoxia
43. Hy perventilat ion
44. Alcohol
45. C n monoxide
46. 0 operating practices
47. Safety, accident, and hazard reports
48. Emergency procedures



B. Graphic Notices and Supplemental Data

1. Parachute lumping areas

2. Military training routes

3. Spocial operations-olive brand* routes

4. Terminal area graphij notices

5.. Terminal radar service areai (TRSAs)

C. Notices to Ainnen (NOTAMS)

1.. Specials

D. 'Airport/Facility Directory

I. Air Wort/heliport dsta/seaplane bases

2. VOR receiver theekixtts

3. FSSACS/T and naiional weather senice

."'"'",

telephone Mimbers

4. Aeronautical chart bulletin

5. Special notices

V. AVIATION WEATHER

A. The Earth's Atmosphere.
1. Composition

, 2. Vertical structure
3. Tharstam lard atmosphere

Density and hyposja
R. Temperature.

1. Temperature measurement
2. Heat and temperature
3. Temperature aloft
4. Temperature variation

C. Atmospheric Pre&sure and Altimetry.
1. Atmospheric pressure measurenients
2. Sea level pre ure
3. Station pressure
4. Pressure variations
5:--Pressure systems
6. Altimeters and altimeter setting
7. Effect of temperature

DWind.
1. Basic theory of general circulation
2. Convection
3. Pressure gradient .force
4. Coriolis force
5. Friction and mountain effects

.8. The jet stream
7. Local and small scale winds
8. Large wind system
9. Wind, pressure systems, and weather

10. Wind shear

I.

10

E. Moist ure.
1. Measurements

a. Relative humidity
fiewpoint

9. ( ge of state
:1. Cloud format ion preclint a..tsion

and mild Mint ion4. Condensat ion
duct s

S(ahiluy and' I nstabilit v.
1. Atliabatic 1).oqsi;
2. Lapse rates
3. 6tability determinat ions

I 4. Effects of 'stability or instability
;. Clouds.

1. Com posit ion
2. Fornutt ion and si ruetu re

pro

3. Types
4. Reeogn it ion/signpost s P-

I I. Air Masses
1. Source regions
2. Classifinit ion of air masses
3. Air mass modification
I. Sumnier and winter air.mass weather

I. Fronts.
1. Structures
2. Types
3. Frontal waves and occlusions
C.Frontolysis anq front ogenesis
5. Associated went her

J. Turhule,p;T.
11.yowtective currents

\ 47Thkructions to wind flow
3. -Wind shear
04. -Clear air turbuleice
kcategories of turTmlence .intensities

, 6. Wake turbulence

K.'Icing.
1. IT-producing cloud types
2. Structural ice formation
3. Frost. and ground icing
4. Types and intensities of in-flight struc-

tural icing
5. Accretion rate of in-flight structural

icing
. .

6. Effects of in-flightistructural icing
7. Structural aircraft'icing and frost. on

the ground
8. Structural anti-icing and deicing
9. InstYrument and powerplant kin,/

10. Fuel and 15i1 anti-icing

1 6



Thmideustorms.
I. Condit ions necessary for format Hon
2,' Strnet
:t, Clagsi tient ion
.1. Hazards
5, In formpl ion from radar
6. 'Formates
7... Do's and ihin'ts of thunderstorm flying

111. )bst ructions to Vision.
1: Fog
2. Low stratus clouds
3. Haze and smoke
,1. Blowing obst ructions to vision
5. Precipitat ion
6. Obseurell or partially obscured sky

N. :lite Nation's vial ion Weal her Report
ing System.
1. Observat ions
2. Metmrologival centers nild forecast

office

3. Service outlets
4. ITsvs

O. Weather Observations.
1. Surfacw went libr observid ions
2. Pilot weather reports (P1REPS )
3. Weather radar obervat ions
4. Upper air observat ions

P. Weather-Cluirts.
1. Weather depietam eharts
2. Surface west hey charts
3. Constant. pressure ai'arts
4, Winds aloft charts
5. Radar summary charts

Prognostic surfaee and prognost ic
constant pressure charts

7. Prognostic significant weat her cl4rts
S. Density altitude charts

Q. Aviation Weather Forecasts.
1. Tertitital aforectists ( FT)
2. Area forecasts (FA)
3. Winds & temperatures aloft forecasts

(FD)
4.,TWEB route forecasts and synopses
5. In-flight weather advisories (WA, WS,

WST)
6. Severe weather outlooks
7. Severe weather forecasts
8. Surfact; analyses and prognoses

SWI404 0 TO I

9

IL. Services to Pilots,
1, FSS briefing
2. A ilf unial le fermium I in format ion syn.

ice ( '1'11 )

-4-L I 's n1114)11111(1.. weal her
uhtswering m.ry Iry P.ATW A S)

I. 41.ranscribed went r broadcasts
(11V KB)
En route flight aily'ls"rY service

6. Scheduled went her brunt ka sI s

S, Determining Cloudi height Frtal Re

ports.
T, in farnint ion in. a. Weather Wieling.

VI. AIRPLANE .OPERATION

A. (;eneral.
I. Preflight: post flight MI let iiet ices

2. Flight. vont rols
3. Wings and PIllpenit age
4. Fuel system principles
5. Fuel cont aininat ion prevention/elim-

ination
Airplane hydrundic
elect rict}I sy,,t clot.

Wake t n rl in lei ice ti uses; precatit ions
erosswim I takeoff landing practices

9. Proper loading'of I he aircraft.
10: Recovqry from'critical flight situations
th Aircraft .operating limitations
12. Itigh-alt it tide operation:A/pressuriza-

tion
13. Use of supplement al oxygen.and oxy-

gen equipment
14. Midair collision avoidatic.e preCautions
15. Normal/crosswind takooff'and lading

practices
Hit Maximum performance takeoff/land-

ing
17. EmergOney landings
Pi. Design maneuvering speed
19.;Taxiing during st rong surface winds
20. Flap Operation

6.

I.

systenis----airp

B. Performance.
, 1.keoff charts
4,4 '4',.rif 4We-of-climb charts

,

3.- Cruise charts-
4; Mp,ximum safe crosswind charts

al speed charts
5. ailing charts
6. St
T. Airspeed correction charts

I'
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v.

44.

9.
ComputIng density/Pressure altitudes
Effect of density alitude on perforup
awe

10. Critical pert.° (mice s wes V"
speeds

II. Effect of wind and shear oil aircraft
perfotinance

12. Bank/speed versus rate/rad ins of
turps

13. Stall speed versus altitude o r at(itmle
14.; Stall speed versus indicated /t rue air-

,45pee'd

15. X)hstilde clCnrance takeoff/1 nding

17. ezompiontions of gross weight/useful
load

18. COmputatir of center of gravity

VII. 041bINE OPEIIATION

A. Gene'val.
. 1. Recipreeating engine Pinciples

2. Carburetion psineiplys
3. Carburetor/fuel injection principles,
4. Carburetor heat ,effect on mixture
5. Lubrication systems
6. Electrical systems/units
7. Ignition systems/units
8. Fuel systems
9. Propeller 'principles

10. Manifold pressure versus RPM
11. Engine instruments
12. Effect. of (tensity ude

a.

B. Operation.

d

-

1. Engine staiting/shutdown procedures
"2: Detmalion/preignition causes and ef-

fects .

3. Carburetor icing ana effect of heat
4. Engiiie opeutting limitations
5. Use of throttle, propeller, mixture

controls
6. Interpreting engine instruments
7. Use of proper fuel

VIII. NAVII3ATION

, A. General.
-1. Sectional chart interpretation

a. Topographic information
b. Symbols/obstruction heights/eleva-

dons
c: Relief
d. Atronautical data

,

12

Aft,

e. Navigatiop alds
f. Controlled airspace and special use

airspace markings
2. Time zones and 2.1-hour system

B. Pilotage.
1. l'Iotting colurse

.2. Identifying lamlmarks
(7. Dead Reckoning.

I. Measuring courses
. 2. Measuring distances

3, Effect of ANind on navigation
4. Magnetic variation and deViatien
5. True airspeed and groundspeed.
6. True course, magnetic courSe

. Wind dire(tion
11). V.ind Triiingles/Navigiffion Compiler

I .Principles.
I. True course and groundspeed
2. True heading:and groundspeed
3. Magnetic,lirading and gruundspeed
4. True course adl t vue airspeed
5. Wind direction and speed
6. 'Time, speed, distance
7. Fuel consumption
8. Conversions-temperatures, speeds, dis-

tances, altitudes
9..Climbs and- descents

10. Density altitude
--

E. Radio, Navigation.
I. Characteristics of*VOR facilitiest
2. Tuning VOR recRivers
3. Identifying VOR stations
4.. yoR interprtation/orientationA
5. 'Intercept ing NOR sadials
9, Tracking VOR radials

; 7. Groundspeed checks using VOR
dials

8% VOR frequency interference.
9. 'OR test signals/VOR 1.e,eiver checks

10. Characteristics.of ADF facilities
11. Tuning ADF receivers
12. Identifying stations used for AI).
13; ADF interpretation/orientation
14.,Intercepting ADF bearings .

-15..Tracking ADF-bearings.or "Wining"
16. Nondireetional radiobencons
17. Distance measuring muipment.
18. Transponder use
19. Emergency,locatOr beacons (ELT)
20. Direction finding (DF)

18-\.

/-
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IX. AERODYNAMICS AND PRINCIPLES OF

PLIGHT

A. Laws of _Motioh.
1. Bernoulli
2. Newton

B. Functions of the Flight. Controls.

O. Principle?! of Airfoils.
1. Pressures above and below
2. Relative wind and angle of attack

A

3. Downwash
Wingtip vortice4,.

D.. Wing Platiform..
1. A rea/span/ehord
2. Aspect ratiii/taper/sweepback
3. Effect of planform (in stall patterns

E. Forces Acting on an Airplane.
1. Lift
2.
3. Th
4. Weight
5. Centrifugal/centripetal

F. Flight Controls/Axes 9f an Airplane.
G. Lift/Drag During. Turns.

1. Angle of 'attack
2. Adverse yaw/ailvon drag

B. Lift. Versus Angle of Attack.
I. Lift/Thrust Versus Air Density.-
J.-lrypes ffect of Flaps, Spoiler*.

K. Effect f Flaph on Lift/Drag/Trim.
L. Effect tiftIce/Snow/Frost on Airfoils.
M. Power V e s u s Climb>Deficent/Level

Flightlk

P. Ground Effect.
Q. Principles of PropcIlers.

^ H. Stalls/Spills.

N. Gyroscopic Principles/Torque Effect.
0. Types incl. Effects of DragInduced/

Parasite/Ptofile.

18.

4

li)nds/I mad Fact ors.

Stability -Sta:tic and Dynamic/liongi
tudinal/Lateral/Directional.

X. FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND SYSTEMS

A. Attitude Indicator.
B. !Leading Indicator.

(1._.Turn Indicator/Coordinator.

Alt itill5Mr-Operatim/ErrorR.--

E. Vertical Speed Indiestor.
tr

F. Airweed Indicator Operation/Errors.
G. Vacuum Systems/histrnments.
II. Pitot-Static Systems/Instrirments.
I. Magnetic Compass Operation/Errors.

.1 Altimeter Itsetting Procedure/Signifi-
cance.

. Pressure Altitude Significance/Compu-
tation.

XI. RADIO COMMUNICATiONS

A. VHF ,Radio Communications/Phrase-

B. Position Reporting Procedures.

C. Tower/FSS/En Route Advisories/In-
structions.

D. FSS Communications Procedures.'
E.. Obtaining Emergency Assistance.
F. Lost Procedure When Radio is InOpera-

Ave.

G. Use of ProPer Communication Frequen-
cies.

AO'
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AIRMAN WRITTEN TEST APPLICATION

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

The information on this form is required under the authority of the Federal Aviation Act
(SAction 602). Certification cannot be completed unless the data is complete.

'-
Disclosure of giSur Social Sectrity Account -Number ISSAN) is optional. If you do not supply
your SSAN, a substitute number or identifier will be assigned to give your record a unique 9-digit
number for internal control of airman recds.

ft i4our SSAN has been prev4sly given, it is already in the system. Requests for removal must
Ivo in writing. leyou do not wish your SSAN on future records, please do not disclose SSAN on
airman written test, airrnan certification, and/or medical certification applications.

Routine uses of records maintained in the system, including categories of users and the purposes
of such Uses: To determine that Airmen are certified in acdordance with the provision of the ?Were)
'Aviation Act of 1958. repository of documents used by, individual and potential.employers, to
determine validity of airmen qualifications. To support investigative efforts of investigation and
law enforcement agencies of Federal. State,and local Governments. Supportative information in
court case, concerning individual status and/or qualifications in law suits. To provide data for the
Comprehensive Airman Information System (CMS). To provide documents for microfilm arid
mprofiche backup records.

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANT:

. * ATTENTION: READ THE FOLLOWINt PARAGRAPH CAREFULLY BEFORE
COMPLETING THIS APPLICATION:

WHOEVER, IN ANY MATTER WIThIN THE JURISDICTION OF ANY-DEPART-
MENT OA AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES KNOWINGLY AND WILLFULLY
FALSIFIES, CONCEALS OR COVERS UP BY ANY TRICK, SCHEME, OR
DEVICE A MATERIAL FACT, OR MAKES ANY FALSE FICTITIOUS OR
FRAUDULENT STATEMENTS OR REPRESENTATIONS, OR MAKES, OR
USES ANY FALSE WRITING 'OR DOCUMENT KI10WING THE SAME TO
CONTAIN ANY FALSE, FICTITIQUS OR FRAUDULENT STATEMENT OR
ENTRY, SHALL BE FINED NOT MORE THAN $10,000 OR IMPRISONED
NOT MORE THAN 5 IEARS. OR BOTH (U.S. CODE, TOLE 18, SEC. 1001.)

CERTAIN TEST -QUESTION'S INVOLVING 'REGULATIONS) ATC PROCE-
DURES, ETC., ARE FREQUENTLY OUTDATED BY VERY RECENT CHANGES.
IN THESE INSTANCES, APPLICANTS, ARE GIVEN CREW\ FOR THE
QUESTION DURING THE PERIOD THAT IT TAKES TO bISTRIBUTE A
REVISED QUESTION. i

*
,

DO NOT TE/411- SHEETS APART..

* TURN TO %PM:1i 4 A D COMPLETE THE PERSONAL DATA SECTION.
E THAT Y U SI N TURE IS N THE PROPER LINE. BEFORE

COMMENCING TEST, READ INSTRUCTIO S FOR MARKING THE
ANSWER SHEET:

it
INSTRUCTIONS TO FAA PERSONNEL.

* REFER TO PAGE 3 OF THE APPLICATION FOR COMPLETION OF THE TIME
WAIVER AND SECTION WAIVER BLOCK WHEN REQUIRED.

)

AC ream scoe-snirst.
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1

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Oiation Administration 05
PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL PILOT -el' 41

Written Test Subject Matter Codes

USE ONLY TO IDENTIFY CODES, not as study outline since Private and-Commercial areas are combined.

To Otermine the subject areas you missed, compare subject matter codes on yflor A(' Fmm Htfl)-2,
Airman Written Test Report, with coded items on this list of subjects. The total number of

questions you missed are NOT reflected by the number of subject matter codes shown on the Lest

report, since ONE OR MORE questions may have been asked in each itemishown.
... .

FEDERAL
t

AVIATION REGULATIONS C17 - Fuel requirements - IFR conditions

C18 - Civil aircraft: certificates required

ir commerce C19 Special authorizations - foreign aircraft

A02 - Airport traffic area C20 - Aircraft-aicworthiness /
A03 - Ceiling C21 Aircraft oOrating Limitations/Markings

ALA Commercial operator C22 - Supplemental oxygen

A05 - Flight level C23 - Instrument and equipmegt requirements

' A06 - Flight visibility ' C24 - Flight recorders: cockpit voice recorders

A07..- Interstate air commerce C25 Automatic reported altitude/pilot's ref-

4 wor:.--tiizo-iletilft-
A09 - Major alteration C26 - Transport airplane weight limitation

A10 - Major repair C27 - Maximum weights for airplanes in Alaska

All - Pilot in command
\

C28 - Limited/restricted aircraft limitations

Al2 - Second in command ,
C29 - Experimental aircraft lImitations

Alj Federal airway , C30 - Special rules for foreign civil aircraft

A14 - Control area C31 - Ferry flight with,one engine inoperative

A15 - Continental control are? C32 - Emergency exits for airplanes

A16 - Contrel zone C33 - Aural speed warningLdevice

A17-- Raite segment C34 - Altitude alerting ikstem or device

A18 Terminal controf area C35 - Emergency locator transmitters

A19 - Positive control area C36 - Report: aircraft identification/activity

. PART 61: CERTIFICATION: PILOTS/FLIGHT P1R1:91: GENERAL FOGHT_RULES-SUBPART B
INSTRUCTORS- 101 - Waivers

B0'17q71r1-1-ed certificate/rating 002 - Operating near other aircraft

400 B02 - Certificates 40 ratings issued D03.- Right-of-way rules; operations

803 - Expired pilot certificates/reissuance b04 - Aircraft speed

804 - Carriage of narcotic drugs/marihuana 605 - Acrobatic flight

805 - Duration of pilot-certificates D06 - Aircraft lights .

pos - Duration of medical certificates D07 - Complying - ATC clearances/instructions

807 .- General limitations 008 - ATt light signals
1

808 - Pilot logbooks .. D09 - Minimum safe altitudes; general

B09 - Operations during medical deficiency DIO - Altimeter settings

1810 - Second in command qualifications Dil - Flight plan; information required

811 - Recent,experience: Pilot in command D12 - Operating - in vicinity of airport

812 - Pilot In conrmand.proficiency check 013 - Operation - airport with control tower

.---813 - Falsification,reproduction, alteration 014 - Operation - airport without tower.

1314 - Change of address D15 - Flight in terminal control areas ,

815 - Glider towing: experience/instruction D16 - Temnorary flight restrictions

1316 - Privdte privileges/limitations D17 -Tlight test areas
, B17 - Free balloon retting: limitations D18 - Restricted and prohibited areas
. 818 z tommercial pilot privileges/limitations D19 - Positive control areas; route segments

B19 ='Airship/free balloon: Jimitations D20 - Jet advisory areas

PART 91: GENLRAL OPERATING RULES-AUBPART A 021 - Operations to. or over. Cuba

501 - Responsibility of pilot in .command D22,- Flight limitation - space flight recovery

., - CO2 - Pilot in'command - more thin one pilot D23 - Operation: aircraft of Cuban registry

CO3 - Preflight action D24 - Flight restriction - Presidential/parties .

C04 - Flight crewnembers at stations D25 - Basic VFR weather minimums'

C05 - Interference with cremnembers D26 --Special VFR vieather minimums

C06 - Careless.or reckless operation D27 - VFR cruising'altitude or flight level,

C07 - Liquor and drugs D28 - ATC clearance/fligpt plan required (IFR)

C08 - Flights between Mexico/United States 029 - Takeoff/landing wider IFR

C09 - Dropping objects D30 - Limitations-instrument approach procedure

C10 - Fastening.Of safety belts 031 - Minimum altitUdes for IFR operations

Cll.- Parachutes and parachuting D32 - IFR cruising altitude/flight level

C12 - Towing: gliders or other than gliders 033 -.Course to be flown (IFR)

C13 - Portable electronic devices 034 - IFR radio communications

C14 - Simulated jargnent and flight tests D35 - IFR two-way communications failure

C15 - ATC trans#WFOr equipment reAuirements D36 - Malfunction reports (IFR) .,..

C16 - VOR equipment-check for IFR *rations D37 - ATC transponder test/inspections

AC Form 8080-2-2p (5-75)
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Written Test Subject Matter Codes (Continued)

PAR' 91: MailINANCE. PREVENJATIVE MAINTENANCE..
AND ALTERATION§-§UOPART C ]

EOT - deneraT maintenance and alterations
E02 - Maintenance required
ECO - Carrying persons after repair/alteration
E04 - Inspections/progressive inspection
E05 - Altimeter system tests/inspections
E06 - Maintenance records/transfer of records 4
E07.- Rebuilt engine maintenance records
E08 - ATC transponder teit/inspection
PART 91: LARGE AND RBINE-POWERED MULT1ENGINE

F01 - Applicability
F02 - Flying equipment/operating information
F03 - Familiarity withoperating limitations

and emergency equipment-
F04 - Equipment - over-the-top/night VFR
FO5 -_Survivel equipmentioYermater .operattans_
FOG - Radio equipment/overwater operations
F07 - Emergency equipment
F08 - Flight altitude rules
F09 - Smoking and safety belt signs
FIO - Passenger briefing
Fll - Carry-on baggage
F12.- Carriage of cargo

*F13 - VFR fuel requirements
F14 - Operating in icing conditions
F15 - Flight engineer requirements
F16 - Skond in commend requirements
F17 -.Flight attendant reqpirements
F18 - Inspection pro ram

-- PART 135: AIR TAXI OPERATORS AMID COMMERCIAL
OPERATORS Of SKALL AIRCRAFT

GO1 - 6kbpart A - General
G02 - Stibpart 8 - Rules-ATCO certificate holder
G03 - Subpart C - Operating rules
G04'- Subpart D - Creymember qualifications
G05 : Subpart E - Aircraft and equipment
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Perna: NOTIF1CATTCW ANDREPORTING ACCIDENTS
NOT - Applicability
H02 - Definitions
H03 - Immediate notification a 2rnformation
H04 - Preserving wreckage/mailgergo/records
H05 - Reports/statements to be filed

1FAA ADVISORY CIRCULARS
I01 - Series 00 General
102 - Series 20 Aircraft
103 - Series 60 Airmen
104 - Series 70 Airspace
105 - Series 90 Air Traffic Control and General

Operations
106 - Series 120 Air Carrier and Commercial

Operatorfind Helicopters
107 - Series 150 Airports
108 - Series 170 Air Navigation Facilities
FLIGHT INFOMTION PLHILICMIONS
J01 -'Glossary Oraeronautical terms
J02 - Airport lighting/marking/aids
J03 - Air navigation .radio aids

.

J04 - Visual approach slope indiCator
J05 - Controlled/uncontrolled airspace
JQ6 - Operating at non-tower airports
JO/ 7eSpec1a1 use airspace-prohibited, re-

stricted, ISJTA, alert areas-
JC6 - Automatic terminal information service
309 - ATC departure/enroute/arrival procedures
J10 - Radar traffic information service
311 - Stage I. II, III terminal radar service

eit V

J12.- Aeronautical advisory stations (UNme)
J13 - Ractlotelephone pOaseology/technigue
J14 - Triffic/wind direction indicators
315 - Obtaining weather information/briefing
316 - Flight plans
J17 - VHF/UHF direction finder
J18 - ADIZ and designated mounfainous area
J39 - Medical facts roe pilots
J20 - Good operating practices
321 - Obtaining airport/heliport'dat9
322 - FSS/Weather Service'telephone'numbers
323 - Obtaining radio facility/FSS data
324 - Special notices/Special Operations
J25 - Notices to Airmen (MOMS) "4

326 - Terminal radar service/areas
327 - Terminal area graphic notices
J28 - Restrictions to enroute navigation aids

YORA:tctilter OnLimints
, J30 = Parachute, jumping areas
7 AVIATION WEATHER

- Surface weather charts
K02 - Weather depiction charts
1(03 - Prognostic charts
K04 - Significant weather charts
K05 - Pressure analyses charts
K06 - Winds aloft charts/forecasts
K07 - Radar summary charts/reports
1(08 - Area forecasts
K09.7- Terminal forecasts

,.110 - Severe weather forecasts
K11 - Elements of forecasting

' K12 - Aviation weather (Sequence) reports
1(13 - Amblers, sIcmers, PIREPS
1(14 - Weather broadcasts-scheduled/advisories
1(15 - Transcribed weather broadcasts (TWEB)
K16 - Significance of reported weather II

. K17 - Significance of cloud types
1(18 - Determining cloud-height from reports
1(19 - Recognition of critical weather
K20 - Temperature/dewpoint relationship
1(21 - Fog types and their causes
K22 - Air mass characteristics
1(23 - Frontal weather
1(24 - Thunderstorms/squall lines
K25 - Aircraft 4cing
1(26 - Standard temperatures/pressures
K27 - Standard lapse rates
K28 - Pressure systems/general circulation
K29 - Mountain effects/turbulAnce/weather
K30 - Information in a weather briefi

I K31 - Soaring weather-thermalS
1(32 - Soaring weather-ridge lift
1(33 - Soaring weather-mountain waves
NAVIGATIONAL - GENERAL
LOl - Sectional chart interpretation
102 - Relating chart tymbols to FAR
103 - Pilotage/recognition of landmarks
104 - Determining courses/distances on charts
105 - Planning traffic pattern
106 - Navigation Computer principles
107 - Computing headings/courses
108 - Computing time, distance, speed, fuel
109 = Computing rates-of-climb/descent
LIO - Computing wind diregion/speed in flight
111 - Computing off-course correttions
112 - Selecting VFR cruising ltitudes
RADIO NAVIGATION
1101 - Characteristics of .VOR facilities
M02 - Tuning VORreceivers

lEf
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Written Test Subject Matter Codes (Continued) il3t9
txce.

P':: - Use of oxygen and oxygen equIpolerlt
P:1 - Mid-air ,o111sIon ayollan,e'llre,autIon%
A IR( RA/ T,' I NG I NI PI RI ORMAN( I GIN1 RAI

Q01 -- Tal'eoTT chart.; (airpUno/rotorcraft)
QUI,' Rat e- of -(1 tinti , harks ( a tryl a ne/ro tor( ra f tl

Q03 Cruise thart% (aIrplane/)otor( raft)

Q04 Maximum safe cros%wind chart% (airplane)
Q05 - Use of 1)enalt tomfititer (airplane)
Q06 landing chart% (airplane/rotor-craft)
Q07 Altitude-airspeed charts (rotorcraft)
Q08 - Stall speed charts (airplane)
Q09 - Hovering ceiling (harts (rotor(raft)
Q10 Airspeed correction charts (airplane)
Q11 - Predicting performance (heli(opter)
012 am- puting density/pressure altitudes
Q13 , _ffect of density altitude orl perfokance
Q14 - Effect of weight/balance on performance
Q15 - Critical performance speeds "V speeds"
Q16 - Effect of wind on airtrAftPerfOrMalite

' Q17 - Bank/speed versus rate/radius 04 turn
Q18 - Stall speed versus altitude or attitude
019 3tall speed versus indicated/true airspeed
Q20 Obstacle clearance takeoff/landing .

Q?1 - Best angle/best rate-of-climb (airplane)
Q22 '.- Computation of gros, weight/useful load
Q23 - Computation of center gravity
Q24 - Minimum sink speed (glider)
Q25 Glide ratio L/D (glOcier)

Q26 - Speed-to-fly Aglider)
027 - Best-glide-speed (glider) ,

Q28 -: Glider performance curves (glider)
Q29 - Airspeed for searching for lift (glider)

,

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND.SYSTFMS .

ROI - Attitu-de indicator operation/errors
R02 - Heading indicator operation/errors
R03 - Turn indicator/coordinator
RCA Altimeter operation/errors
RO5 - Vertical speed indicator operation/errors
R06 - Airspeed indicator operation/errors
R07 - Vacuum systems/instruments
R08 - Pitot-static systems/instruments
R09 -, Magnetic compass operation/errors
MO - Altimeter setting procedure/significance
Rll - Pressure altitude-significance/obtaining
R12 - Gyroscopic principles
AIRPLANE OPERATION
U01 - Normal/crosswind takeoff/landing
UO2 - Maximum performance takeoff/landing

M03s- Identifying VOR stations
M04 - VOW interpretation/orientation
M05 - Intercepting VOR radials
M06 tracking VOR radial's
M07 -'Groundspeed checks using VOR radials
M08 - VOR frequvicy interference
M09 - VOR test signals/VOR receiver checks
M10 - Characteristics of ADF facilities
M11 - Tuning ADF receivers
M12 - Identifying stations used for ADF
M13 - ADF/RMF interpretation/orientation
M14 Intercepting ADF/RML bearings
MI5 - Tracking ADF/RMI bearings or 'homing"
M16 - Marker beacons/outer compass locators
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
NOI - VHF radio communications/phraseology

4 NO2 Position reporting procedures
NO3 -_.Tower/F5S/enroute-advisories/instructicns

FSS-coMinUnications procedures
N05 - Obtaining emergency assistance
N06 - Lost procedure when radio is inoperative,
N07 - Use of proper communications frequencies
AERODYNAMICS AND PRINCIPLES OF FLIGHT
001 - Laws of motion
002 - Functions of the flight controls
003 - Principles of airfoils
004 - Forces acting on the aircraft
005 - Flight controls/axwn?the aircraft
006 ift/drag during tigrns

ift versus angle of attack
ift/thrust versus air density
fect orice/snow/frpst on airfoils
er versus climb/descent/level flight

011 --Gyroscopic precession
012 - Coning (helicopter)
013 - Translating tendency (helieopter)
014 - Ground effect
015 - Translational lift (helicopter)
016 - Transverse flow effect (helicopter)
017 - Loads/load factors
018 - Stability/controllability .

019 - Stall/spins Af.
020 - Effects of flaps, spoilers, dive brakes
021 - Relative wind/angle of attack
022 - Effect of wind during turns
023 - Torque effects - P factor
024 - Disunnetry of lift (helicopter)
AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE OPERATION - GENERAL
Pca - Fuel-injection/carburetorprincipIes
P02 - Reciprocating engine principles
P03 - Preflight/postflight safety practices
PO4 - Use of mixture/throttle/propeller control
P05 - Use of proper fuel grade/type
P06 - Fuel system operation

Engine starting/shutdown
Detonation cause/effect
Fuel contamination-prevention/elimination

d

Emergency-engine/syst/iMs/equipment/fire
Carburetor. ice-cause etection/elimimstion
Wake turbulence-causes/precautions
Crosswind takeoff/landing
Proper-loading of the aircraft
Interpreting engine instruments
Ignitim.or electrical system/units
Recovery from critical flight situations
Carburetor heat effect on mixture
Aircraft operating limitations
Manifold pressure versus RPM
High altitude operations/pressurization

007 -
008 -
009
010 - Po

PO7 -
PCS --
PO9 -
P10 -
P11 -
P12 -
P13 -
P14 -
P15 -
P16 -
Pt7 -
P18 -
P19.-
P20 -
P21 -

UO3 - Emergency landings
U04 - Maneuvering speed
U05 - Taxiing with strong surface wind
U06 - Maps opecation
U07 - RetractabTe landing gear oPeration
UCS - Controllable pitch propeller operation
U09 - Supercharged engine operation
U10 - Multiengine critical engine failure

.16

19

25
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MAX I MUM I 1,11 ALLOWED I- OH I ES I : fOUlt MOON s

GIF,NIC,RAL INSTRUCTIONS

READ CAREFULLY

1. This book confkins 778 questions beginning with num.her 201. You are required to'

answer 60 QUESTIONS ONLY.

2. Rens' to theQUESTION SELECTION iHEET to determine which 60 questions you are to

answer.

3. Make sure you were issued a QUESTION SELECTION SHEET that is marked for use'with

4. Mark your answers in the appropriate places on the ANSWER SHEET.
... '7

5. All Supplementary information required to answer certain questions can 6e found on
the page opposite the question or near the question.

6. DO NOT MARK ON THU QUESTION BOOK. A plastic overlay sheet is,provided to place

over performance charts and illustrations. This Permits marking on the plastic-

sheet without defacing the question book..

7. Read each question carefully and select the best answer. 'Always answer questions

in terms of current regulations, Orocedures, or techniques.'

8: Assume that you are a certificated private pilot as you take this test.

9. It will.not be necessary.to draw course Tines on the sectional chart segments,

since this has been done.* you.
.

10. The last Sipages of this book contain,legends for the Sectional*Chart ant the
Airport/Facility DireCtory. A list of Notices to Airmen "Abbreviations" is also
Included.

11. -The MINIMUM passing grade i; 70 percent.

VOR 0311014
BOOK

WARNING
rtmTnr TESTS CHIATING OR OTHER kownotlatizem

ExCIPI. AS AUMORIZID SY 1st ADMINISTRATOR. ND PERSON guy

111 COPY..01111111112,NEti RDA Ovt. A MI ITTiN TIST OMER MIS PAM

121 Givii0 ANOTHER OR INCE HA FROM MOTTO. ANY PART ON COPY Cf MAT TIM.

GIVE HELP ON MAT TEST TO. ON ataivt tar ON MAT TUT FROM ANY PtRSON
DURING Ilftfood THAT TIST IS KING GIVEN Ake

IC Ma ANY PART Of MO TEST IN WNW Of MOM* PERSON.

TM USE MY MATIRIPA OR AI0 NOM 1141 1111100 MAT T1ST IS IIINGfrIvEM_ pit

INTENTIONALLY CAUSE. 'ASSIST, Of PARTICIPAT1 IN ANY ACT PROHTDIRD

THIS PARAMIAPN.

IN MO KRUMkw CONNNES AN ACE PROHISITID M PANAGRAPN is Of 111151 SICTIONS
IS ILIGIOU POI My AINMAN 011 GROUND INSTRUCTOR CENTIFICMION RATIMO UNGER
MIS CNAPTIR FOR A P111100 Of 0141-YEAR MIER 1111 DATE Of 114APACT. IN A001119N,-\ ne COMMISSION Of THAT ACT IS MI NAZIS TOR SUSPENDING ON MVORIN4 MY AIN-
MANOR WOUND INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICAT1 OR RAMO HILD SY MAT PERSON.
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PRIVATE PILOT-AIRPLANE

,Ifhtittot eeist .Quat.zon4

NOTE: The Written Test Sabject Metter Code eippears opposite the first response
of eAch test question.

001. The Continental Control Area for the 48
contiguous states consists of atrspace

, A15 1- at and above 14,500 feet MSL.

2- at and below 14,500 feet MSL.
.

\\\3- within all restricted areas and
'prohibited areas.

4- below 10,000 feet MSL.

002. "COling" as defined by Federal Aviation
. Regulations, means the heigbt above the

earth's surface of the

A03 1- lowest layer of clouds that idtre- -

ported as "broken" or "overcast."

2- holiest layer.of clouds that is re-
. ported as "scattered," "broken,"

Rr "thin."

3- lowest reported "obscuration" and
the highest layer of clouds that is
4portV as "overcast."

4- highest layer of clouds that is
reported as "broken" or "thin."

4

063. Where are Airport Traffic Areas in effect?

A02 1- At 'all irports.

2- Only at airports that have an
.4

operating Control tower.

3- Only at airports within a control
zone. 41

4- At All airports that.have a Flight
Service Station on the field.

004. Airspace within a hOrizontal radius of 5
statute miles from the geographical cepter
of any airOhrt at which a control tower is
operated and which extends from the sur-
face up to, but not including, 3,000 feet
abOve the surface, is defined as

402 1- an Airport Advisory Area.
. 2- a Control Area.

3- an AirporibTraffic Area.
4- a Control Zone.

/iv

005. An Airport Traffic Area extends from the
surface up to, but does not include, what
altitude above the elevation of the
airport?

A02 1- 1,000 Net.
2- 2,000 fget.
3- 3,000 feet.

'4- 4,000 feet.

006. An Airport Traffic Area is automatically
in effect when

A02 1- radar service iS availaple.

2- nighttime hours exiSt."

3- the weather is below VFR minimums.

4- its associated control tower,is in
operation.

007. An Airport Traffic Area is that airspace
within a horizontal radius of 5 statute
miles from the geographical center of an
airport, at which a control tower is in
operation, and extends

A02 1- from the surface.upward to 5,000 feet.

2- upward from 700 feet above the
surface.

3- upward from 1,200 feet above the
surface.

4- from the surface upward to,Aut not
including, 3,000 feet.

/1108. Airport Traffic Areas are in effect

1

21

A02 1- only at airports that have operating
controTowers.

2- at all airports. .

3- only at airports within a control
zone.

4- at all'airports located in restricted
areas.
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carrying passengers at night, you must
have performed, within the preceding 90
days, three takeoffs and three landings

B11 1- to a full stop, at nigk, in the
same category and class of air(raft 1111

to be used.

01: I l of I I I n.,c( 1., hi i0 M%1 mid voll do

not meet the recency of experience require-
ments for a -night flight carrying passen-
gers, you must land at or before what time
to comply with regulationc?

2- to a full stop, day or night, in any
aircraft.

3- touch and go or full stop, at night,
in any aircraft.

4- touch and go or full stop, either
day or night, in any aircraft.

010. To act as pilot in command of a single-
engiee nosewheel-equipped airplane, regu-
lations require recent experience before
carrying passengers. To meet this require-
ment you must, within the preceding

B11 1- 60 days, have made at least three
takeoffs and three landings to a
4full stop in any 'single-engine

airplane.

2- 90 days, have made at least three
takeoffs and three landings to a
full stop in an aircraft of the
same category,,class, and type as
the one you will be flying.

3- 90 days, have made at least three
A takeoffs and three landings in An

aircraft of the same category and
class as the one.you will be flying.'

4- 60 days, have made at least five
takeoffs and fille landings to a .

full stop in an aircraft of the
same categwry as the one you will
be flying.

1- 1730 MST.
2- 1830 MST.
3- 1800 MST.
4- 190 MST.

013. To act as pilot in command when carrying
passengers in a single-engine land air-
plane, you are required to have made with-
in the preceding 90 days, at least

811 1- three takeoffs and three landings in
an airplane of the same class.

2- five takeoffs, five full-stop land-
ings, and 1 hour flight time in a
single-engine land airplane.

3- five takeoffs and five landings in a
single-engine land airplane.

4- three takeoffs And three landings in
any airplane.

014. Suppose that you, a private pilot, were
issued a Third-Class Medical Certificate
18 months ago. To act as pilot in command,
this medical certificate

B06 1- has expired; therefore you cannot
act as pilot in command, but you can
serve as a crewmember. .

011. To act as pilot in command of an aircraft,
one must show by logbook endorsement the
satisfactory (1) accomplishment of a fltght
revieW, or (2) completion of a pilot pro- 015.

ficiency check within the preceding

811 1- 6 months.
2- 12 months.
3- 24 months.
4- 36 months.

22

2- is current, but limits your qights
to solo only.

3- has expired, and you cannot exer se

the privileges of a private pilo

4- As current, andsan be used to exer-
'cise all of themlorivileges of a
private pilot.

Assume that your Class III Medical Certi-
ficate was issued to you on October 1,
1978. This. medical certificate is valid
until the end of

B06 1- October 1980.
2- October 1979.
3- September 1980.
4- September,1979.

2
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to you on February 1, 1978. This certifi-
cate expires at the end of the last day of

806 1- February 1979.
2- February 1980.
3- January 1980.
4- January 1979.

017 Assume you were ilssued a Third-Class Med-
ical Certificate 15 months ago. To act as
pilot in command, this medical certificate

B06 1- has expired, therefore you cannot
act as pilot in command, but you
can serve as a crewmember.

2- is current, and can be used to exer-
cise all of the privileges of a
private pilot.

Mas expired, and you cannot exercise"

If pm atp a pr'aro 10)01 Al IIIP]

in convmnd, or in any other capacity as a
required pilot flight crewnmnber, you must
havP in your pertional possession while
aboard the aircraft

1101 1- yourepilot loyhook to %how that you
have ISt recent experience require-
ments to serve as pilot in connond.

2- a current endorsement on your pilot
certificate to show that you have
satisfactorily accomplished a flight
review.

3- your current and appropriate pilot
and medical &wtificates.

4- a current logbook endorsement to
show that you have satisfactorily
accomplished a flight review.

the privileges of a private pilot.
021

4- is current, but limits your flights
to solo only.

018. In regard to the duration of Private
Pilot Certificates, which statement is
true?

B05 1- They expire after a duration of
12 months.

2- They expire after a duration of
24 months.

3- They are issued without a specific
expiration date.

4- When recency of experience require-
ments are not met the certificates
expire.

019. Your current and appropriate pilot and
medical certificates must be in your

personal possession

B91 1- only when acting as pilot in command

2- only when acting as pilot in command
for compensation or hire.

3- only when you are acting as pilot in
command while passengers are aboard.

4- any time you are acting as pilot in
coward or in any other capacity as
a required pilot flight cremember.

23

Current and appropriate pilot and medical
certificates must be in your personal
possessiom

801 1- only when acting as pilot in command
for compensation or hire.

2- only when you are acting as pilot in
command away from the vicinity of an
airport.

3- any time you are acting as pilot in
command or in any other capacity as
a required crewmember.,

4- only when you are acting as pilot in
command while passengers are aboard.

022. A control zone mayftinclude one or more
airports and is normally a circular area
with a radius of

A16 1- 1 mile.
2- 2 miles.
3- 5 miles.
4- 7 miles.

023. Which statement Is true regarding control
zones?

A16 1- They extend upward from 700.fee,AGL
"and terminate at the base of the \
Continental Control Area.

2- Unless they underlie the Continental
Control Area, control zones have no
upper 1,imit.

3- Designated control zones are located
,only at those airports which have a
control tower in operation.

4- They are not depicted on sectional
aeronautical charts.

29
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mediate action, a pilot In conmand may

CO1 1- deviate from Federal Aviation
Regulations to the extent required
to meet the emergency, but must
submit a written ruprt within N
hours to the Adminfftrator.

2- not deviate from regulations unless
permission is obtained from Air
Traffic Control.

3- deviate from any rule of Federal
Aviation Regulations to the extent
required to meekthe emergency.

4- not deviate from regulatiotk unless
prior to the deviation approval is
granted by the AdmiAistrator.

025. According to regulations pertaining to
general privileges and limitations, a
private pilot may

0" Width %!Afirm10 nr 11,1,11,1ln.) icair

pilot privileges and iimitations? A pilot

may

B16 1- act as pilot in convnand of an air-
craft carrying property for hire
only if the flight ic in conneution

with a business.

2- share the operating expepses of a
flight-with the passengers.

3- act as pilot in command while demon-
strating an aircraft to a prospective
buyer if the private pilot has logged
at least 100 hours of flight time in
the aircraft being shown.

4- act as pilot in cdMmand of an air-
craft carrying passengers for com-
pensation or hire if the flight is
in connection with a business or
employment.

028. According to regulations pertaining to
general privileges and limitations, a
private pilot may

1- charge a reasonabli fee for acting
as pilot in command.

2- share the operating expenses of a
flight with the passengers.

3- be paid for the operating expenses
of a flight if at least three take-
offs and three landings were Made by
the pilot withim the preceding 90
days.

4- not be paid in any manner for the
operating expenses of a flight.

B16 1- not be paid in any manner for the
operating expenses of a flight.

2- charge a reasonable fee for acting 816
as pilot in command.

3- share the operating expenses of a
flight with the passengers.

4- be paid for the operating expenses
of a flight if at least five take-
offs and five landings were made by
the pilot within the preceding 90
days.

026. Which,of the following statements is true
regarding private pilot privileges and "

limitations?

B16 1- A private pilot may share the oper-
ating expenses of a flight with the
i'passengers.

2- A private pilot may act as pilot in
command of an aircraft carrying
passengers for compensation. if the
flight is in connection witiv.a
business or employment.

3- A private pilot may act as pilot in
command of an aircraft carrying
only property for hire if the flight
is in connection with a business.

4- A Private pilot may act as pilot in
command demonstrating an aircraft
to a prospective buyer if the
private pilot has logged at least
100 hours of flight time in the
aircraft being shown.

029.

1

If you have made a change in your perma-
nent mailing address, you may not exercise
the privileges of your pilot certificate
after 30 days from the date you moved un-
less you

B14 1- forward your certificate to the FAA
Airmen Certification Branch and
request reissuance.

2- forward your certificate to the local
General Aviation District Office
(GADO) for a change of address.

3- notify the FAA Airmen Certification
Branch in writing of your change of
address.

4- request your local teneral Aviation
District Office (GADO) to issue you
a temporary pilot certificate.

200



030. Assume that your Private Pilot Lertilirate
was issped on March 15, 1978. Unless you
complete a proficiency check for another
pilot certificate, rating, or operating
privilege, to act as pilot in command of
an aircraft you will be due for a flight
review no 1ateQan

811 1- March 15, 109.
2- March 15,J980.
3- March 31, 1981.

t 4- March 31, 1979.

031. If yod do not meetethe recency of experi-
ence requirements for a night flight
carrying passengers, and official sunset
is 1900 EST, you must land at or before
what time to comply with regulations?

811 1- 1830 EST.
2- 1900 EST.
3- 1930 EST.
4-_2000 EST. a

032. To act.as pilot in command of an aircraft,
one must show by logbook endorsement that
(1) a flight review has been satisfac-
torily accomplished, or (2) a pilot pro-
ficiency check has been satisfactorily
completed within the preceding

\ B11 1- 6 months.
2- 12 months.
3- 24 months.
4- 36 months.

033. Assume that official sunset is 1745 CST.
If you do not meet the recency of,experi-
ence requirements for a night flifht
carrying passengers, you must land at or
before what time to comply with regula-
tions?

B11 1-1715 CST.
2- 1745 CST.
3- 1845 CST.
4- 4915 CST.

a

a

Mr,

034. ledevai Aviation keyuldtlunN tlAk.$) slipu-
late that in order for a person to act cis
pilot in command of an aircraft. that 'per-
son must show by logbook endorsmnent that
(1) a flight review has been satisfactorily
accomplished, or (2) a proficiency check
tor a pilot certificate. rating. or opera-
ting privileges has been satisfactorily
completed within the preceding

ill 1 1- 24 months.
2- 18 months.
3- 12 months.
4- 6 months.

035. To act as pilot in command of an aircraft
carrying passengers.dudng the period be-
ginning 1 hour after sunset and ending
1 hour before sunrise, a pilot must, with-
in the preceding 90 days, have

811 1- made five takeoffs and five landings
to a full stop in the same make and
model of aircraft to be used.

2- made three takeoffs and three land-
ings to a full stop in the category'
and class aircraft to be used.

3- made five takeoffs and five landings
to a full stop in the category and
class aircraft to be used.

4- flomn a minimum of 3 hours.

036. To act as pilot in command of an airplane
with passengers aboard, you must have Wade
at least three takeoffs and three landings
in an aircraft of the same category and
class within the preceding

1311 1- 90 days.
2- 120 days.
3- 12 months.
47 24 months.

037. To act as pilot in.command of\a single-
engine land airplane with passengers
aboard, regulations require that within
the preceding 90 days, you munt have made
at least

811 1- three takeoffs and three landings in
an airplane of the same class.

2- five takeoffs and five landings to a
full stop with a minimum of 1 hour
flight time in a single-engine land
airplane.

3- five takeoffs and five landings in
the same.type of airplane.

4- three takeoffs and three landings in
any airplane.

r
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OM No pciwn mdy operOte 0 001 AIlklaft
-less the Airworthiness Certificate, or
special flight permit or authorization
required by regulations, is

CIB 1- on file in the owner's operation
office where the aircraft is based.

2- filed with the other required certif-
icates or documents within the air-
craft to be flown.

3- displayed at the cabin or obckpit
entrance so that it is legible to
pdssengers or crewmembers.

4- included in the approved logbooks
for the aircraft to be flownt

039. During flight, which orthese aircraft
documents is required to be aboard?

C18 1- Owner's Manual.
2- Weight and Balance Handbook.
3- Aircraft and engine logbooks.

. 4- Registration Certificate.

,

1040. Duri flight, which of these aircraft
docum nts is required to be aboard?

C18 1- C rrent aircraft Airworthiness
Certificate.

2- Weight and Balance Handbook.

3- Owner.!s Mabual.

4- Aircraft and Tine logbooks.

041. Seatbelts are required to be Poperly
secured about which persons in the air-
plane and when?

C10 1- Occupants during flight in moderate
or severe turbulence only.

:2- Each person on board the aircraft
during the entire flight.

3- Occupants during takeoffs and
landings.

4- Crewmembers only, during takeoffs
and landings.

042. Regulations require that seatbelts in an
airplandhbe.properly seeered abgut the

C10 1- passengers,and crewmembers during
the enttre fligh$.

2- occupants during flight in moderate
or severe turbulence only.

3- crewmembers only, during takeoffs
and landings.

4- occupants during takeoffs and
landings.

kW %vathrlf.: durinq fAl.volf% Jr1,1

landings in airplanes of U.S. registry is

C10 .
1- required for crewinembrs only.

2- required by regulations in air
carrier operations only.

3- not required by regulations although
their use is considered a good oper-
ating practice.

4- required'by regulations.

044. Seatbelts in an airplane are required to
be properly secured about the

C10 1- occupants during flights in moderate
or severe.turbulence only.

2- crewmembers and passengers during
the entire flight.

3- occupants during_takeoffs and
landings.

4- crewmembers only, during takeoffs

and landings.

045. Before starting to taxi, you advise your ,

Passengers to fasten their seatbelts.
This requirement is

C10 1- a safety measure during takeoffs and
landings, but is not mandatory.

2- manatory not only during takeoffs
and landings, but also during qae
entire flight.

3- mandatory only for Air Taxi Operators 'V
and airline operations.

4- mandatory for all passengers in
civil aircraft during takeoffs and
landings.

046. Regulations require that seatbelts be
fastened about passengers

C10 1- during all periods of flight.

2- only during flight in turbulent
flight conditions.

3- only during takeoffs and landings.

4- only when advised by the pilot in
coMmand to do so.

047.

(

No person may act as a 'crewmember of a
civil aircraft while using any drug that
affects his faculties in any way contrary .

to safety; or has consumed alcOholic bev-
erages within the preceding

C0.7 1- 8 hours.
2- 12 hours.

3- )6 hours.
4- 24 hours.

26.
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person who is obviously under the influ-
ence of intoxicating liquors or drugs to
be carried aboard an aircraft? lhis 1%
permitted

LO/ 1- only if the person does not hdve
access to the cockpit or pilot's
compartment.

2- only if the person is a medicat
patient under proper care.

r3- only after a waiver has been ob-
tained from the FAA.

4- under no circumstances.

In addition to othei Wei11400 otlion
a VI R cross-country flight, regulation%
specifically require the pilot in command
to

CO3 1- file a flight plan for Pie proposed
flight.

2- check each fuel tank visually to
ensure that it I% always filled
to capacity.

3- determine runt4y lengths at the
airports of intended use.

4! check the accuracy of the omninavi-
qational e'quilment if the flight is
to be made on airways.

049. No person may act as a crewmember of a
civil aircraft if that person has consumed.. 053. In your preflight action for a cross-

any alcoholic beverages within the pre- country flight, if you obtain only the

ceding Aviation Weather (Hourly Sequence) Reports
and do not utilize available forecasts,

C07 1,- 8 hours. you are

2- 10 hours.
3- 16 hours.
4- 24 hours.

050. In addition to other preflight action for
a VFR cross-country flight, regulations
specifically require the pilot in covipand
to

CO3 1--Aetermine runway lengths'at the
airports of intended use.

2- check each fuel tank visually to
ensure that it is always filled to
capacity.

3- file a flight plan for the proeosed
flight.

4- perform a VOR equipment accuracy.
check prior to.the proposed flight.

051. Preflight action as required by regula-
tions for all flights away from the
vicinity of an airport shall include a
study of the weather, taking into con-
sideration fuel requirements, and

CO3 1- an alternate course of action if
the flight cannot be completed as
planned.

2- the filing of a flight plan.

3- the designation of an alternate
airport,

4- an operptional check of your .

navigatir radios.

887.484 v,

CO3 1- violating regulations by not also
reviewing the weather forecasts.

2, exercising poor judgment but not
violating regulations.

3- adhering to regulations since the
pilot in command is not required to
check forecasts.

4- adhering toovegull,tions unless the
flight is b4ing conducted in inter-
state air commerce.

054. In addition to other preflight action,
regulations specificaily require that,
for VFR flights not in the vicinity of
an airport, the pilot in command shall
determitle

CO3 1- that aircraft and engine logbooks
are aboard the aircraft.

2- alternatives avtilable if the
planned flight cannot be completed.

3- visually that each fuel tank is
always filled to capacity.-

4- the accuracy of the omnireceiver if
airways are to be flown.

27
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other head-on or nearly so, which air-
craft should give way?

003 1- Regardless of the aircraft cate-
gories, a glider has the right-of-
way over all engine-driven air(raft.

2- If the aircraft are of different
categories, an airship would have
the right-of-way over a helicopter.

3- Regardless of the aircraft cate-
gories, the pilot of each aircraft
shall alter course to the right.

4- If the aArcraft are of different
categories, an airship would have
the right-of-way over an airplane.

056. Assume two aircraft of different cate-
gories are converging at approximately the
same altitude. Which of the following is
a true statement?

003 1- Neither aircrafVhas the right-of-
way and both aircraft should alter
course to avert a collision.

2- An aircraft towing or refueling
other aircraft has the right-of-way
over all other engine-driven air-
craft.

3- An airship has the right-of-way over
a glider.

4- A jet airliner has the right-of-way
over all other aircraft.

057. In order to determine when the battery of
an Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) will
need replacement, regulations require that
the expiration date be .

C35 TAOlisted on the Airworthiness Certifi-
cate.

2- marked On the aircraft instrument

ar j

pan 1 placard.

3- m d on the outstde of the trans-
m er.

4- listed in the engine logbook.

058. When 4re Emgrgency rocator Transmitter
(ELT) batteries required to be replaced
or ;echarged?

C35 1- kvery 6 months.
2- After 100 cumulative hours of ute.
3- After 30 cumulatiVe minutes of use.
4- After,1 cumulat.k.e hour of use.

h I h th k oh, tl-nlhq ;Hi

Imergency io(ator lransmitter (II1) aboard
an Airplane?

C35 1- 111 battery replacement is required
after each ten hours of cumulative

&

?- When activated, an ELT transmits on
the frequencies 118.0 and 12?.3 MHz.

3- An operable ELT is required on all
training airplanes operated within
50 miles of the point of origin of
the flight.

4- Tests Of the equipment should be
conducted during the first Qve
minutes after every hour.

060. When activated, an Emergencytocator Trans-
mitter (ELT) transmits simultaneously on
which of the following frequencies?

C35 1- 118.04end 118.8 MHz.
2- 121.5 and 243.0 MHz.
3- 123.0 and 119.0 MHz.
4- 122.3 and 122.8 MHz.

061. Unless each occupant is provided with sup-
plemental oxygen, ridiperson m4y operate a -.

civil aircraft of U7S. registr'y above a
cabin pressure altitude of

C22 1- 10,000 feet MSL.
2- 12,500 feet MSL.
3- 14,000 feet MSL.
4- 15,000 feet MSL.

062. When operating an aircraft at cabin pres-
sure altLtudes above 12,500 feet MSL up to
and including'14,000 feet MSL, supplemental
oxygen shall be used

C22 1- at no.required time by a private
. pilot.

2- while at those altitudes for
15 minutes.

'3- during the entire flight time .4.1114-'

. those altitudes.

4- while at those altitudes

1

for more
than 30 minutes.

fear



063. hn air(ratt's operating limitation!, may
be found

C21 1- only in the Owner's Handbook pub-
lished by'the aircraft manufa(turer.

only in the FAA approved Airplane
Flight.Manual.

3- in the Airplane Flight Manual, ap-
proved manual material, markings,
and placards, or any combination
thereof.

4- on the Airworthiness Certificate.

064. During flight, which of these aircraft
documents is required to be aboard?

C21 1- Weight and Balance Handbook.

2- Owner's Manual.

3- Aircraft and engtne logbooks.

4- FAA approved and current aircraft
flight manudivor aircraft operating
limitations.

065. Where can the operating limitations of an
aircraft be found?

C21 . 1- In the Airplane Flight Manuala
approved manual material, ilArkings,
and placards, or any combination
thereof.

2- Only in the aircraft or engine log-
books.

3- On the Airworthiness Certificate.

4- Only in the Owner's Handbook pub-
lished by the aircraft manufacturer.

- 066. Which record or.document shall the owner or
or operator of an airplane keep to show
compliancewith an applicable Airworthi-
ness Directitve?

C20 1- The aircraft Owfier's Handbook.

2- The aircraft maintenance records.

3- The aircraft Airworthiness Certifi-
cate.

4- The aircraft Registration Certifi-
cate.

1

06/, Who s recponsibIo /or determining wnether
an aircraft is in (ondition tor ',ate
flight?

C20 1- The pilot in «XIMWIRL

The owner at the airiratt.

3- Ihe maintenance iw;pector.

4- The maintenance man who maintains'
the aircraft.

068. You check to determine that all required
aircraft documents that mAt be carried in
your aircraft are ahoalcd. These include

C18 1- current Airworthiness Certificate,
Owner's Manual, and aircraft and
engine logbooks.

?- Registration Certificate, current
Airworthiness Certificate, and
Airplane Flight Manual or airplane
operating limitations set forth in
a manner acceptable to the
Administrator.

3- aircraft and engine logbooks, current
Airworthiness Certificate, and Air-
plane Flight Manua].

4- Registration Certificate, current
Airworthiness Certificate, and
aircraft and engine logbooks.

A
069. Choose those items that are required to be

in the pilot's personal possession or
aboard the aircraft during flight.

A. Aircraft and engine logbooks.
B. Airworthiness Certificate.
C. Registra.tion Certificate.
D. Valid pilot certificate.
E. Valid medical certificate.

r The required items are

C18 1- A, B, C, D, E.
2- A, B, C.
3- B, C, D, E.
4-4, D, E.

070. The Airworthiness Certificate of your air-
plane remains valid

C18 1- as long as the airplane is main-
tained and operated as required by
Federal Aviation Regulations.

2- as loneas the aircraft has not had
major damage.

29

3- as long as tile aircraft has
Registration Certificate.

4- from the date'of its issuance.
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071. Airplanes "C" and "D" above are convergi,ng
at die same altitude. Which statement is
true?

1- Airplane "C" should gain 500 feet .D03

and airplane "D" should lose 500
feet of altitude.

2- The airplane that is flying on an
airway has the right-of-way.

3- Airplane "D" should alter course
since airplane "C" is to its left.

4- Airplane "C" should alter course
since airplane "D" is to its right

DO3

074. When two or more airplanes are approaching.
an airport for the purpose of landing, the
right-of-way belongs to the airplane

1- at the lower altitude, but it shall
not take advantage of this rule to
cut in front of or to overtake
another.

.2- that is either ahead of or to the
other's right regardless of altitude.

3- that is the least maneuverable.

4- that has the other to its right.

072. Select the true statement concerning the
proper fiction of airplanes depicted above

003 1- Airplane "14" should alter course
since airplane "G" is to its right.

2- Airplane "F" should alter course .

since airplane "E" is to its left.

3- Airplane "D" should alter course
since the pilot occupying the left
seat has better vision than the
pilot Of airplane "C."

4- Airplane "8" should alter course to
the left so the faster multiengine
airplane "A" might pass.

"E" and "F" above are converging
at the same altitude. Which statement is
.true?

D03 1- Because airplane "F" is a,/single-
engine airplane,Ait shoed give way
to airplane "E."

2- Airplane "E" should give way to air-.
plane "F.".

3- Airplane "F" should give-way to air-
plane "E."

4- Because airplane "E" is a mpltiengine
airplane, ir has the right-of-way.

30

075. If airplanes "E" and "F" above were at the
same a/titude on converging courses, what

action should be taken?

003 1- Airplane:."E" should give way to air-

plane "F."

2- Airplane "F" should give way to air-
plane "E."

3- Airplane "F" should give way because
multiengine airplanes have the right-
of-way over single-engine airplanes.

4- Airplane "E" should give way because
single-engine airplanes have the
right-of-way over multiengine air-
planes.

076. Airplane "A" above is overtaking airplane
"B," and both are at the same altitade.
What action should be taken'?

D03 1- Airplane "A" should descendon course
and pass well below airplane "B."

2- Airplane "A" should rer course to
the right and pass w 11 clear of.

airplane "B."

3- Airplane "A" should alter course to
the left and pass'well clear of air-
plane "B."

4- Airplane "A" should climb on coUrse
and pass well above airplang "Bs"
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U11. Airplanes lip' and "ii' (un the pvetetling
page) are converging at the same altitude.
Why: statement is true?

D03 1-\Airplane "H" should give way to
airplane "G."

2- Airplane "G" should give way to
airplane "H."

3- Airplane "H" should alter course to
the right and airplane "G" should

, alter Course to the left.

4- Because they are of the same cate-
gory and type, neither airplane
has the)right-of-way.

078. A multiengine airplane is overtaking a
single-engine airplane. Which airplane
should give way, and in what manner?

003 1- The multiengine airplane should
give way by passing well to the
right.

2- The single-engine airplane should
give way by turning left.

3- The multiengine airplane should give
way by descending and passing well
to the left.

4- The airplane being overtaken should
give way by turning right.

079. Approaching a VOR Station while flying
southwest at 8,500 feet MSL, you see a
multiengine airplane at the same altit e

converging from your left, heade
west toward the VOR. According to regu-
lations which pilot should give w0 and
why?

003 1- You should give way since your air-
plane is slower and more maneu-
verable than'a multiengine airplane.

2- The pilot of the multiengine air-

plane should give way since the
airplane is not flying at a proper
VFR cruising altitude.

3- The multiengine airplane should
give way since your airplane is to
its right and you have the right-
of-way.

4.: You should give way since the other
airplane is to your left 4md has
the right-of-wAy.

OHO. Approdthing d VOKIAL while headed wc.,iwdid
at 6,500 feet MSL, you see a multiengine
airplane converging from your right; it is
at the same altitude headed southwest.
According to regulations, which pilot
should give way and why?

003 1- You should give way since your air-
plane is smaller, slower, and more
maneuverable than the multiengine
airplane.

2- The pilot of the multiengine air-
plane should give way since this
airplane is not flying at a proper
VFR cruising altitude.

3- The pilot of the multiengine air-
plane should give way since your
airplane is to its left and you
have the right-of-way.

4- You should give way since the other
airplane is on your right and has
the right-of-way.

081. When operating an aircraft equipped with a
reciprocating engine within an Airport
Traffic Area, the maximum indicated air-
speed permitted is

004 1- 109 knots (125 MPH).
2- 156 knots (180 MPH).
3- 200 knots (230 MPH)
4- 250 knots (288 MPH).

082. Unless otherwise authorized, no person may
operate an aircraft-below 10,000 feet MSL
at an indicatedlairspeed of more than

1

004 1- 156 knots 1800MPH).

2- 200 knots 230 MPH).

3- 250 knots 288 MPH).

4- 300 knots 345 MPH).

083. No person may operate an aircraft in acro-

batic flight when the flight visibility
is less than

DO5 1- 3 miles.
2- 5 miles.
3- 7 miles.
4- 10 miles.

084. An aircraft should not be operated in

acrobatic flight when

005 1- the flight visibility is less than
.5 miles.

2- below 3,000 feet AGL.

3- the flight visibility is less than
10 miles.

4- over any congested area.



OW, ha you had all In -I I hiht 14111'1

gency and found it necessary to deviate
from previousOWC instructions, and then
you were given landing priority at a con-
trolled airport. If requested by ATC, a
report must be submitted within 48 hours
to the Chief of the

D07 1- appropriate Search and Rescue Unit.

2- Air Traffic Control facility.

3- Aearest National Transportation
Safety Board Field Office.

4- nearest General Aviation District
Office.

086. A clearance to "taxi to" the active runway
means a pilot has beenNgiven permission to
taxi

11119_ A% yull 111 tlhif.v 0 I AN i 111/1 1.10 co f .

you receive the following ( learrue:

"B1RDCRAFT CHARM TO RUNWAY .1. TAXI

SOUTHWES1 ON THI RAMP. . ."

Select the true statement which des(ribw,
the action you should take.

1)07 1- Taxi to Runway 3, cross runways that
intersect the taxi route hut hold
clear of active Runway 3.

2- Taxi on the ramp but hold clear of
apy ru4y that intersects a taxiway.

3- Taxi to Runway 3 and hold in position
on the runway until the tower clears
you for takeoff.

4- Wait for further clearance before
leaving the ramp.

D07 1- to the active runway and to take off. 090.

2- via taxiweys and across intersecting
runways to, but not one the active
runway.

3- to and hold in takeoff position on
the active runway.

4- on taxiways to the active runway
without crossing any int secting

runways.

087. Select the correct terminology of instruc-
tions you ri&Yrdii&rmally receive from the
control tower, if you were cleared to taxi
onto the active runway but not cleared for
takeoff.

D07 1- "Taxi into position and hold."

2- "State when ready for takeoff."

3-."Depakure clearance has not been
tssued."

4- "You are cleared to hold."

088. Ground Control issues the following taxi
instructions:

" . .CLEAREO TO RUNWAY TWO ONE, WIN6
TWO ZERO ZERO AT ONE SIX, ALTIMETER TWO.
NINER EIGHT SEVeN, TIME ONE ONE FOUR
THREE, TAXI NORTH ON THE RAMP. . ."

From these instructions, you are cleared

to taxi to

D07 1- 'and line up on Runway 21 and may
take off unless instructed to hold

' by the tower.

2- the'north end of the ramp only.,.

3- the runup area for Runway 21 only.

4- and line up on Runway 21, but must
receive permission for takeoff.

Aircraft operating at night, in the air or
on the surface, must display lighted posi-
tion lights during the period from

D06 1- 1 hour before sunset to 1 hour after
sunrise.

091.

2- sunset to sunrise.

3- 30 minutes after sunset to 30 minutes
after sunrise.

4- 30 minutes before sunset to 30 min-
utes after sunrise.

To comply with Federal Aviation Regulations
(FARs), aircrallt operatfng in the air or on
the surface mu* display lighted position
lights during the period from

D06 *- sunset to sunrise.

2- 30 minutes after sunset to 30 minutes
after sunrise.

3- 30 minutes before sunset to 30 min-
utes after sunrise.

4- 1 hour before sunset to 1 hour after
sunrise.

092. When an aircraft is being operated at
night, it muStWisplay lighted position
lights during the period from

D06 1- 1 hour before sunset to 1 hour after
sunrite.

2- 30 minutes after sunset to 30 minutes
after sunrise.

3- 30 minutes before sunset to 30 min-
utes after sunrise.

4- sunset to sunrise.

32
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09.1. Which statement is true regarding acro-
batic flight?

DOS I- Acrobatic flight should not be per-
formed when lmnental oxygen
equipment Is aboa

'2- Parachutes are always reql ed for

all occupants of an aircraf when
spins are practiced.

3- The visibility must be at lea
5 miles and the ceiling nibst
least 3,000 feet when perfo
acrobatic flight.

4- Any intentional maneuver inv ving

an abrupt change in attitude it

necessary for normal flight i con-

sidered acrobatic flight. .

at

rx1

094. When acrobatic flight is to be perfo
the flight visibility must be at lea

DO5 1- 3 miles.
2- 5 miles.
3- 7 miles.

f V\ 4- 10 miles. 4'
, (

ed,

095. Acrobatic flight should not s performed

when.

005 1- flight visibility is le than 7

,miles.

2-1the sky is overcast.

3- below 2,000 feet AGL.

4- within a federal airway.

Oqi. Ah difildlt should hut he onelated in

acrobat Ic flight when

1- supplmnental oxygen equipnent
aboard.

flight visibility is less than 10
miles.

3- below 3,000 feet AG1 .

4- within a control Ione.

098. Acrobatic flight should not he performed
unless

DO5 1- a normal c;Itegory airplane is used.

2- an instructor is aboard.

3- the flight visibility is at least
5 miles.

4- the aircraft is more than 1,500 feet
AGL.

099. No person may operate an aircraft in acro-
batic flight when

DO5 1- below 2,000 feet AGL.

2- the flight visibility is less than
5 mfles.

3- the flight visibility is less than
7 miles.

4- over.an open air assembly of people.

100. According lations, which statement,

is true arding acrobatic flight or the

u e rachutes?

096. According to Federal Aviation :Aulations, DO5
which of the following are tru tatements?

A. Parachutes are required when a pri-
vate pilot tarrying a passenger
executes an intentional maneuver
that exceeds a 30° noseup attitude
relative to the horizon.

B. All acrobatic maneuvers must be cow
4S)leted at least 2000, feet above the

surface.
C. Parachutes are always required for

all bccupentiof an aircraft when
spins are practiced.

D. An intentional maneuver, not neces-
sary for normal flight, involv
an abrupt chang9 in the aircra
attitude is considered acrobatic
flight.

:The true statements are:

005 1- A, B, C, D.
2- A, D.
3- B, C, D.
4-' A, B,'C.

1- An intentional maneuver, not neces-
sary for normal flight involving an
abrupt change in the aircraft's
attitude, is considered acrobatic
flight.

2- Parachutes are not requiredlIthen a
private pilot carrYing a passenger
performs a power-on stall in a
noseup attitude of 400 relative to
the horizon.

3- For acrobatic flight, the visibility
must be at least 5 miles and the
ceiling must be 3,000 feet or mpre.

4- Parachutes are always required for
all occupants of an aircraft when
spins are practiced.

I.



101 I n regm Ix I he vt I ti al 1 ti pat (('Iii
departure procedure to use at a noncon-
trolled airport, which statement is true?

014 1- Depart as prearranged with other
pilots using the airport.

2- Comply with any FAA traffic pattern
established for the airport.

3- Make all turns to the left.

4- Depart in any direction consistent
with safety, after crossing the
airport boundary.

105. 10 ma inta U t tic III inj

if your airplane is not equipped with a
radio, the altimeter should he set to

010 1- the elevation of the airport of de-
parture, or appropriate altimeter
%ettinq% available prtor to dvpdr

tore.

2- the density altitude at the airport
of departure.

3- 29.92" Hg at the airport of departure
and whenever below 18,000 feet MSL.

4- zero.

102. Unless otherwise authorized, two-way radio
106.

communications with ATC are required for
landings or takeoffs

013 1- at tower controlled airports within
control zones only whefi weather con-
ditions are less than VFR.

2- at all tower controlled airports
only when weather conditions are
less than VFR.

3- at all tower controlled airports re-
gardless of the weather conditions.

4- within control'zones regardless of
the weather conditions.

Over spArsely populated areas a6 aircraft
may not Re operated, except when necessary
for takeoff or landing, closer than what
distance from any person, vehicle, or
structure?

009 1- 100 feet.
2- 500 feet.
3- 1,000 feet.
4- 2,000 feet. .

107. Except when necessary for takeoff or land-
ing, to operate an airplane over a con-
gested area of a city, the minimum altitude
for flight directly above the highest
obstztcle is

103. Closing a VFR flight ?elan at the completion
of a flight is

Dll 1- accomplished by any government agency
through teletype-service.

2- advi$able, but Is not required by
regulations.

3- required by regulat4ons.

4- Tautomat4ee4.1accanplished by the
control tower FSS personnel when
the aircraft lands at its destina-
tion.

1- 500 feet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 3,000 feet.

108. The minimum safe altitude required for
kflights over any congested area of a city,
town, or settlement is 1,000 feet above
the highest obstacle within # horizontal
radius of

009

104. When flying below 18,000 feet-Mn in an
aircraft without radio equipment, Vruising 1/
altitude must be maintained by reference 109.

to an altimeter that was

010 1- periodically reset to the elevations
of enroute airports.

2-0set to zero elevation prior to
takeoff.

3- adjusted to 29.92" Hg.

4- set to the elevation of the depar-
ture airport.

1- 1,000 feet from the aircraft.
2- 1,500 feet from the aircraft.
3- 2,000 feet from the aircraft.
4- 3,000 feet from the aircraft.

To operate an aircraft over any congested
area, a pilot should maintain an altitude
of at least

009 1- 2,000 feet above the highest obstacle
within a horizontal radius of 1,000
feet.

2- 1,000 feet ahove the highest obstacle
within a horizontal radius of 2,000
feet.

3- 500 feet above the highest obstacle
within a horizontal radius of 1,000
feet.

4- 500 feet above the highest obstacle
within a horizontal radius of 500

34 feet.

4 0



lin: A "11,1ThIn9 tpecH" Alt 11qhf .21,11h11

ted to an pircratt on the surface is a
signal that the pilot

DO8 1- should stop taKiing.

2- should taxi r,100r of the runway in
use.

3- should exercise extreme caution..

4- is cleared to taxi.

111. An "alternating red and green" AlC light )

signal directed to an aircraft in flight
is a signal to the pilot of that aircraft
to

1)08 1- give way to other aircraft and con-
tinue circling.

2- abort the landing.

3- return for landing.

4- exercise extreme caution.

11?. A "steady r..ed" ATC light signal directed
to an aircraft on the surface,is a signal
to the pilot of that aircraft to

D08 1- return to the starting point on the
airport.

2- taxi clear of the runway in use

37 exercise extreme caution.

4- stop taxiing.

113. A "steady red" ATC light signal directed
to an aircraft in flight is a signal to
the pilot of that aircraft to

008 1- give way to other aircraft and con-
tinue circling.

2- abort the landing.

3- exercise extreme caution.

4- return for landing.

114. Suppose that you receive a flashing wh te
light from a control tower during the n-

up prior to takeoff; wbat action should'
you take?

'II\ 008 1- None, since this light signal is
applicable only to aircraft in
flight.

2- Return to your starting point on the
airport.

3- Taxi clear of the'runway in use.

4- Proceed, exercising extreme caution.

' I I 0,0 rt', i .11! I 1 .31...1 it Itri

light from a (ontrol tower during final
approach for landing, what action should
you take?

bOti 1- You would not land, the airport
unsafe.

?- Give wdy to othvr aircraft and con-
tinue circling.

3- ixercise extreme caution.

4- No action since this light is not
applicable to aircraft in flight.

116. A "steady green" ATC light signaJ directed
to an aircraft in flight is a signal that
the pilot

1)08 1- should exerciw extreme caution.

2- should retu'rn for landing.

3- should give way to other aircraft
andscontinue circling.

4- is cleared to land.

117. A "flashing green" ATC light signal direc-
teal to an aircraft in flight is a signal
to the pilot of that aircraft to

DO8 1- abort the landing.

2- give,way to other aircraft and con-
tinue circling.

3- exercise extreme caution.

4- return for landing.

118. A "steady green" ATC light signal directed
to an aircraft on the surface is a signal
that the pilot

008 1- should stoptaxiing.

2- should return to the starting point
on the airport.

3- should exercise extreme caution.

4- is cleared to.take off.

119. If you are on the :final approach for land-
ing and notice a flashing red light direc-

^ ted at you from ontror tower, what
action should"yo e?

D08 1- Continue to the airport and land be-
cause this signal ag046 only to
airplanes taxiing o the-surface.'

2- You should give way because there is
another aIrcraft on final approach.

3- You should not land because the
airport istunsafe for landing.

4- Continue A the airport and land,
35 exercising extreme caution.

4



12U. (Jut tn Vt U ow:Fallow. uull,Ide Lola! ollcd

airs ace at altitudes OT-Tess flTan-T76-0
feet A , the minimum flight visibility
sequirement when operating airplanes is

D25 1- 1 statute mile.
2- 3 statute miles.
3- 5 statute miles.
4-,pot specified by regulations.

Pul lny upciatiem at altitude., el mole
than 1,200 feet above the surface and at
or above 10,000 feet MSt , the minimum
"horizontal distance from clouds" require-
ment for VFR fliqht is

D25 1- 1 000 teet.
.2- 2,000 feet.
3- 1/2 mile.
4- 1 mile.

121. Duringooperations outside controlled air-
spaceiat altitudes more 125. The basic VFR weather minimums for oper-
AGL, out less than 10,000 feet MSL, the ating an airplane within a control zone
minimum "horizontal,distance, from clouds" are
requirement for VFR flight is

D25 l 500 feet.
2- 1.000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

122. To,conduct a VFR flight in contro'lled air-
space, at an altitude that is less than
10,000 feet MSL, you should have at least

D25 1- 3 miles visibilitycAnd remain at
least 1,000 feet below or 500 feet
above and 1 mile horizontally from
all clouds.

N. 2- 1 mile visibility and remain "clear
of clouds."

3- 3 miles visibility and remain at
least 500 feet below or 1,b00 feet
abOve and 2,000 feet horizontally

, from all clouds.

4- 1 mile visibility and renain at
least 500 feet below or 1,000 feet
above and 2,000 feet horizohtally
from all clouds.

123. According to Federal A iation Regulations,
VFR flight above 1,20 feet AGL and below
10,000 feet MSL requi es a minimum visi-

I bilit?, and vertical cloud clearance of

025 1- 3 miles, and 1,000 feet below or
2,000 feet above the clouds at all
altitudes within and outside of con-
trolled airspace.

2- 5 miles, and 1,000 feet below.or
1,000 feet above the clouds only in

I the Continental Control Area.

3- 5 miles, and 1,000 feet below or
1,000 feet above' the clouds at all

altitudes.

4- 3 miles, and 500 feet below or 1,000
feet above the clouds in controlled
airspace. ,

.36

1)25 1- 2,000-foot ceiling and 1 mile visi-
bility.

2- clear of clouds and 2 miles visi-
bility.

3- 1,000-foot ceiling and 3 miles visi-
bility.

4- 500-foot ceiling and 1 mile visi-
bility.

126. During operations within controlled air-
space at altitudes of less than 1,200 Teet
AGI, the minimum "horizontal distance from
clouds" requirement for VFR flight is

D25 1- 500 feet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

127. VFR flight above 1,200 feet AGL and below
10,000 feet MSL requires a minimum visi-
bility and vel-tical cloud clearance of

D25 1- 5 miles, and 1,000 feet below or
1,000 feet above the clouds only
within the Continental Control Area.

2- 5 miles, and 1000 feet below or
1,000 feet above the clouds at all
altitudes.

3- 3 miles, and 500 feet below or 1,000
feet above the clouds within con-
trolled airspace:

4- 3 miles, and 1,000 feet below or
2,000 feet above the clouds at all
altitudes within and outside of
controlled airspace.

128. The minithum ceiling and visibility to oper-
ate an airplane VFR in a control zone are

D25 1- 500 feet and 1 mile.
2- 1,Q00 feet and 3 miles.
3- 1,400 feet and 2 miles,
4- 2,0b0 feet and 3 miles. .
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than 1,200 feet AGL and at or above 10,000
feet MSi, the minimum "distance below
clouds" requirmnent for VIR flight it

024 1- 500 feet.
? 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet..
4- 2,000 feet.

130. During \TR operations at altitudes of more
than 1,200 feet AGL and at or above 10,000
feet MSI, the minimum flight visibility
requirement is

D25 1- 1 -statute mile.

?- 3 statute miles.
3- 5 statute miles.
4- 7 statute miles.

131. During operations within controlled air-
space at altitudes of more-Wan 1,200 feet
AGL, but less than 10,000 feet MSL, the
minimum "horizontal distance from clouds"
requirement for VFR flight 'is

D25 1- 500 f4t.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

132. With regard to operating within a Group
Terminal Control Area (TCA), which of the
following statements is true?

D15 1- The pilot must be instrument rated
and file an IFR flight plan

2- The airplane must have an operable
VOR receiver, two-way communicationsY-
radio, and a radar beacon trans-
ponder.

3- Private pilots are not permitted to
fly within the TCA.

4- All of the.above statements are true. D15

regarding the requirements tor operating
within d Group 1 terminal Control Area
(1CA)?

A. the pilot must hold at least a

Commercial Pilot LertificatG.
h. Authorization trom AIL is required

prior to operating in the area.
C. The pilot must he instrument rated

and he must he operating on an
instrument flight plan.

D. The airplane must have an operable
VOR receiver, two-way cormnunications
radio, and a radir beacon transponder.

I. The pilot in coninand must hold,pt
least a Private Pilot Certificate to
take off or land within the TCA.

The true statements are:

1)15 1- A, C, D.
2- C, 0, r.
3- RA 0, Eat,

4- A, B, C, 0.

135. Which statement is true regarding the re-
quireuents for flight within a Group
Terminal Control Area (TCA)?

015 1- The pilot in command must be instru-
ment rated.

2- The pilot in command must hold at
least a Private Pilot Certificate to
land or take off in a Group I TCA.

3- An operable ADF receiver is required
aboard the aircraft.

4- The aircraft must be equipped with
operable Distance Meauring Equip-
ment.

136. With regard to operating within a Group I
Terminal Control Area (TCA), which of the
.following statenents is true?

1- The airplane must have an operable
VDR receivr, two-way communications
radio, and a radar beacon transponder.

2- The pilot must be.instrument rated
and file an IFR flight plan.

3- Private pilots are not permitted to
fly within the TCA.

133, Regalding operations within a Grou I

Terminal Control Area (TCA), wh ch of the
following statements is true?

D1.5 1- An IFR flight plan must be filed to
fly within a Group I TCA.

2- The aircraft must have an operable
VOR receiver, two-way communications
radio, and a'radar be trans-

ponder.

3- Private pilots are
fly within d Group

4- The pilot must have
rating.

r

fitted to

rument
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4- All of the Above statenents are true.



Whik.h 01 Li& tolIuwiug kour-,e', and alti-

tudes are appropriate for VFR aircraft
operating more than 3,000 feet AGI , but

below 18,000 feet MSI?

D27 1- Magnetic course 0" 179" inclusive.
even thousands plus 500 feet.

2- True courv 180" 359° inclusive,
odd thousands plus 500 feet.

3- True course 00 179' inclusive,
odd thousands plus 500 feet.

4- Magnetic course 180' - 3590 inclu-
sive, even thousands plus 500 feet.

138. To comply with regulations, the selection
of VFR cruising altitudes should be made
on the basis of the magnetic

D27 1- heading when more than.3,000 feet
above the surface.

2- heading when more than 3,000 feet
above sea level.

3- course when more than 3,000 feet
above the surface.

4- course when more than 3,000 feet
above sea level.

139. To operate an airplane within a control
zone at night under special VFR, the pilot
is reqUired to

D26 1- remain 500 feet below the clouds.

2- have logged more than 500 hours'
first pilot time.

3-.have an fnstructor aboard.

4- be instrument rated.

140. When operating an airplane within a con-
trol zone.ynder special VFR, the flight
visibilitOrshould be at least

D26 1- 1 statute mile.
2- 3 statute miles.
3- 5 statute miles.
4- 7 statute miles.

14,'. A spetjal. I i I ii t i iQ e luiltorNw, (he
pilot or an airplane to operate VI-R while
within a control zone

D26 1- at or below cloud bAse with a fliqht
visibility of 1 milv or less, pro-
vided he rem ins be low I 000 I vet

. above the surface.

?- with no minimum visibility require-
ments if clear of the clouds.

3- if clear of clouds and the visi-
bility is at least 1 mile.

4- when the ceiling is less than 1,000
feet and visibility less than 1 mile
if he does not exceed maneuvering
speed.

143. No person may operate an airplane within a

control zone at night under special VFR
unless

1)26 1- the flight visibility is at least
3 miles.

2- the airplane is equipped for instru-
ment flight.

3- an instructor is aboard.

4- the flight can be conducted 500 feet
below the clouds.

144. A special VFR clearance applies to what
kind of controlled airspace?

1)26 1-- Transition Area.
2- Control Area.
3- Control Zone.
4- Airport Traffic Area:

145. During operations outside controlled air-
spaceat altitudesOriTiOire than-1,200 feet
AGL, ut less than 10,000 feet MSL, the
mintmum "distance above clouds" require-
ment for VFR flfight is

D25 1- 500 feet,
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

141. No person may operate an aircraft in a con-
146. Outside controlled airspace, the minimum

trol zone under special VFR unless
. flight visibility requirement for VFR
4light above 1,200 feet AGL and below
10,000 feet MSL iS

D26 1- on an instrument flight plan.

2- flight viSibility is at least
3 miles.

3- that person is instrument rated.

4- clear of clouds.

025 1- 1 mile.
2- 3 miles.
3- 5 miles.
4- 7 miles.
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with4n controlled airspace below 10,000
feet MSL require the minimum visibility
And distance under the clouds to be

1)25 I- 3 miles pnd 500 feet.
2- 1 mile ald 500 feet.
3- 1 mile ad clear of clouds.
4- 3 miles and 1,000 feet.

,148. During operations at altitudes of more
than 1,200 feet AGL and at or above
10,000 feet MSI , the minimum "distance
above clouds" requirement for VFR flight
is

025 1- 500 feet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

149. During operations within controlled air-
space at altitudes-Orre:Ss fh-An 1,200
feet AGL, the minimum "distance above
clouds" requir ent for VFR flight is

D25 1- 500 feet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

)lJ op0lot10(1% within imilt.dtpd

spAce at Altitudes -or more 'than 1,71)16feet

AGI",-but less than 10,000 feet MSt the(

minimum "distance below clouds" require-
ment for VFR flight is ,

025 I- 500 foet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,006 feet.

154. Within controlled airspace, the minimum
irabITTly reguTement for Ver

flight above 1,200 feet AGL and below
10,000 feet M5I is

D25 1- 3 miles.
2- 5 miles.
3- 7 miles.
4- 10 miles.

155. During VFR operations outside controlled
airsme at altitudes Oriess
feet L, what is the minimum "distance
from clouds" requirement?

025 1- 1,000 feet above, 1,000 feet below,
1,500 feet horizontal.

2- 500 feet above, 500 feet below,
1,000 feet horizontal.

3- 500 feet above, 1,000 feet below,
2,000 feet horizontal.

4- clear of clouds.

To operate an airplane VFR ourside con7
trolled airspace, at more than 1,200 feet
above the surfacte but less than 10,000 ,

feet MSL, the mfnimum distance below or
above the clouds is

150. During operations within controlled air-
space at altitudes of more than 1,200 feet

AGL, but 1Zss than 10,000 feet MSL, the,Li
minimum "distance above clouds" require-It'
ment for VFR flight is 156.

D25 1- 50D feet.'
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

"s.

151. During operations outside controlled air-
space at altitudes of ifore than 1,200 feet

AM, but less than 10,000 feet MSL, the
minimum "distance below clouds" eequire-
,ment for VFV flight is

D25 1- 500 feet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

D25 1- 500 feet below or 500 feet above the
clouds.

2- 500 feet below or 1,000 feet above
the clouds.

3- not specified by regulations.

4- 1,000 feet below or 500 feet above
the clouds.

157. During VFR operations within controlled
airs ace at altitudes of less than 1,200
feel AGL, the minimum flight visibility
requirement is152. During operations within controlled air-

space 'at altitudes of less than 1,200 feet

AGL, the minimum "distance below clouds" D25

requirement for VFR°flight is

D25 1- 500 feet.
' 2- 1,000 feet.

3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000-feet.
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1- 1 statutg mile.
2- 3 statute miles.
3- 5 statute miles.
4- 7 statute Miles,
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an annual inspeCtion and has been ret.urned appreciably changed an airplane's Uight
to service by referring to the characteristics, prior to returning the

%. airplane to service, it must be test flown
F04 1- issuance date of the Airworthiness by an appropriately-rateA pilot who lx)s-

C46tificate. sesses at least a

2- appropriate notation in the eircraft
103

maintenance records.

3- relicensing date on the Airworthiness
Certificate.

4- appropriate notation on a Repair And
Alteration Form.

159. An aircraft's last annual inspection was
performed on July 13, 1978. The next
annual inspection will be due no later
than

-7

E04 1- July 31, 1979.

2- July 13, 1979.

3- 100 flight hours following the last
annual inspection.

4- 12 calendar months after the date
shown on the Airworthiness Certifi-
cate.

160. To determine the expiration date of the
last annual aircraft inspection, you
should refer to the

E04 1- Owner-Operator Manual.
2- aircraft maintenance records.
3- Registration Certificate.
4- Airworthiness Certificate.

161. If an alteration or repair may have appre-
ciably changed an airplane's flight char-
acteristics, the airplane must be test
flown and approved for return to service
by an appropriately-rated pilot prior to
being operated

E03 1- awaY froarth\ e ;1C.Inity of the airport.

2- by anyone who is not at least a com-
mercial pilot.

3- with passengers aboard.

4- for compensation or hire.

162. If an alteration or repair substantially
affects an airplane's operation in flight,
the airplane must be.test flown by an
appropriately-rated pilot and approved for
return to service prior to being operated

E03 1- for cOmpensation or hire.
2- by many private pilot.
3- with passengers aboard.
4- away from the vicinity of the airport.

1- Commercial Pilot Certificate and a
Flight Instructor Airplane Certi-
ficate.

2- Student Pilot Certificate and an
FAA Mechanics Certificate.

3- Private Pilot Certificate .

4- Commercial Pilot Certificate.

164. After aircraft inspections have been made
and defects repaired, who is responsible
to ensure that maintenance personnel make
appropriate entries in the aircraft and
maintenance records indicating that an
aircraft has been released to service?

E02 1- Pilot in command of the aircraft.

2- Owner or operator of the aircraft.

3- FAA certificated repair station.

4- FAA certificated mechanic with
inspection authorization.

165. Completion of an anntial inspection and the
return of an aircraft to service should
always be indicated by

E02 1- the issuance date of the Airworthi-
nest Certificate.

2- the results of the inspection de-
scribed on a Repair and Alteration
Form.

3- an appropriate notation in the air-
craft maintensnce records.

4- the relicensing date on the Regis
tration Certificate.

166. After maintenance has been performed on an
aircraft, who is responsible for ensuring
that appropriate entOes have been made in
the aircraft maintenance records indicating
the aircraft has been released to service?

E02 1- The owner or operator of the aircraft.

2- The pilot in commend Of the aircraft.

3- The approved repair.station that'
performed the maintenance.

4- The airframe and powerplant mechanic
who performed the maintenance.

40
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aircraft is maintained in an airworthy
)condition is primarily that of the

LOl 1- certified mechanic who signs the
aircraft maintenance records.

2- maintenance shop.

3- owner or operator of the aircraft.

4- pilot in command of the aircraft.

168. Who is primarily responsible for ensuring
that an aircraft is maintained in an air-
worthy condition?

E01 1- The mechanic who sibns the aircraft
maintenance records.

2- The nearest FAA General Aviation
District Office.

3- The owner or operator of the air-
craft.

4- The pilot in command.

169. You are cruising VFR on a magnetic heading
of 174° and making good a magnetic course
of 1g5°--and wish to maintain an altitude
of more than 3,000 feet above the surface,
but less than 18,000 feet MSL. Of the
following altitudes listed, which woul0 be
appropriate in this situation?

027 1- 5,500 feet MSL.
2- 6,000 feet MSL.
3- 6,500 feet MSL.
4- 7,000 feet MSL.

170. Appropriate VFR cruising altitUdes should
be maintained when operating in level
cruising flight during

D27 1- all special VFR operations.

2- all VFR operations in controlled
airspace above 2,000 feet above
the ground.

3- VFR operations at more than 3,000

feet above ground level.

4- all VFR operations in uncontrolled
airspace above 2,000 feet above the
ground.

41

In%Idv And oni%tdr ,onti,d1rd
adherence to the regulation whic.h spe(I-
fies altitude appropriate for the direc-
tion of UR flight is

ir27 1- required only if pilot has filed a
vrn flight plan.

"I- required only if visibility ic less

than 3 miles.

3- re.quired above 3,000 feet AG1 .

4- not required at any altitude.

172. When operating an aircraft under 011 in
level cruising flight at an altitude of
more than 3,000 feet a ove the surface
you should maintain an aptzppriate

1)27 1- MSL altitude based*on magne
ing.

2- AGL altitude based on true hea1Iing.

3- MSL altitude based on magnetic ourse.

4- AGL altitude based on true cou se.

ic head-

173. Ea0i person operating an aikraft under
VFR in level cruising flight at an alti-
tude of more than 3,000 feet above the
surface, and below 18,000 feet MSL, shall
maintain an oddthousantk-plus 500-foot
altitude while on a

D27 1- true heading of 0° through 179°.

P.- true course of 1800 through 359°.

3- magnetic course of 0° through 1790.

4- magnetic heading of 1800 through
359°.

174. The selection of VFR cruising altitudes
shoujd be made on the basis of the mag-
netic

927 1- heading when more than 3,000 feet
above the surface.

2- heading when more than 3,000 feet
above sea level.

3- course when more than 3,000 feet
above sea-level.

4- course when more than 3,000 feet
above the surface.

175. The selection of altitudes for VFR cross-
country flights at more than 3,000 feet
above the surface is based on the

927 1- compass ding.
2- true heading.
3- magnetic course.
4- true course.

v
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Advisay Circulars that provide a system-
\\, atic means for the issuance of nonregula

Nv tory material of interPst to the aviation
public. They are issued

101' 1- dS amendments to the National Trans
portation Safety Board rhoulation.
Part 830. 4F.

1

2- by automatic distribution to sub-
* scribers of the Airman's Information

Manual.

1- on a regularly scheduled basis, but
must be purchased by the aviation
public.

4- in a numbered system of general sub-
ject matter areas to correspond with
the subject areas inTederal Aviation

',Uppo',1 .111 .111,r0f( I% Itiv,dvi.d 01! 0. I

dent tha results in substantial damage to
the airc , hut no injuries to the occu-
pants. Vhet ist %1,1e pilot or operator ot

the airh.aft no he nearest National
1raq5pnrtation Safet, Board Field Off ice
of the o«thlience?

H03 1- Within 10 days.
2- Within 48 hours,
3- Hmuediately.
4- Within 1 week.

181. 4f,the following incidents, which would
regbire an immediate notification to the
nearest National Transportation Safety
Board Field Office?

H03
Regulations.

177. Advisory Circulars are issued by the
Federal Aviation Administration to nform
the aviation public of

101 1- proposed rulemaking.

J02- nonregulatory material of interest.

3- projects in the planning stage.

' 4- the location of FAA General Aviation'
District Offices (GADOs).

182.

178. Of the followIng incidents, which would
necessitate an immediate notification to
the nearest National Transportation Safety
Board Field Office?

.H03.

H03 , 1- Ground damage to the propeller blades.

2- An in-flight loss of VOR receiver
capability.

,An in-flight fire.

4- An in-flight generator/alternator
failure.

1- Minor damage to an aircraft with no
intention of flightp sustained during
ground operations with the engine
functioning.

2- Damage to a landing gear as a result
of e hard landing.

3- An in-flight generator failure.

4- Flight control sYstem malfunction or
failure.

t

Which of these indidents would require that
an immediate notification be Rade to the
nearest National Transportation Safety
Board Field Office?

. 1- 1n-flight hail damage,

2- An in-flight generator or alternator
failure.

3- An in-flight radio (communication)
failure.

4- An overdue aircraft that is belieVeZI
to be involvqp in an accident.

183. Certain rules contained in the National
Transportation Safety Board regulation,

179. Certain incidents require immediate notifi-
Part 830, pertain to

cation to the nearest National Transporta-
tion Safety Board Field Office. Which of
the following incidents would require-this
action?

H03 1- Substantial aircraft ground fire
with no intention of flight.

2- Inability of any required crewmember
to perform normal flight duties due
to in-flight injury or illness.

A- Landing gear damage, due to a hard
landing.

4- A forced landing due to engine
failure.

H01

428

1- the notification and reportsing of/
aircraft accidents, incidents, am
overdue nircraft.

2- the development of natjonal transpor-
tation policies and progr'ams conducive
to.the provisions of safe, efficient,
and convenient transportation at the
lowest possible cost.

\?- Air Traffic Control procedures for
operatioRs within controlled air-
space.

4

4- basic fundamental data essential to
safety of flight in the U.S. National
Airspace System.
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aircraft accidents, incidents, and over
due aircraft are covered in

001 1- Department of lransportation Regu-
lations, Part 300, hnerqency Pro-
cedures.

?- National lransportation Safety
Board regulation, Part 830.

3- Federal Aviation Regulations, Part
91, General Operating and Flight
Rules.

N.

.( 4- Federal Aviation Regulations, Part
13, Enforcement Procedures.

1

185. After an annual'inspection has been com-
pleted and Ihe aircraft has been returned

qm,to servlce, an appropriate notation should
be made on the

Ob . 1- aircraft maintenance records.

2- Repair and Alteration Form or
ating placards.

3--Airworthiness Certificate.

4r instrume t panel inspection sticker.

;7
oper-

186. Completion of an annual ispection and the
return of,the ai raft to service should
always be indicated by

E06 1- the issuance date of the Airworthi-
ness Certificate.

2- an inspection stiNer plac d on th
instrument panel that list the

annual inspection completi

3- an appropritteknotation in fhe air-
craft-maintenance records.

4- the relicensing date on the Regis-
tration Certificate.

187. An aircraft's last annual inspection wa
performed on August 10, 1978. The nex
annual inspection will be due no later
than

E04 1- 12 calendar months after the date
shown on the Airworthiness C rtifi-
cate.

2- August 31, 1980.

3- August 10: 1979.

#14
4-'August 31, 1979.

2111?44 0 74 4

I A h { 1 .1,111 1101 ht- 1.,1,.11 .itt11..
has been given an "annual inspe( t ion"

104 1- within the pre(eding 100 hours of
logoed flight time.

?- wAthin the preteding 12 calendar

/upon change of ownership.

4- within the preceding 365 days, only
if it is flown for hire.

189. Die records of the airplane you plan to fly
show that the last annual inspection was
performed on November 15, 1978. Ihe next
annual inspectie will be due no later than

1_04 1- 100 hLrs of flying time following
the last annual inspection.

2- October 31, 1979.

3- 12 calendar months after the date
shown on tile Airworthiness Certi-
fyate.

4- November 30, 1979.

190. How long does the Airworthiness
of your airplane.remain valid?

Certificate'

[04 1- Indefinitely, unless the prescribed
operating limitations are exceeded.

2- As long)as the airplane is maintained
and operated as required by Federal
Aviation Regulations.

3- Indefthitely, unlessithe aircraft
suffers major damage!.

4- As long as the aircraft has a cur-.
rent Registration Certificate.

191. The last annual inspection was performed
on your aircraft December 1, 1978. The
next annual inspection will be due no
later than

E04

43
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1- December 31, 1979.

2:- 100 .flight hours following the last
annual inspection:

3-12 calendar months after the date
shown on the Airworthiness Certifi-
cate.

4- December 1, 1970.

a
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195. Which one of the following statement% is
true concerning the segnentNi circle de-
picted to.the lett?

J02 1- After takeoff on Runway 35 you would
be correct in turning to the right.

?- A landing on Runway 77 would be with
a right-quartering headwind.

3- A landing on Runway 35 would be with
a right-quartering headwind.

4- The runways most aligned with the
wind direction indicator are Ruhways
1 and 17.

192. The segMented circle shown aboilaindicates 1196.

that the airport traffic is

J02 1- left-hand for Runway 17 and right-
hand for.Runway 35.

2- ri4t-hand for-Runway 9 and left-

,

hand for Runway 27.

3- right-hand for Runway 35 and right-
hand for MOW/ay 9.

4- left-hand for Runway 35 and right-
. hand for Runway 17.

193. While flying enroute, you observe an air-
port with a segmented circle adjacent to
the runway as depicted above. This mark-,,

ing indicates that airport traffic is

pe 1- left-hand for Runway 17 and right-'
hand for Runway 35.

2- left-hand for Runway 35and left-
hand for Runway 17,

3- left-hand for Runway 9 and right-
hand or Runway 27.

4- left-hand for Runway 27 and left-
hand for Runway 9.

Assume you observe a segmented circle ad-
jacent to an airport runway as shown abqve
left. the markings indicate that

J02 1- you should turn left after takeoff.
on Runway 35.

2y you should circle the airport the
left prior to linding on any ru

3- you would have a left-quartering
tailwind if you Janded on Runway 35,

4- airport traffic is left-hand for
Runway 17 and Runway 27.

197. A segmented circle as shown above left
indicates that .

J02 1 1- you would have a right-quartering
headwind if.you landed on Runway 9.

2- airport traffic is right-hand for
Runway 27 and Runway

3- airport traffic is left-hand for Run-
way 35 and right-hand for Runway 27.

4- you should circle the airport to the
right prior to landing on any runway.

4%1J11--494 . Which indicaiors depicted above show that
landings should be made to the efit?

J02 1- d, e, f.
2- a, b, c.
3--a, e, f.
4- c, d, f.

198. Assume that one of the landing or wind
direction indicators depicted above is
%bserved adjacent to the landing strip.0
Which indicators show that the landing I
should be made to the west?

J02 1- d, e, f.
2- a, e, f.
3- a, b, c.

44 4- b, c, d.

%5



199. The FAA established a system for the pub-
licatron of nonregulatory guidance and
informational material to the public.
These publications are known as

101 1- Advisory Circulars.
2- Airworthiness Directives (ADs).
3- Technica) Standard Orfiers (TS0s).
4- Airman's--evide.

200. FAA Advisory Circular$ are issued for the
purpose of

101 1- providing the public the proper
procedures for the notification
ond reporting of aircraft acci-
dents.

2- informing the public of the list
of FAA General Aviation District
Offices (GADOs).

3- informing the public of nonregula-
tory materiaj of interest.

4- providilhg-Ilny material.covering
the Federal Aviation Regulations.

201. Advisory Circulars are issued by the
s Federal Aviation Administration to in-

form the aviation public of
.4%

101 1- nonregulatory ma ial of Mnterest.
2- projects in the p nning stage.
3- regulatory material of interyt.
4- propred rulemaking.

202. The Federal Aviation Administration issues
Advisory Circulars that

101 p1-4rovide the aviation public with
aircraft Airworthiness Directives.

2- provide a sxstematic means for the
issuance 'of regulatOry material for
commercial pilots only.

31 provide a 'Systematic means for the
issuance of nonregulatory material.

4- are not arranged with the Subject
matter corresponding to the sub-
ject areas in Federal Aviation
Regulations.

PA!+1(.: RUNWAY RANKINGS

/04. Ri.ter to the runway direction nmrkings
above). The numbers 8 and ?6 on the ap-
proach ends of the runway indicatf that
the runway is orientated approximately

JO? 1- 080" and 260 magnetic.
?- 008" and 026' true.
3- 080' and 2600 true.
4- 008' and 026' magnetic.

BASIC letiNWAY

DISPLACED /
THRESNOlp

205. Refer to the displaced/threshold for Run-
way 9 above. That portion of the runway
identified by the letter "A"

JO2

206.

J02

203. During-daylight'hours, the o eration of a
rotating beacon at an airport located with-
in a control zone means

207.

J02 1- right-hand traffic Is in use at the
airport.

2- the control tower is nc)t in oper-

ation..
- . . ..

3- weather conditions are below basic
VFR weather minimums.

4- the airport is temporarily closed.

1- is an "overrun area" that is avail.
able for landing at the pilot's
discretion.

2- may be used only for landings.

3- may be used for taxiing but should
not be used for takeoffs or landings.

4- may be used for taxiing or takeoffs
but not for landing.

A flashing amber light near the center of
an airport's segmented..circle (or on top
of the control tower dr adjoining build-
ing) indicates that \

1- the control tower is not in oper-
ation.

2- a right-hand traffic,pattern is in
effect.

3- the airport is temporarily closed to
VFR traffic..

4- weather conditions ate below basic'
VFR weather minimums.

,1

Operation of the rotating beacon at ith
airport in a cOntrol zone during the'hours
of daylight may indicate

J02 1- counterclockwise flow of traffic is
required.

--

2- the ground visibility s less than
3 miles and/or the iling is less
than 1,000 feet.

3- that right-hans traffic is required'.

4- the airport . closed due to hazardi
.ous runway (*Mons. .45

51 voor
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VISUAL ZpROACH SLOPE INDICATOR (VASI)

208. It is a goad operating practice, at non-
controlled airports not served by UN1COM.
to broadcast position and intentions on
the Aeronautical Multicom Service fre-
quency of

J06 1- 123.0 MHz.
2- 123.6 MHz.
3- 121.5 MHz.
4- 122.9 MHz.

209. Illustration "A" above indicates that an
aircraft is

J04 1- off course.
2- below theiglidepath.
3- on the glidepath.
4- above the glidepath.

210. When BELOW THE.GLIDEPATH during a VASI
approath, wtat lights would be observed?

J04 1- Green lights.
-'2- Pink llights.

3- Red lights.
4- White lights.

211. If an airplane is ABOVE THE GLIDEPATH
duringa VASI approach, the pilot would
obseVe

J04 1- green lights.
2- white'over red lights.
3- red lights. .

4- white lights.

212. VASI lights appearing as in Illustration
"C" abovtiwould indicate that an airplane
is

J04 1- off course to the left.
2- on the glidepath.
3- below the glidepath.
4- above the glidepath.

213. A pilot observing VASI lights as in Illus-
tration "A" above would be

J04 1- receiying "VASI-inoperative" lights.
2- beloWthe glidepath.
3- on the glidepath.
4- above the glidepath.

214. Assume that you are approaching an airport
that is equipped with a VASI. To comply
with regulations, an airplane approaching
to land on a runway served by a VASI shall

J04 1:- intercept and remain on.the glide
slope until touchdown only if the
aircraft is operating on an instru-
ment flight plan.

2- maintain an altitude -that captures
the glide slope at least 2 miles
downwind from the runway threshold.

3- remain below the glide slope.

4- maintain an altitude at or above the
glide slope.

215. While on final approach to aorunway
equipped with a standard two-bar VAS1,
you see the lights appear as in Illustra-
tion "D" above. Thii means that you are

J04 1- receiving an erroneous light indi-
cation.

2- on the glidepath.

3- below the glidepath.

4- above the glidepaths.,

216. While on final approach to a unway
equipped with a standard two-b r VAS1, you
see the lights appear as in 11 tration
"C" above. This means that you re

J04 1- receiving an erroneous light indi-
cation.

2- above the glidepath..

3- below the glidepatii.

4- on the Oidepath.

217. While on final approach to a runway
equipped with a standard two-bar VASI,
the lights appear as in Illustration "A"
above. This means that you are

J04 1, receiving an erroneous light indi-
cation.

2- on the glidepath.

3- below the glidepath.

4- above the glidepabl.- 46
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218. Refer to the runway markings and segmented 221.

circle above. If the wind is as shown by
the landing direction indicator, you should
land to the

J02 1- north on Runway 36 and expect a
crosswind from the right.

2- south on Runway 18 and expect a
crosswind from the right.

3- southwest beyond the "X" marking.

4- northeast beyond the "X" marking\

219. If the runway markings and segmented circle
are as shown above, you should

J02 1- land on Runway 18 and anticipate a
'right-quartering headWind.

2- land on Runway 36 and anticipate a
. right crosswind.

3- land on Runway 22 as it is aligned
with the wind and landing direction
indicator.

4- turn left onto final approach and
land on Runway 4.

v. 220. Refer to the abpe runway markings and seg-

Ilikented circle. Which statement is true?

J02 1- You may land on Runways 36 and 18,
but must be stopped prior to cross-

. ing Runways 4 and 22.

2- You should land on Runway'22 using
left-hand traffic, as it is aligned
with the prevailing wind direction.

3- IDnly Runways 36 and 18 Aek author2
ized for takeoffs and landings.

4- You should plan your approach to
lpnd beyond the "X" mtrking on
Runway 4.

I

/I

I ;err=

-N. A

II

II

II
11

II

Refer to the airport diagram above. If a

landing were to be made on Runway 12, which
statement would be true relative to the
runway markings?

302 1- Area "E" contains an arresting device
used by military aircraft.

2- All aircraft must terminate their
landing roll prior to reaching th
intersection of Runways 12-30
17-35. JP

3- Point "B" is the displaced threshold
of Runway 12 and indicates the begin-
mtng portion of the runway uSable for
lahding.

4- Area "A" should be used for landings
in light airplanes only.

222 According to the airport diagram shown
above, it can be determined that

J02 1- takeoffs and landing's are permissible
at position "C" since this is a Short
Takeoff and Landing (STOL) Rtinway.

2- the takeoff and landing portion of
Runway 12 begins at position "B."

3- Runway 30 is equipped at position "E"
with emergency arresting gear to pro-
vide a means of stopping military
aircraft.

4- takeoffs may be started at position
"A" on Runway 12, and the laading
portion of this runway begins at
position "B."

47 53
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223. Neter to the chart excerpt above. Concern-
ing the LADY MOA and a proposed flight from
airport "B" to airport "D," select the true
'.,tatement.

J07 1- You should circumnavigate the MOA by
flying around the southern tip of it.

2- Between Mondays and Fridays a pilot
should contact the nearest FSS for
rerouting around the area for a
flight to airport "D."

3- Nonparticipating IFR traffic may be
cleared through the MOA, and VFR
pilots should exercise caution while
flying within the area.

4- The appropriate military authority
having jurisdiction over the area
must be contacted to obtain per-
micsion to fly within the area.

4

224.

J07
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Refer to the chart above. Assume you are
planning a VFR flight from airport "B" to
airport "C." Which statement is true in
regard to flying within the LADY MOA?

1- You may fly direct to airport "C,"
everi though military training activi-
ties exist within the area, and you
should exercise caution.

2- The nearest FS% must be contacted to
provide you Enroute Flight Advisory
Service throtrg. the area.

3- A VFR flight plan mus be filed with
a proposed altitude be -111000kfeet
MSL.

4- You must plan your pro d flight
on a weekend when the area is not
in use by the military.
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that you.plan to fly VIR from airport "A"
to airport "II" during the hours that the
India 1 MOA is in use by the military. You

JOH

J07 1- must file an IIR flight plan in
order to fly witilin thi% drca

above 2,000 feet MSI .

?- may fly.direct to airport "II" and
you should exercise caution while
flying within the area.

3- should circumnavigate the MOA and
remain outside the western boundary.

4- should contact the nearest FSS and
file a Defense Visual Flight Rule
(DM) flight plan.

226. Select the true statement concerning air- 230.

craft flight within a Restricted Area.

J07 1- Restricted Areas denote the exist-
ence of unusual and often invisible
hazards to aircraft.

27 A Restricted Area is that airspace
which contains the intensive train-
ing activities of military student
jet pilots.

3- Restricted Areas have been estab-
lished over international waters.

4- Flight.within this airspace is pro-
hibited.

227. Select the true statement concerning air-
craft flight within the airspace of a
Restricted Area.

J07 1- The pilot must be instrument rated
and file an IFR flight plan before
penetrating a Restricted Area.

2- Flight within a Restricted Area is
prohibited during the hours of day-
light.

3- Before penetrating a Restricted
Area, authorization muit be obtained
from the controlling agency.

4- The aircraft must have an operable
VOR receiver, two-way communications
radio, and a radar beacon trans-
ponder.

228. The continuous broadcast of recorded non-
control information in selected high activ-
ity terminal areas is 4pferred to as

J08 1- Terminal Radar Service Area (TRSA).

2- Terminal Control Area (TCA).

3- Automatic Terminal Information ,

Service (ATIS).

4- Transcribed Weather Broadcats
(TWEBs).
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J08

AH1.1111;11 It 1 r1 1;111,1 I :10,0 111.1 hi!.
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cordfd int t ion

1- alerting pilots of radar
aircraft whvn their aircraft i% in
un,,afe proximity to terrain or

ob%truction.

?- concerning nonesse t ial I nformat ion

t o rel i eve goon y congestion.

3- c onc: n col ro 1 1 nf orma t ion in

select. ed h1h act.ivity t erminal

areas.

4- concerning sky conditions limited to
ceilings below 1,000 feet and visi-
bilities less thah 3 miles.

Pilots of aircraft arriving or departing
certain high activity terminal areas can
receive continuous broadcasts concerning
essential but routine information by using

1- Aeronautical Advisory Stations
(UNICOM).

2- Automatic Terminal Information
Service.(ATIS).

3- Aeronautical Multican Service.

4- Radar Traffic Information Service.

231. Assume that dur1n9 VFR weather conditions
ATC is providing a pilot with Radar Traf-
fic Information Serviee. If the pilot does
not intend to terminate this service, when
will the service be terminated?

J10. 1- When the controller advises the
pilot that radar service is termi-
nated.

2- After departing an Airport Traffic
Area.

3- After departing the control zone.

4- When theraircraft reaches a point at
least 25 statute miles from the de-
parture airport. '

232. Assume while flying on a north heading
that you are using Radar Traffic Inform-
ation Servicevand the wind-is calm.. You
receive the following traffic advisory:

-"TRAFFIC 9 O'CLOCK, 2 MILES,
SOUTHBOUND . . ."

You should look for this.traffic

J10 1- behind your right wingtip.
2- off your left wingtip.
3- ahead of your left wingtip.
4- off your right wingtip.
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"TRAFFIC 114C1OCK, 1 MIll,
FASTBOUND . ."

If the wind is calm you should look% for
this traffic

J10 1- off your right wingtip.

2- between the nose of the airplane
and the right wingtio.

a
3-.behind the left wingtip.

4-between the nose of the airplane.
and the left wingtip.

234. Assume that you are flyIng on an east
heading in the vicinity of a busy air-
port and obtain Radar Traffic Infor-
mation Service. The wind is calm and
you receive the following traffic
advisory:

"TRAFFIC 3 O'CLOCK, 2 MILES,
WESTBOUND . . ."

You should look for ihis traffic in the
direction of your airplane's

J.10 .1- left wingtip, and ahead of you.
2- left wingtip.
3- right wingtip.
4- noseq-and slightly.to the right.

235. Suppose that you are flying north with a
direct headwind and receive the following
radar traffic advisory:

"TRAFFIC 3 OICLOCK, 2 MILES.
SOUTHBOUND . .

"

You would look for this traffic in a
directfbn approximately

J10 1- 10° behind the left wing of your
airplane.

2- 600 to the left of the nose of
your airplane.

4
3- 300 to the right of the nose of

your airplane.

4- 20° to the left of the nose of
your airplane.

236. If Air Traffic Control advises that radar
service is being terminated when you are

\departimg a Terminal Radar Service Area,
the transponder should ,be set to Cbde

J10 1- 0000.
2- 1200.
3- 4096.
4- 7700.

:
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alFkiall approachiliq thv otrpolt 110M the)
south should, when in the vicinity ot. N
Blanchavq. contact Approach Control on the
frequenqlof

1- 119.3 MHz.
2. 124.2 MHz.
3- 125.6 MHz.
4- 1150 MHz.

238. Refer to the excerpts to the right. To

participate in Stage 111 Service provided
within the Terminal Radar Service Area
(TRSA), the proper sequence of radio fre-
quencies to use when entering the area is
to

.J11 1- tune in the ATIS on 125.6 MHz, then
contact the tower on 118.3 Milz.4

2- contact clearance delivery on 123.7
MHz, then ATIS on 125.6 MHz.

3- contact the tower on 118.3 MHz, then
ground control on 121.9 MHz.

4- tune in the ATIS on 125.6 MHz, then
contact ApProach Control on 124.2
MHz or 119.3 MHz depending on your
locntion.

50

239. Refer to the excerpts to the right. A VFR
aircraft is approaching flip the northeast
on Victor 14 .and participition irlStage III
Service within the TRSA is desira. In the
vicinity of Luther the pilot sHbuld contact

311 1- Oklahoma City FSS Arrival Control to
obtain a special VFR clearance to
enter the TRSA.

2- Oklahoma City Radio for instructions.

3- Oklahoma City Approach'Control for
radar separation from all IFLand

. participating VFR aircraft.

4-,Will Rogers World Airport Control
'Tower for instructions.

240. Refer to the excerpts to the right. Which
is a true statement concernimg the Terminal
Radar Service Area for Will Rogers World
Airport?

Jll 1- VFR 'aircraft approaching from the
south over Blanchard should contact
Approach Catrol on 124.2 MHz.

2- A VFR aircraft approaching from the
northwest on V17 should contact
Approach Control when over El Reno.

3- VFR aircraft approaching from the
northeast on V14 over Luther should
contact Approach Control on 119.3
MHz.

4- For radar vectoring you should con-
tact Oklahoma City Radio.
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Service Areas (TRSAs)016.01ize radar to
provide

1- separation between all uR air(raft
operating within 1RSAs,

2- radar vectoring if the weather min-
imums are below VFR conditions.

3- separation between IFR aircraft, be-
cause VFR aircraft are not permitted
in the area.

4- separation between all participating
VFR aircraft and IFR aircraft oper-
ating within TRSAs.

242. To determine if UNICOM is available at an
airport without a control tower, you
should refer to

J12 1- the Automatic Terminal Information
Service (ATIS).

2- the appropriate Airport/Facility
Directory.

3- Graphic Notices and Supplemental
Data.

4- the Nofices to Airmen (NOTAMS).

243. Which one of the following statements is
true in regard to UNICOM?

Wli t r ',turn . I I If4;t

d12 1- ONICOM is not to be used for air
traffic control purposes.

2- UN1COM IS used for air traffic con-
trol purposes at nontower airports.

UNICOM frequencies are used by Hight
Service Stations at gontower airpo
to provide airport advisory service.

4- UN1COM frequencies are assigned ex-
clusively for communication purposes
at private airports.

246. Refer to the data to the right. To obtain
a weather briefing at Muscle Shoals Air-
portoou could

J15 1- tune in the Muscle Shoals H-SAB radio
facility which provides Automatic
Aviation Weather Service broadcasts
(AAWS).

2- use.the restricted telephone number
to receive weather information from
the FSS.

3- call the FSS for "one call" FSS/WSO
briefing service.

4-.call or visit the Muscle Shoals
VORTAC.

247.
J12 1- UNICOM is a service provided by radar

air traffic control facilities.

2- VFR flight plans should be filed
through UNICOM at nontower airports.

3- UNICOM use is limited to Air Traffic
Control.

4- UNICOM is not intended to be used
for"Air Traffic Control purposes.

244. In regard to UNICOM, select the true state-
ment from the following:

J12 1- UNICOM may not be used for any com-
munication, other than providing
known traffic, runway in use, and
wind conditions.

2- UNICOM radio frequencies are assigned
to Aeronautical Advisory Stations at
certain airports not served by a
control tower.

-

3- To obtain the correct UNICOM fre-
quency for a particular airport, a
pilot should contact the nearest
F5S.

4- UNICOM radio stations are assigned
\ by the FAA to control traffic at

nontower airports.

5
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Refer to the data to the right. In pre-
flight planning, to obtain a weather brief-
ing at Anniston-Calhoun County Airport you
could

J15 1- call or visit Anniston FSS located
on the airport.

2- call Anniston FSS lor "one call"
FSS/WSO briefing serviCe.

3- use the Automatic Aviation Weather
Service (AAW5)..

4- use the Pilot's Automatic Telephone
Weather Answering Service (PATWAS)
located on the airport.

248. Refer to the data to the right. To obtain
a weather briefing at Muscle Shoals Air-
port you could

J15 1- expect to receive a complete weather
briefing when you use the Fast File
Flight Plan telephone number.

2- use the Pilot's Automatic Telephone
Weather Answering Service (PATWAS).

3- visit the Weather Service Office
located on the airport.

4- tune in'the nondirectional radio-
beacon facility, which provides
Automatic Aviation Weather Service
broadcasts (AAWS).

r-N



FSSCS/T AND NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE TELEPHONE NUMBERS

flight Saryll ;tations (f SS) and Combined Station/lower (( 5/1)

piovid intortnatron on awport cariditioris. iodic) ludo and other harts
hei . and pita ess flight pIqrls S/1 personnel me not teirtifi«sted pilot
weother briefer'. howver. they provide for twit dato Isom ....other
iepoits oral foie, 001 kr roil Advoory Srvu e is provided nt the

pilot s rquest on 123 6 by 1551 lawted al ca putts where there tn.
not LontIol towers In Opelot.on ( '40 A I 111,411 S ill(
11.iy, IVO IntillInCi anti Ail

The telephone oleo cod numbs; rs shown on pa.rentheses
huh number given is th prelrred telephone number to obtain flight
weather informotion Automatic answeling devics ar somhrhes used
on listed lines to give gneral local weather information during peok
wolkloods. To Ovo;(1 getting this recorded genral wvolher onnounc
Tent, VS@ th selected telephone number listed

FAST FILE FLIGHT PLAN SYSTEM
Som Flight Service Stations hove mouguroted this Aystom for pilots

who dsire to file IFR/VFR flight plans with or withodt a weather
briefing. Pilots moy colt the discrete telephone numbers listed and
file night pions in accordance with prerecorded taped instrudions
IFR flight plans will be xtrocted from the recorder ond subsequ.ntly
entered into the appropriate ARTCC computer. VFR flight plans will
be transcribed; ond both IFINFR flight pions will be filed in the
FSS. This equivalent is designed to outomoticolly disconned after 8
seconds of no ifonsmission, so pilots ore instructed to spook ot co

norfRol speech rote without lengthly pauses between flight plon

Louden and Idenfiflor

Anniston ANB .

Birmingham BHM

*if

ALABAMA

'sr
N. W. Route

S. E. Route,

N. E. Route

S. W. Route

11

FSS

F SS

F SS

Area

C. Telephesse

(205) 831-2303

(205) 254-1387..
(205) 595-2101*

595-5416

5954452
595-7957

595-7896

lements Pilots one urged to flle flight plans into this +yam.i al least
30 minutes in advanc of oroposad doporture The system may be

used to dims rind concI flight plan
Padlight weather briefing services romain available through regular

relpliaii manlier,

.0*

* Indicates PiloCs Automatic Telephone
Weather Answering Service (PATWAS)
or telephone connected to the Tran
scribed Weather Broadcast (TWEB)
providing transcribed aviation weather

information.

Indicates a restricted number, use for

avaition weather information.

I. Call F SS for "one call" ISS-WSO
br iefing ser vice.

Automatic Aviation Weather Service
(AAWS).

§§ Indicates Fast File telephone number
for pre.recorded and transcribed

flight plan filing only.

Leaden and ldentMer
Arm
Code Teisphem

ALABAMA (Can)

Dothan DHN . FSS (205) 983-3551

Huntsville., WS (205) 772-3521n

Mobile MOB (Bates) FSS (205) 344-3610e.

Montgomery MGM (Dannelly) FSS (205) 832-1516n.

Muscle Shoals MSL:. -ISS (205) 383-6541.w

FSS (205) 381-2500*

Tuscaloosa TCL FSS (205) 758-3628

AIRPORTIFACIUTY DIRECTORY

ALABAMA

APINISTONCALHOUN CO (AND) 5 2 SW GMT 6(501) 33 35 25 N 85 51 11 W
611 8 54 RIB 100. JET Al + CFR Wei A
ART 16-23: H5005X150 (ASPH) 5-30. 13-441, DT 75 12 .34% up NE

INFT 11 REIL VASI a*. 3.25 TCH 2T144,111c NWT fl VAS1 G A 3 75* TCH 25'
AINPONT SIMANKS Attended 1300030011 For service and Nei after 030071 Cali (205) 831 7941

coionniunoes 1.11/C041 123 0
ANNISTON FSS (ANO) oin arpt 123 6. 122 3. 122 2. 108 8F (205) 831 2303

SIRINTICHMI APP/OEP CON 118 25

1e040 mos To' PlaViCallOal.

WINSTON NOS (BA111) 278 ANB 3335.25-N 85"51.03W at lld
DS III 5 I ANB rwy 05 DC unlovable

AllANTA
11-46, 1414

IA?

§ MUSCLE SHOALS (PAS1.) 9 F GMT 6( 501) 3.444'44"N 87".36'40"W AlL6111.4

550 B S4 RID. 80, 100, JET Al + CfR Index A 1440, LIU
11.* H8693X150 (P4.116H) 5-59. 0-90. DT.160 HIM

VASS. Trees MIR * MALSR. Tower
am 18.* 14000X150 (AWN) S-30 oso MIRL

inn it Tres * Tres
NUM 1111111185: Attended deist hours, rughts call (205) 383 1744 Night svc ( hg Oaring catm winds pre(

rwy is Rwy 29
COMMUTIRSTIOPIS: ONKOM 123 0

MUSCLE SNOW 111 (MS1.) on mot 123 6 122 4 122 122 111 (205) 38.3 6541
*NUNTSRUE Ilf/DEF CON 1 ta 75 118 05
IMO NDS TO NASNATION: 123 0

(1) storm 116 5 MST. Chan 112 34"4224"N 87"29'29W 291" 5 6 NM to arpt
LS 109 7 I Mt Rwy 29
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very hazardous in flight. Which statement
is true regarding this hazard?

J19 1- Carbon monoxide forces oxygen to be
attached to the hemoglobin.

?- A small quantity uf carbon monoxide
is harmless.

3- An increase in altitude decreases
the adverse effect/influence of
carbon monoxide.

4- Blurred (hazy) thinking, an uneasy
feeling, and dizziness are symptoms
of carbon monoxide poisoning.

A pito! hr ,th1r 0(1.1mw ri
symptoms or avoid future o(torren«,,, of
hyperventilation by

J19 1- closely monitoring the flight instru-
ments to+control the aifylane,

%lowing the breathing rate, breathing
into a bag, or talking aloud.

3- increasing the breathing rate in
order to increase lung ventilation.

4- refraining from the use of over-the-
counter remedies and drug&jch as
aptihistimines, cold tab
tranquilizers, etc.

250. Assume that during a night flight you lose 54.
all outside visual references and become
spatially disoriented. In this situation,
you are probably experiencing

J19 1- mild,motion sickness.

2-.vertigo.

3- carbon monoxide poisoning.

4- the first indication of chronic
fatigue.

251. Which statement is true regarding ALCOHOL
in the human system?

J19 1- Aspirin increases the rate.the body
metabolizes alcohol.

2- Small amounts of alcohol in the
human system increase Judgment and
decision-making abilities.

3- An increase in altitude decreases
the adverse effect/influence of
alcohol.

4- A common misconception is that
coffee alters the rate a body
metabolizes alcohol.

252. To preclude the effects of hypoxia, you
should

'J19 1- avoid flying above 10,000 feet MSL
for prolonged periods without
breathing supplemental oxygen.

2- rely on your body's built-in alem
system to warn when you are not'
getting enough oxygen.

3- try swallowing, yawning, or holding
the nose and mouth shut, and forci-

-
bly try to exhale.

4- avoid hyperventilation which is
caused by rapid heavy breathing, and
results in excessive carbon dioxide
in the bloodstream.

_..-1

Suppose a pilot experiences vertigo in a .

restricted visibility condition (dust,
smoke, or snow showers): The best way to
overcome the effects of vertigo is to

J19 1- depend on sensations received from
the fluid in the semicircular canals

. of the inner ear.

2- concentrate on any "yaw," "pitch,"
and "roll" sensations,

3- consciously slow your breathing rate
until symptoms clear and then resume
normal breathii rate.

4- rely upon the aircraft instrument
indications.

255. HYPDXIA i§ considered to be an in-flight
hazard. Which statement is true concern-
ing this hazard?

J19 1- Your body has a built-in alarm system
to alert you when you are not receiv-
ing enough oxygen.

2- Heavy smokers may experience 4r1y
symptoms of hypoxia at lower alti-
tudes than nonsmokers.

3- Carbon monoxide increases the brain's
tolerance of hypoxia.

4- Alcohol increases the brain's toler-
ance of hypoxia.

256. The letters "VHF/DF" appearing in the
Airport/Facility Directory for ecertain
airport, indicate that

J17 1- this airport is designated as an
"Airport of Entry."

2- the Flight Service Station has equip-
ment with which to determine your
direction from the station.

3- this.sairport has a direct-line phone
to.the Flight Service Station.

4- this airport is a. defense facility.
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(!il. lo usc /in (Lflir A ion 1 Indil ) fi.H
ities, you Faust have an operable

J1/ 1- transmitter and receiver.
2- radar beacon transponder.
3- ADPreceiver.
4- VOR receiver.

258. Certain ground-based stations have equip-
ment which indicates the magnetic direc-
tion of the aircraft from the station each
time the aircraft transmits: This equip-
ment is known as

J17 1- Compass I ocator (Corrilo).

2- Direction Finder OW).
N3- Simplified Directional Facility

4- Airport Advisory ;5ervice (MS).

259. When telephoning a weather briefing facik._
ity for preflight weather information,
pilots should

_T15. 1- identify themselves as pilots.
tell the number of hours they have

7" flown within Ihe preceding 90 days.
3- state the number of occupants on

board and the color of the aircraft.
4- state that they Per4s& a current

medical certificate.

260. When telephoning a weather briefing facil-
ity for preflight weather information, you
should state

J15 1- that you possess a current m 4c41

certificate.
s.)

2- your intended route, destinatib
and type of aircraft.

3- the color of the aircraft and number
of occupants on board.

4- your total "flight time.

. prof I
complete if it d t I Ill 1 lid(' a t 1 1' a St

Jlb synopt I %/eat her and a I r spa( e
res. thms,.

2- forecast winds and weather. and all
pertinent radio navigation 1a1 nitres.

3- winds aloft and cirrrent tore( asts,
Wed ther synopsfs (pressure systems
and fronts), and possible hazardous
weather.

4- the avai hibi 1 fity of Transcribed
Weather Broadcasts ( wh 11 e en-
route, plus the items in response 2.

263.

411

When you telephone a weather briefing
fac i 1 ty for pref 1 ight weather informa-
tion, you should

A. identify yoursel f as a pi lot (stu-
dent, pr ivate, or commerc ia 1 )

4. state your intended route and
de5tination.

C. identify tpe radio conmunications
equipment aboara the aircraft.

D. state the number f persons aboard
And the color of he a ircra ft.

Which of\ the above -Wter ents are true?

J15 1- A, B, and C..
2- A and D.
3- A, B, C, and D.
4- A and B.

264. When telephoning a weather briefing facil-
ity for preflight weather information, you
should give at least the

J15 1- total pilot flight time.
2- proposed departure time and estimated

time enroute.
3- aircraft color and number of occu-

pants\aboard.
expiration date of your medical
certificate.

oft

261. When telephoning a weather briefing facil-
ity for preflight.weather information, you
should state

J15 1- the number of hOurs you have flown
within the preceding 90 days.

2- that you possess a current medical
certificate.

3- whether you intend to fly VFR only.

4-..the color of the aircraft and number
of occupants on board..

265. Flight Service Stations having Voice facil-
ities on VOR stations or radiobeacons
(NDBs), broadcast scheduled weather. reports
and NOTAM information

J15 1- at 30 minutes past each hour.

.
2- on the hour each hour.

3- at 15 minutes and 45 minutes past
each hour.

4- at lg'imindtes past each hour.
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',Litt.tflonf h uo
breathing of CARBON MONOX1D1?

J19 1- A smdll (p.iiilitity of carbon monoxide
is harmless.

2- Carbon monoxide poisoning is more
likely to occur in sumnier months
than in winter months.

3- An increase in altitude decreases
the adverse effect/influence of
orbon

4- It may take several days to fully
recover from the effects of carbon
monoxide.

. lAut. tAhlAuiliq Ihr in

flight harard (ailed HYPDX4A?

J19 1- Al(ohol de(reases the brain's
tolerance of hypoxi .

2 Your body has a built-in alarm
system to alert you when you are
not receiving enough oxygen.

3- Carbon monoxicle increases the brain's
tolerance of Aypoxia.

4- Without supplemental oxygen, a non-
smoker will experience hypoxia at a

lower altitude than a heavy smoker.

'271.

261. Which statement is true concerning HYPDX1A?

J19 1- fly repeated exposure, a person can J19
become immune to the effects of
hypoxia.

2- Hypoxia occurs only at altitudes
above 10,000 feet.

3- It is impossible to predict when,
where, and how hypoxia will mani-
fest itself.

4- Alcohol increases the brain's
tolerance of hypoxia.

?68. A state of temporary spatial coufusion re-
sulting frcm misleading information being
sent to the brain by various sensory
organs iz defined as

J19 1- vertigo.
2- hyperventilation.
3- hypoxia.
4- motion sickness.

269. Breathing CARBON MONOXIDE is considered to
-be an in-fliOt hazard. Which statement
is true regarding this hazard?

J19 1- Carbon.mopoxide fbrces oxygen 10 be
attached to the hemoglobin.

2- Small lamounts of carbon monoxide in
the human system increase judgment
and decision-making abilities.

3- Even small,amounts of carbon monox-
ide breathed over a long period of
time.may be harmful.

4- Remaining below 10,000 feet dimin-
ishes the chance of\be6bming poi-
soned by.carbon monoxide.

Which statevent is true concerning the in-
flight hazard called HYPDXIA?

1- Carbon monoxide has no effect on a
person's tolerance of hypoxia.

2- Without supplemental oxygen, a non-
smoker will experience hypoxia at a
lower altitude than a heavy smoker.

3- Often a major early symptom of
hypoxia is an increased sense of
well-being.

4- A built-in alarm system in your body
warns you when you are receiving
insufficlent oxygen.

272. Which statement concerning hypoxia is
true?

J19 1- A built-in alarm system in the body
warns a person that insufficient
oxygen is being received.

2- Night vision can be impaired when a
person receives insufficient oxygen.

3- Carbon monoxide has no effect on a
- person's tolerance of hypoxia.

4- Without supplemental oxygen, a non-
smoker will experience hypoxia at a
lower altitude than a'heavy smoker.

273. Which 4atement is true regarding alcohol
in the human systoh?

319 1- Aspirin i reases the rate the body
metabolt.es alcohol.

2- An increase ip altitude increases the
adverse effect/influence of alcohol.

3-1SMall amounts of alcohol in the human
system in..:rease judgment and decision-

.
%liking abilities. .
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4- Coffee dilutes the effects of alcohol.
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HAND SIGNALS

C

Sectional Charts for the conterminous
UnitIN States are updated each

J20 1- 3 Months.
2- 6 months.
3- 12 months.
4- 24 months.

275. When nearing a VOR station that you are
using for navigation, what vital action
shduld be taken?

279. Refer to the illustration above. Which
signalman is using the hand signal for a
left turn?

J?0 1- A.
2- C.

3- F.

4- G.

280. Refer to the illustration above. Signal-

man "G" is giving the hand signal to

J20 1- Exercise vigilance to avoid other J20 1- stop.

aircraft which might be converging 2- turn left.

on the station from other directions. 3- cut engine(s).
4- start engine(s).

2- Pass to the right of the station.

3- Pass to the left of the station. 281. Refer to the illustration above. Which

4- Concentrate on the omni indicator signalman is giving the energency stop

and carefully make corrections so as signal?

to pass directly over the VOR station.-J20

276. )Sefer to the illustration above.-jWhich.

hand signal means "slow down"?

J20 1- B.

21- D.

3. -)H .

277. Refer to the illustration above. The hand

signal "E" means

J20 1- stop.
2- start the engine(s).
3- all clear.
4- the chocks have been pulled.

C.

278. Reter to the illustration above. Assume

you have taxied into a parking area and
the.signalman gave hand signals as shown
in positions "I", "D", and "F". The mean-

- ing of these hand signals in the sequence

given are

J20 1- all clear, stop, and right turn.

ir\ 2- come ahead, emergency stop, and left
turn:

3-'come ahead, slow down, and right
turn.

Ilk- all clear, stop, and cut engine(s)

1- B.

2- D..

3- H.

4- I.

282. Refer to the illustration above. Which
signalman is giving the all,clear signal?

J20 1- A.

2- E.

3- G.
4-I.

283. Refer to the illustration above and select
the true statemnt concerning the hand
signals shodn.

J20 1- Signal C means right turn.
2- Signal D means Ir.
3- Signal E means a clear.
4- Signal G means cut engine(s).

284. Which signalman above is giving the hand
signal for an emergency stop?

J20 1- D.
.2- E.

3- G.
4- H.
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AIRPORT/f ACILITY DIRI(IORY

ARKANSAS

JONESBORO ( IIIR) 2 6 I GNI 144 501) 15-49 N Id 41 W
262 11 54 Mt 130 1(X) A 4 R Index A
RWI ISa 115599X150 (ASIIII) t480 Ik) 01 140 Mdli

WIN 21. VAS,

WI 14 Lt. 414101 X 1S() (A5151) S 10 MIRI
11Wf 14 I hld dspkd 130 NWT 12 Pail*ay I(X) 11109 dsplirl 160

MI 111943X60 (ASPH) S It)
Wf It Dies 1800 Thld &plc d 160 31 Bldg 14(X) from Mkt I hld ilsokd

MGM MIMI Attended 11(X)010021 I ',notoll /one eller five 12(X)0400.71
CONIMMICATICINI MON 121 0

10111111011111 FDS (J138) on nil II I 12.' 122 112 IR 108 (501) 9.35 14 II
Opt I 200 04001) DI dial 0 al* ll11 I N It RPRISI 0246 t) 1 ti Momphis 155

GINO MN TO mmomou
(1) IMMO 108 6 J8R 35-52 30 N 9015 IR W 3 1 NM fr) lid tininoortrued 0400 111.10.71

/111111115

4f , L 10
lAr

PINE BLUFF 34'14 48 N 91'55 14' W
(1,) GOMM 116 0 PDF Chan 107 181" 3 9 NM to Cooler lid

VOR unusable 054" 075° beyond 35 NM below 5000
170' 185' beyond 30 NM Woe 2000.
:36' 249" (seyond 20 NM bek)w &XX) on beyond :6 NM below 13000

IACAN az unusable 091" 129" beyond 20 NM below 3500

- BMWS
L-Ilf

PINE BLUFF
GRIDER FLD (PBF ) 43 St GM! (,( 501) 3410 32 'N 915607 OEMS

:06 S4 8111. 80. 100 Ill A CFR Ind.,. A WI, LIE
NM 1735 N6000X150 (ASPH) S 50 1) 70 DI 110 II1RL 141

1il1 17 MAI SR. VASI Key 118 4 7 tunes in 5 UN for high 5 times in 5 sac for med. 3 times in 5 sec
for knV intensity

RIVI 35. VASI

WORT MGM Attended 1300 0500/) On r ali other hrs Control Zone ffective 1200040011
COMMUNICATION&

mu soca PIS ) DL 536 8466
PIM MUM 1113 (PM) 123 6 on arpt (501) 516 8466 Opr 1400 2200/1

Flight planning/briefing wc only
PIM kW 11C0 122 6 122 2 122 IR 116 OT (I IT III ROCK 155)
PIM KOFF 111/DEP CON 118 4 Opr 1200 0400/:
LIME NM API/DEP CON 124 2 0400 120011
PIN SINN TOM. 118 4 Opr 1200040021 GIN2 CON 122 7

Immo mos TO INVIG8ON:

PIN KM (I) GOMM 116 0 PIO Chan 107 34'14 48-N 91°5534°W 181' 3.9 P444 lo fld
VOR unos.able 054" 075' beyond 35 NM beiovr 5000

170" 185" beyond 30 NM below 2000
236" 249" beyond 20 NM below 6000 or beyond 26 NM below 13000

1ACAN az unusable ow 129° beyond 20 NM below 3500.
113 11171 PBF RWY 17 LOC only

LITTLE Nock 3440'39"N 9210191V
(iF) IVOSTAC 113.9 (LIT) Chan 86 315 3 8 NM to Adams Fld

MIMS
WM, LI*

LITTLE ROCK FSS (UT) on Adams FM
122.55, 122.35, 122.2. 122 IR. 113 91. (DOI) 376-0721

MMUS
UNE

LITTLE ROCK
§ ADAMS FIELD (1.11) 1 7 1 GMT 6( 501) 34'4148' N 92'1359-W KWIC

257 B 54 FUEL 80. 100 JET A OX I. 3 LRA CFR Index C NIS, UNE
64-22: 117010X150 (ASPH) S 70 D 90. DT 140 HIRL IA?

RW1 01: SSALR Thld dsplcd 127. MP 2?: MALSR VASI
MIT 1735: H5125X150 (ASP11) S 30. 1)45. DI 70 MIRI.

RW1 II: Road 260' Thld dsplcd 270' RIVI 35: Road 33' ACSF I
RIVI 1412: 114032X150 (ASPH) S 26 MIRL

MIT 14: Road 220' Thld dsplcd 365' RIVI 32: Trees 3000.
AIRPORT NEMAIRS: landing lee Rwy 14 32 closed to au carvers

transient acIt parking at airline terminal ramp ctc arol police al airline concourse la reentry to locked
operations area

COMMUNICATIONS: IBIS 125 6 12000600Z) UINCON 123 0
LITTlf ROCA 113 (LIT) on (Id 122 55 122 35 122 2 122 IR 113 97 (501) 376 0721

OD tall( MI AP? CON: 124 2 042" 221' 119 5 222" 041' 119 1
TONER! 118 7 123 85 GlID CON: 121.9

41,, UTILE NCR DEP CON: 124 2 041°120" 119 5 221°4340" 118 1
STAG NI MC ctc APP CON 20 NM. check ATIS

RADIO AIDS TO RAVIDABON:

MILE 1100 (N) RIORTAC 113 9 LIT Chan 86 34°40'39°N 92°10'49°W 315" 3 8 NM to fIct
LOW MN (HUI) 353 LI 34"57 09"N 92"01'09"W 041' 4 6 NM to lld
AS 110 3 J LIT Rwy 04 UM LASKY NDB

1.10 3 I AAY Rwy 22
NOTE: AN AIRPORT/FACILrrY DIRECTORY

LEGEND IS INCLUDED IN THE BACK
OF THIS BOOKLET.
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.14

In the eontemlnOtr. Unitv4 tist r Hit. h t!lo, i (ot

tional charts are updated each

J20 1- 6 months.
?- 8 months.
3- 12 months.
4- 24 months.

286. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory
data to the left. Which statement is
true concerning Jonesboro Airport?

J21 1- Runway 36 threshold is displaced 347
feet.

2- For Airport Advisory Service contact
UNICOM on the frequency of 122.8 MHz.

3- Aircraft and powerplant maintenance
is not available.

4- The airport elevation is 2,670 feet
MSL.

it 287. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory
data on the adjacent page for Grider Field
at Pine.Bluff. Which statement is true?

321 1- The control tower is in operation
24 hours of each day.

-2- There is a rotating beacon at this
airport.

3- The VORTAC facility is located on
the airport.

4- Grade 115 gasoline is available

288. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory'
data for Jonesboro Airport on the adjacent
page, and seled the true statement.

J21 1- 1J4ICOM is,the only comMunications
facility on the airport.

2- The BVOR station is located on the
airport.

3- Major airframe and major powerplant
repairs are available.

4- The full length of Runway 32 is avail-
able for takeoffs and landings.

289. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory
data to the left for Adams Field at Little
Rock and select the true statement.

J21 1- Runway 35 threshold is displaced
365 feet:

2- Low pressure oxygen replacement
bottles are available.

3- Grade 115 gasoline is available.

4- The longest hard-surfaced rimway
available for takeoffs is Runway 22.

110.4114 0 TO 5
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J21

data to the lett. Select the true ',tate-

ment concerning Grider Airport at Pine
Bluff.

1- Maintenance wrvice includes only
minor airframe and minor powerpldnt
repairs.

2- The VORTAC facility is located on
the airport,

3- VASI lights are available for the
approach to Runway 17.

4- The location of the airport in rela-
tiori to the city of Pine Bluff is
not indicated. '

291. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory
data to the left. Concerning Adams Field
at Little Rock, which statement is true?

J21 1- The airport elevation is 1,700 feet.

2- The airport has a rotating beacon:in
operation from dusk to dawn.

3- Runway 35 has a Visual Approach
Slope Indicator (VASI).

4- The full length of Runway 17 is
available for takeoffs and landings.

292. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory
data to the left for Adams Field at Little
Rock. The proper sequence of radio fre-
quencies for departing this airport south-
bound using ATIS, 4round control, tower,
departure control and the Flight Service
Station is

J23 1- 125.6, 124.2, 121.9, 118.1, and

122.35 MHz.

2- 123.0, 121.7, 118.7, 124.2, and

113.9 MHz.

3- 1Z5.6, 121.9, 118.7, 124.2, and

122.2 MHz.

4- 124.2, 123.85, 121.9, 119.5, and
122.55 MHz.

293. Refer to the Airport/Facility Directory
data to the left for Adams. Field at Little
Rock. When arriving from the southeast,
the proper sequence of radio frequencies
to use for ATIS, approach control, tower,
and ground control is

J23 1- 125.6, 119.5, 118.7, 123.85 MHz.

2- 123.0, 113.9, 118.7, 124.2 MHz.

3- 125.6, 124.2, 118.7, 121.9 MHz.

4- 122.2, 119.5, 113.9, 123.0 MHz.



4.

NOTICES TO AIRMEN

THIS SECTION CONTAINS NOTICES TO AIRMEN THAT ARE EXPECTED TO
REMAIN IN EFFECT FOR AT LEAST SEVEN DAYS
NOTE. NOHCES ARE ARRANGED IN ALPHAIETICA1 ORDER SY STATE
(AND WITHIN STATE gY CITY OR LOCAUTY) NEW OR REViSED DATA,
NEW OR REVISED DATA ARE INDICATED By lOW ITAUCIZING THE
AIRPORT NAME
NOTE, ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL UNEESA OTHERWISE INDICATED

WEST VIRGINIA

BECKLEY, RALEIGH COUNTY MEML. ARPT: MIRL rwy
1-19 6700 ft x 150 fl asphalt cmand. ILS LOM unusable
beyond 10 NM below 6000 ft. Threshold rwy I dsplcd 650
ft. (1/78)

BERKELEY SPRINGS POTOMAC AIRPARK: Twr 80 ft
(AGL) located 900 ft W of apch end rwy I I unmarked and
unlighted. (6/76)

BLUEFIELD, MERCER COUNTY ARPT: ILS LOC rwy 23
OTS. (I/78)

CHARLESTON HUMMINGBIRD HELIPORT: Arpi closed.
LEWISBURG: CTLZ hours 0900-2100 daily. (2/78-3)
MARTINSBURG, EASTERN WEST VIRGINIA REGIONAL

ARPT: Rwy 17-35 closed. (3/78)
MOUNDSVILLE MARSHAL!. COUNTY ARPT: Arcot open

days VFR only. (11/77)
NEW CUMBERLAND, HERRON ARPT: TPA 775 ft

(11/77-2)
NEW MARTINSVILLE CIVIL AIR PATROL ARPT: TPA

1800 ft. (12/77-2)
WHEELING OHIO CO ARFT: 1570 ft chimney under cons!

3-1/2 NNW arpt lighted. (3/78-3) (3/78-3)

WYOMING

SPECIAL NOTICE: Coal mine blasting surface to 1000 ft AGL,
27 NM NNE of Sheridan. Blasting will continue indefinitely.
(10/74)

SPECIAL NOTICE-YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARKS:
Due to increasing low level flights over national parks, pilots
are requested to maintain 2000 ft AGL when transiting
Yellowstone National Parks unless aircraft capability is
exceeded. (9/72)

CHEYENNE MUNI ARPT: Rwy lights rwy 16-34 OTS
2400-0600 daily. (1/78-3)

CODY MUNI ARPT: Tower 141 ft AOL 1320 ft NE apch end
rwy 22. (1/78)

COWLEY/LOVEL/BYRON/BIG HORN COUNTY ARPT:
yAst rwy 9 and rwy 27 cmand, for VASI key freq 122.8 5
times. UNICOM freq 122.8 cmsnd. Rotating beacon RTS.
MIRL rwy 9-27 emend, for rwy lights key freq 122.8 5
times. (10/77-2)

EVANSTON MUNI ARPT: Rwy lights 16-34 dcmsnd.
(11/77-2)

LARAMIE. GENERAL BREES FIELD: VASI rwy 30 cmsnd.
(2/78-2)

RIVERTON REGIONAL ARPT: VASI rwy 28 cmand. Rwy
10-28 now 8200 ft, H1RL cmand. Rwy 10-28 wt brg
capacity S -85000 lba, D -110000 Ibis, DT -165000 lbe. VASI
rwy 10 cmand. Rwy 16-34 now 1000 ft. (3/78-2)

NOTE : The last page of this test
book contarns a list of
ABBREVIATIONS.

a.

Ucici h. Ow N01AM', h, 1hr Lit %lir.. 1

the t rue sta t men t cow ern i ng on air nor t
n Wes t V rg nia.

J25 1- At lewisburq the control zone opera-
ting hours are Iron 0700 2100/.

2- At Wheeling Ohio County Airport there
is a lighted chimney under construc-
tion north-northwest of the airport.

3- At Raleigh County Memorial Airport,
Beckley, the threshold for Runway 17
is displaced 650 feet.

4- At Herron Airport, New Cumberland,
the traffic pattern altitude is
1,000 feet.

295 Refer to the NOTAMS to the left. Select
the true statement about an airport in
West Virginia orlWyoming.

J25 Arl- At Riverton Regional Airport in
Wyoming, the runway lights for Run-
way 28 are out of service.

2- The Eastern West Virginia Regional
Airport at Martinsburg is closed.

At Cody Municipal Airport in Wyoming,
there 4 a tower located on the ap-
proach gnd of Runway 22.

10 of Runway 23

4- At Mercer County ort, Bluefield,
W. Va., the thres
is displaced 450 feet.

3

296. Refer to the NOTAMS to the left for Wyoming
and select the true statement.

J25 1- Coal mine blastiAlg may be in progress
27 nautical miles NNE of Sheridan.

2- At Yellowstone Natl. Parks, pilots
flying over these parks must main-
tain at least 1,000 feet AGL.

3- At Riverton Regional Airport the run-
way lights for Runway 10 are out of
service.

4- At Cheyenne Municipal Airport, Run-
way 16-34 is closed.

297. Refer to the NOTAMS to the left and select
the true.statement.

J25 1- At Herron Airport, New Cumberland,
W.,Va., the traffic pattern altitude
is 775 feet.

2- At Cody Airport, Wyo., the threshold
of Runway 22 is displaced 141 feet.

3-.Coal mine blasting from the surface
to 1,000 feet AGL is in progress NNE
of Laramie, Wyo.

4- At Wheeling Ohio County Airport, W.
Va., there is an unlighted chimney

60 under construction NNW of the airport.
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298. Refer to the NOTAMS to the right. Select

the true statenent about an airport in the

state of New Jersey.

J25 1- The full length of Runway 22 is avail
able for landings at Manahawkin
Airport. ,

2- Automatic Terminal Information Serv-
ice is available at Teterboro Airport

3- Runway 5-23 is closed at the Wildwood
Cape May County Aieport.

4- At Morristown Muni. Airport the run-
way lights are in service between

midnight and 3:00 AM.

299. Refer to the NOTAMS to the right. Select

the true statement about an airport in the
state of Nebraqa.

J25 1- At Brule, Beals Airport, runway
lights are available.

2- The facilities and services at
'Palisade, Rich Field, are no longer
availabls; however, the runways may
be used Tor takeoffs and landings.

3- At Trenton Muni. Airport the full
length of Runway 19 maybe used for
takeoffs and landings.

4- Bruning Hawks Field has an operating
control tower on the frequency 122.8
MHz.

300. Refer to the NOTAMS to the right. Select

the true statement concerning an airport

in Nevada or New Hampshire.

J25 17, The Manchester VORTAC (in New_Hamp-
shire) frequency was changed to 124.4
MHz in January of 1977.

2- The Cly Airport/Yelland Field, Nevada,
runwity lights may be activated by use
of the uNIcom frequency 122.8 MHz;

.3- The Boulder City Muni. Airport in A

Nevada is closed to airplane traffic
from 0800-1700 on TuesdaYs and

Sundays.

4- Goffstown.Country Club Air Park, N.H.,

z nqpi has a 1,600-foot displaced thresh-

old on the north-south runway.

301. Refer to the NOTAMS to the right. Select

the true statement about an airport in the

state of New Jersey.

J25 1- At Belmar-Farmingdale, Monmouth
County Airport, the length of Run-
way 32 is 5,500 feet.

2- At Morristown Muni. Airport, runway
lights are available for use on Run-

way 12-30.

3- At Pittstown Alexandria Airport, the
threshold for Runway 8 is displaced
120 ffTt.

4- ilunway\224t Albion AirportIs closed.
61

NOTICES 10 AIRMEN

INWPMATIoN cuPPENT As oF

THIS SECTIoN coNTAINB NOTICES To AIMEE. TBAT APE

EXPECTED To HEMAIN IN EFVECT FoP AT LEAT sEVEN
DAYS.
M)Tt: NMI(Fl; ANF APRANGFU IN AITHASETICA ORDER
By nTATE (AND WITHIN !;TATE BY PITY LO(

NF14 pp REVISED DATA: NEW REVISED DA A APE
INDICATED BY DNDERLININO THE AIPPORT NAME.
NoTE: ALL TIMES APE IOCAL UNLESS OTHERWIsE

INDICATED.

NEBRASKA

AINSWORTH MUNI ARPT: Wry 6-24 closed permly. Rwy

12-30 now 5500 ft x 90 ft. Rwy 17-35 now 6800
ft. (12/76-2) (12/76-2)

MULE, BEALS ARPT: For rwy lights rvy 0-26 key

frog 121.7. (10/76-7)
BRUNING HawKS FIELD: UNICOm treq 122.8. (10/76-

2)

cHADRom muNI ARPT: VA8I rmy 20 emend. (11/76-2)

COLUMBUS MUNI ARPT: %Min rwy 14 emend. (1/77-2)

TH, BACKWARD H,ARPT: Arpt closed permly.

MUNI AAPT: Rwy 3-21 closed. (11/76-2)
NEL GH ANTELOPE COUNTY ARPT: UNIcOM freq 122.8

emend,. (9/76-3)
NORTH LOUP HELIPORT: Helipad 16 ft x 16 ft

concrete. (12/76-3)
PALI8ADEL RICM FIELD." Arpt closed permly. (1/17-

3)

SUPERIOR MuMI ARPT: Rmy 14-32 3700 ft x 60 ft
asphalt, low intensity rwy lights cmend.
(10/76-2)

TECUMSEH MUNICIPAL ARF;T: Rotating beacon emend.
(10/76-2)

TRENTON MUNICIPAL ARPT: Threeholdvmwy 19 dsplcd
.200 ft. (11/76-2)

NEVILDA

BOULDER CITY MUNI ARPT: Glider operations near
arpt 0800-1700 Toes-Sun etc to 6500 ft M8L.
(1/77-2)

ELY ARPT/YELLAND PLD: For rtfy lights rwy 18-36
key frog 122.8 S times In S seconds 2100-0530.
(12/76-2)

HAMPSHIRE

oorrsTomi CCWNTY CLUB AIR PARE: Rwy N-8 n4i7(w 1600

ft. (10/742)
MANCHESTER: VORTAC OTS until Jan 21, 1977 for
freq change to 114.4. (12/76)

WOLFHORO, LAKE REGION ARPT: For rwy lights key
freq 123.0 5,times in 5 se6unds. (11/76-2)

NEW JEM EY

ALBION AHPT: First 600 ft rwy 22 closed. (2/75)

BELMAR-FARMIRGDALE MONMOUTH COUNTY'ARPT: Rwy 14-

32 new SSD() ft. 12/76-21
MANAHAWKIN ARPT:

(4/76-2)
eshold rvy 22 dspled 390 ft.

'MORRISTOWN MUNI A PT: Rwy lights 12-30 OTS.
(6/76)

PITTSTOWN ALEXASDRIA ARPT: For rwy light* rwy 8-
26 key 121.8 fok 3 seconds, lights stay on for
17 minutes. Rwy 8-26 2400 ft x 120 ft

asphalt/turf.
TETERBORO: FSS Fast file recorded IFR Flight Plan
filing service cell:
Teterboro: 201-288-6437 or 201-288-4434 Newark:
201-624-5352 or 201-624-5353 Morristown: 208-
539-15111 Caldwell: 201-226-7077 LaGuardia:
212-890-2323 or 212-698-2339 Rockland County:

ATIS freq 114.2 cmend. (12/76-3)
WEST CREEK, EAGLES HEST ARPT: Arpt closed.

(3/7S)
WEST MILFORD NAIROBI ARPT: Rmy 2 closed landing
nights. .110/76-21

WILDWOOD, CAPE MRY COUNTY: 8 600 ft rwy 5-23
closed. Rey 10-28 closed nights until Feb 1977.
HIRL rwy 1-19 emend. (12/76-2)

NOTE:. The 4ast page ofithis test book
contains a list of ABBREVTATIONS.



RES1RIC1IONS TO ENROUTE NAVIGATION AIDS

Rodht Facility illastrictions aro cita41 until canc./lad
by the &soda had Nation. Rstricted aroat are
daanad In /woes from nwtenatic North.

COLORADO
ALAMOSA VORTAC: Unusable beyond In NNI below

15,900 ANSI. 025-045' beyond 35 MM bolou 1100'
AMSL 150-180.

OUIAMADO SPRINOS VORTAC: Unusable beyond 30
NM below 15.000' MM. 200 34)(1'; beyond 20 NM belmt
9.500' NEIL 300-040*.

CORTEZ VOR: Unusable beyond 20 NM b.:10w .11,5(X)'
AM81, 210-230*.

FRUITA NDII: Usable for appronchea and transition
to approaches only, 11110 to 011(I'MHI VP needle omcIllatIons
on moat bearings beyond H) NM,

MONTROSE VOR Unusable 200-240° below' 11,000'
NISI, beyond, 35 NM.

ca,cet Pt
WYOMING

CASPEA VORTAC: Operg wlih momentary erase
pointer excursion on V-8.5 20-25 nml 8 at and above

CODY VOR! lInuaable beyond 12 NM below 8000' 1481,
040 100',

DUNOIR VORTAC: Restricted to awy rad u(Qonly.
JACKSON VOR Restricted to airway, h Ming and

April use only.
LARAMIE VORTAC: Unusable beyond 27 nmi 108-240°

below 11,000', 2441--2M0 below 12,500'; beyond 15 mid
018-140° below 9,000'.

SHERIDAN VORTAC: Unusable beyond 30 NM below
14,7(X) MM. 100 200'; beyond 30 NM below 12,400'
NISI. 200 2711"

302. Refer to the excerpts above. Which one of
the following statements is true?

J28 1- Montrose VOR is unusable in all
directions above 11,600 feet MSL
beyond 35 nautical miles.

2- There are no restrictions listed for
anproaching th&Cody VOR from the
west.

3- The Frulta nondirectional radio-
beacon can be used for navigotional
purposes 50 miles from the station.

4- Laramie VORTAC can be used for navi-
wgational purposes beyOnd 27 nautical
miles on all radials below 6,000
feet MSL.

.
.

.,

303. Refer to the excerpts above. Which state-

ment is true?
.

J28 l'- Cortez VOR is unusable for naviga-
tional purposes within 20 nautical
mileseof the VOR above 11,500 feet
MSk.

2- Cody VOR is unusable for navigational
purposes above 8,000 feet MSL.

11

O-

There are no strictions listed for
proceeding i tund to Cody VOR on

... the 270 radial.

4- Mtntrose VOR is unusable in all
directions above 11,600 feet MSL
beyond 35 nautical miles.

304. Refer to ttu. excerpts to the left. WhItql

sletement is true?
...

3 '28 1- Montrose VOR Is unusable beyond 12
naukical miles between ORO" and 140"

' beldW 9,000 feet.

l

2- T

ii

ere are no restrictions listed for
tez VOR.

3- Laiamie VORTAC is unusable beyond
15 nautical miles between 015" and
140' below 9,000 feet.

4- Casper VORTAC is unusable on all
radials above minimum enroute alti-
tudes.

305. Refer to the excerpts to the left. Which
'statement is true?

J28 1- There are no restrictions listed for
Cortez VOR.

2- Laramie VORTAC has-4 restriction that
concerns using the 150 radial above
12,500 feet and beyond"27 statute
miles.

3- At the Mbntrose VOR there are no re-
strictions listed that would inylve
use of the 220 radial.

4- Inbound tO the 41amosa VORTAC on thw

4
. 170 radial at 9,500 feet MSL and
within 50 nautical miles, you would
probably find this facility unusable.

306. Refer to the excerpts to the left above.
Which statement is true?

J28 1- There are no restrictions listed for
Cortez VOR.

2- The Fruita nondirecttonal,46Obeacon
can be used for navigational purposes
50 miles from the station.

3- Thereare no restrictions listed for
approaching Montrose VOR from the
north beyond 35 nautical miles.

4- The Sheridan VORTAC 160-200 radials
are usable beyori30 nautical miles
below 8,000 feet SL.

307. Refer to the werpts to the.lefttol/e.
Which statement- is true?

J28 1 1- The Sheridan VORTAC 160-200 radials
are usable beyond 30 nautical miles
below 8,000 feet MSL.

2- Cortez,VOR has.restrictions listed
that would concern the use of the
220 radial if ydu were inbound,to
the station at 7,500 feet MSL.

3- The 090 radi ofAaramie VORTAC is

unysable in 15 nautical miles
above 9,000 feet MSL.

4- The Colorado Springs VORTAC 140
ralial is unusable beyond 30 nautical

, miles above 9,000 feet MSL.

62
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RISIRICIIONS 10 t NROUit NAVIGA110N AIDS

Radio Facility Restrictions are cited until cancelled
by th. Associated Station. Restricted aras are
defined in degrees from magnetic North.

MARYLAND
AN6REWS VORTAC: VOR portion unusable Iayoml

10 NM 120 180" beloW 1500' and beyond 10 NM
3341 030° II altitudes

MIDDLE 1?*VER VOlt : Unusable 045.075" beyond IS
NM below 10,000% 125 170° and 325 340° beyond 15
NM below 10,000' MSI..

l' ATI! X ENT It 1 V KR V MITA(' : VI)It portion unusable
below 1500' NISI. beyond 35 nil 245 300'.

SNOW 1111,1. VORT,AC: VOR portion unusable Indow
1400 NISI. beyond 15 nnil 210 225", below 1500' MS1.
Iwyond 10 nmi 221' 205°, below 9000' MSI, beyond :to
owl 225 2115, below 1500' MS1. beyond 20 nun 205
005, below 1500' MSf. be:Vond 25 litni 005 020°, below
1700' MS1. beyond '10 min. 020 040'.

WESTMINSTER VORTAC: VOR unusable on 284 292"
rad beyond 28 ml above .1-1,54/0', 255" rad Iwyoni 15
NM above 14,500'.

. .
MASSACHUSATTS gf.

BARNES VOIrl'AC: Unusable 0804100' beyond 20 NM
below 4000' MSL. VOR portion unusable 270-120°
beyond 35 NM below 4000' MSI..
)STON VORTAC Wit port loti unusable 020 -A 0°
beyond 115 nnul above 14,500' MSL; 3W1 626° bey nd
10 mid below 14,500' MS1.; 020 045° beyond.. 22 nnii
below 3500' MS1.; 020 045° beyond, 21; mid below
4500' MS1,; 020 -045° beyotad 28 mni below 5500'
MS1.; 026-045° beyond 32 mid below 7500' MS1.:
045 360° beyond 26 niiii below 3000' MSI..

FIT1'11111114441/11: II facility unusable 040 160° be
yond 18 null.

ORANGE NDB: 11 fay unusable below 5000' beyond
20 NM.

WHITMAN VOR/DME: Unusable ')40", beyond 35
NM below 3000'; 240090° beyon lalow 3500'.

MICHIGAN
ALPENA. VOWPAC: DME portion unutabfe 260° to 250'

below 40(XY MS1. beyond 30 nmi.
PLINT VORTA41: Volt portion imultiLle, tween 300-

320° beyond 1,0 NM below 10,000',11tFlit

!

f
308. Refer to the excerpts-.ibove abd-select the

* true statiaKent.

1 - The Middle River VOR is unusable on,
all radials beyond 15 nautical miles
below 10,000 feet MSL.

2- The Orange no ndirectional radiobeacori
is usable for navigational purposes
at 4,500 feet MSL 30 nautical miles
from the f4cility.

4

3- The-290 radial of Westminster VORTAC
(VOR portion) is unusable beyond 28
nautital miles4above 14,500 feet MSL

.
The Barnes VORTAC (VOR portion) 230
radial is unusable beyond 15 nauti-
cal miles at 4,50b/feet MSL.

28

'St

30 9. Rotel- to I .(' .0X«"pt N t ll I hl. lei t to!
Maryland.' WHO) ,,tateinent 1,, irtiv?

1- Wectmincter VOR11\C ic unir.able

radials beyond .4'11 nauthal miles.

Patuxent River VOR1At ha% a re%tali
tion that 00) ticing the

radial above ?,000 tpot and beyond

35 statute

.1- There aro no restriction% listed tor
proceeding inbound to. the Middle
River VOR on the 180 radial.

4- Andrews VOR1AC can be used for navi-
gational purpose% beyond 10 nauthal
miles on the 180 radial hclow 1,000
feet MSI .

Ap. Refer to the excerpts to the left. Which

(A4-e of the following statements is true?

J28 1- Flint VORTAC (VOR portion) is un- .

usable on the 305 radial at "20 nauti-

cal miles and an altitude of 6,500
feet MSL.

2- The Fitchburg nondirectional radio-
bei65n is unusable in all directions
from the facility beyond.lg nautical
miles.

3- The Whibilan VOR/DME .090-Z40 radials
aike'usable beyond 35 nautical miles
1)elow 3;000 feet MSI .

4- Patuxent River VORTAC (VOR portion)
is unusable below 1,500 feet MSL be-
yond 35 miles orithe 125:radial.

311. Refer to the excerpts to the left above.
Which statement is true?

J2i3 1- The Fitchburg nondirectional radio;
beacon is usable on a magnetic bear-

,
ing of 100° within 10 nautical miles
of the station.

2- The Andrews VORTAC (VOR portion)
120-180 radials are unusable 10 nau-
tical miles from the facility at all

altitudes.

63

3- There are no restrictions listed for
approaching Patuxent River VORTAC,
from the west below 1, 0 fees MSL.

4- Flint VORTAC (VOR port ) lis usable

only on the300-320 rad als beyond
10 nautical miles below 1U,000 feet

MSL,

1

1.



VOA RUMEN CHECR POINTS
VOR/VONTAC

1Ite m.I 41 VON o86orn4 end ern...1 choiA pVols rs Mil MAW III film 04.01111 ll of th... heat, pOplit .41ood
1111. 1 /1gbl lithrt1111.1.1 orl A1l P.M 41/.

810111 (Mar trIkamin tractor] lmo I h.k 11 IWO All Al I I. lonls Fn. A slmuls t000,..., I,, Co.. 1,,moon Nos loiral al h Ih. .t...I Int...411m ...o.h 1.1 I ..1.1. h11.1 to NoItatIoN1 6.01*. II.. 111. why.. II...h. 1,II For h.t alrif

nullity Name (arpt name)
P rsq/k/w4

Dismar2ch (NI ri Arpt) 1165,1113

Devils
Dkkiltewe (Muni Arpt )
Forge (Doctor rid)
Grand limbs (international
Jamestown (Muni Arpt)
Hived

(6101.010 rid)

Aberdeen
Brookings
Mitchell
Pfl

141
chmt

(lnd
AS. Al

from
roe
Meg

1 Hat

from Few
N M

NORTH DAKOTA

(1 275 4 2

111 0/0V1 A/8($00
112 9113114

"1 16 2,t4R A/2000
Arpt) 1094/131 It (1

114 5/.0.13

1171/%101 A/2M10
1163/1314 A/filaM

113 01AOR A/2500
aoaksout A/9000

100 2/14+1( A/2500
10114/PHP A/3900

Rapid City (Reg(onal Arpt) 112 3/RAP 0
s.,,

Siena Yalta (Joe rose rio 11,0/Fso o

115 0//30 q

Wat.wtown (Muni Arpt)
Winner (litml Arpt)
Yankton (Chan Gurney Muni Arpt)

116 6/1117

112 km A/30(8)
III 4/SAN A/2500

074
182

360
157

200
001

121

SOUTH DAKOTA

Beysen Roaervoir 117 8 nor A /(1800
Casper (Alr Thai) 116 (TR A/6400
Menke* .(Rawlins Muni Arpt) nu it:Kw A/7800
Gillette ((Iillette-Campbell County 117 s GOC

Allpt)
Laramie (Drees riad) 1176 IAH A/8300
Reck Spring. (Sweetwater Co. Arpt) 114 7, axs 0

114 7,885

Sheridan (County Arpt) 115 3,S7R A/5000

278
070
239
156
320

155

148

184

200

50
3.7
9.4

1.a

06
0.6

I'tmck Point Ikweription

N pn d ramp area hint off nick toni rwy

Over rdo 111110111111

Int of E/W iwy end N/8 twy
Ilver apch en(l rwy 35

end of twy parallel to rwy 35.
Twy Holt) ad) to rwy
irer RR and highway ove) .11188

(liver 141811% end rwy 11

7.5 Over grain e108
7.5 Over grain elev

10 Over 1111 and hwy int NW corner of clty
5.0 Over 2712 twr
41, In front of Admln N1dg adj to center

twy
4.7 On W end of Air Ntl Ottani parking

ramp
4.4 On E edge of E/W I.:v.:7 to (len. Avia

thin parking ramp
3.8 NIC corner of term ramp
8 Over Mtn, water tower S edge of town

Over twr

WYOMING

1110 25 Over Itivarton YOH
201 18 1 lyor Inter:section rwya 21 25-30
065 17 Over FN8 bldg
147 (L7 Itunnp pad for rwy 88

112 6.5 1)ver amoke Mack of cement factory
200 1.9 In center of turn-around E end rwy 25
261 8.1 In center of turn-around W end rwy 07
122 5 Over center of apch end rwy 13

..112.)Refer to the excerpts above. Which one of
the following statements is true concern-
ing VOR Receiver Checkpoints?

313. Refer to the excerpts above. Which one of
the following statements'is true concern-
ing VOR Receiver Checkpoints?

1- In Rock 'SOrings, Wyo., there is an
airborne checkpoint located over
Sweetwater County Airport 1.9 miles
from the facility in the center of
turn-around east end of Runway 25.

2- At Yankton, S Dak., the airborne
checkpoint is located 6.8 nautical
miles from the facility.

3- At Joe Foss Field in Sioux Falls,
S. Dak., there are both ground and
airbordit checkpoints.

,4- At Mitchell, S. Dak., a ground check-
point is located 10 naUtical miles
,from the factlity on a magnetic
bearing of 239°.

J29 1- At Sheridan County Airport, Wyo., a J29

ground checkpoint is,located 5 nauti-
cal miles from the facility at the
center of the approach end ot RunwaY
13.

2- At Rock Springs, Wyo., thdre are two
ground kpoidts located on the

4111
Sweetw County Airport. , -

3- The airborne checkpoint at WaterVwn
Muni. Airport in S. Dak., utilizar
the 184 radial arid it is located.8
nautical miles frbm the airport.

4- In'Sioux Falls, S. Dak., there is an
airborne checkpoint at_apeFoss Field
on the west end of the AV National
Guard parking ramp.

64
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314. Refer to the ex«Tptc to the I v ft . Whit h
stat ement is true concerning WIZ Receiver
Chet kpo int s?

J79 1- At Rapid City, S. Dak. Regional Air-
port there is an airborne cheikpoint
on a magnetic bearing of 330' from
the station over the south edge ot
the ramp.

7.- the airborne checkpoint at Sheridan,
Wyo. County Airport utilizes the
172 radial and Runway 13.

3- Joe FOSS Field in Sioux Falls,
S. Dak., has both ground and

. airborne checkpoints,

4- At Rawlins Municipal Airport,
Cherokee, Wyo., the groundTheck-
point is located on the northwest
edge of the ramp.

315. Refer to the excerpts to the left.
Which statement is true concerning VOR
Receivqr Checkpoints?

J29 1- There is an airborne ch ckpoint
listed for Sweetwater Co. Airpott,
Rock Springs, Wyo., on the east
end of Runway 25.

2- There are both ground and airborne
checkpoints listed for Aberdeen,
S. Dak.

3- There are two ground checkpoints
listed for Joe Foss Field at Sioux -
Falls, S. Dak.

'4- There is an airborne checkpoint at
Bismarck Muni, Airport, N. Dak.,
on a magnetic bearing of 275° to
the station.

316. Ref& to Ihelexcerpts on the adjacent page.
Which stateMeht is true concerning VOR
Receiver Checkpoints?

J29 1- The Laramie (Brees Field), Wyo.,
airborne checkpoint is located 6.5
nautical miles from the station.

2- There is an airborne checkpoint
listed for Sweetwater Co. Airport,
Rock SOrings, Wyo., on the east
end of Runway 25.

3- The Mitchell, S. Dak., airborne
. checkpoint is located northeast

of the station over the city of
Mt. Vernon.

4- There are both ground and airborne
checkpoints listed for Aberdeen,
S. Dak.

65

i I / . Ref or to the ex( erpt,, on the preceding
page. Whi(li ,,tatetnent P, true (onverning
VOR Re(river CherkpoinW

J?9 I- Phillip, S. Pak., has a ground thetk
point loiated on a magnetic homing
ot 114," frmn the ,,tation that O. on

the ramp in front of pie .(ontrol

tower.

Joe ioSS.rield, tiioux Falls, S Bak.,

has two airborne checkpoints.

3. Sweetwater Co. Airixirt, Rock Springs,
Wyo., has two ground checkpoints.

4- Drees Held, laramfe, Wyo., .airborne
checkpoint is located on a magnetic
bearing ot 17?", 6.5 miles from the
airport.

318. Infonnatiori concerning parachute jumping
sites may be found in

J30 1- Graphic Notices and Supplemental Data.

?- The legend of Sectional Aeronautical
Cllarts only.

3- Advisory Circulars.

42 Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS).

319, To determine the location of reported par-
achute jumping sites, you should refer to

J30 1- Federal Aviation Regulations, Part
91

2- National Transportation Safety
Board regulation, Part 830.

3- Graphic Notices and Supplemental
Data.

4- Federal Aviation Regulations,
Part 105. 0

320. Select ttie true statement concerning wind
circulation associated with pressure sys-
tems in the nortnern hemisphere, as shown
on a Surface WeSther Map.

KO1 1- Wind circulates counteclockwi.se
around high prpssure areas and
clockwise around low pressure areas.

2- Wind circulates clockwise around
high pressure areas and counter-
clockwise around low pressure areas:

3- Wind circulate§ counterclockwise
around both high pressure and low
pressure areas.

4- Wind circulAtes clockwise around
both low pressure and high pressure
areas.



3ii. Refer to the ttrtate weather Map below.
Concerning wind circulation associated
with the high and low pressure areas
shown, select the true statement.

KO1 I Wind f loWs across both high and low
prevore areas pant] leling

?-- Wind flows outward from high tw vs s ii r e

areas and inward to low pressure
areas, crcnsing iso4ars at an angle.

3- Wind flows outward In both high and
low pressure areas: crossing isobars
at an angle.

4- Wind flows inward to high pressure
areas and outward from low pressure
areas, crossing isobars at an angle.

32?. Refer to the Surface Weather Map below.
The front that extends from a low pressure
area southward alon9 the southeastern
coast of the Uniteettates is known as

KOI 1- a stationary front.
2- a warm front.
3- an occlusion.
4- a cold front.

Ihe Intormation dopl(ted on 'mr1d(r Wvother
Maps (,,,tich dr, shown below) that should be
of greatest Value to you is 1 pilot he

KO1 1 speed and dire( t lmi of ,m.f a c w
and winds aloft.
1 oc a t ion of it turbu 1 cut and
thunderstorms.

3- amount, typv, and intensity of (loud
formations.

4- pressure patterns and the surface
location of fronts.

3?4. Lhe weather information depicted on the
Surface Weather Map below indicates

KO1 1 air cirLulation amund the low pres-
sure area iN Canada is clockwise.

2- after the front has passed'through
the state of Wyoming the surface
winds should be from the south.

3- the front located in the eastern
half of Wyoming should move north-
westerly out of the state.

4- the front appears to have little or
no movement in the vicinity of Rapid
City and Casper (pointA A and (1).
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315. Refer to the illustration abovt . lhe

symbol associated with a warm front is

K01 1- A.

2- B.

3- C.
4- D.

326. Refer-to the- w(44.110- symbols above. Weather
condition, associated with symbol "F" are:

; KO1 1- An area of thundershowers.
2- Rain, drizzle, and fog.
3- Stratifonn clouds and haze.
4- A line of active thunderstorms.

. 327. Refer to the illustration above. Which
symbol indicates a narrow band of active
thunderstorms that developed ahead of a

...cold front?

KO1 1- D.

2- E.

3- F.

4- G.

i 30. Ref er to t ,ymho 1., I t he let t . he
t twee hr I tit pd 1 t ype, o f f ront d re t he
«)1 d f vont t he warm f runt anti t he ,t
t ona ey f Tont W h i t h o f t f o 1 low nq

ymbo 1 L, art, proper l I (lent ell ?

1 A warm ront ; .11 ',tat 1ondry f ront ;
1 cold front .

13 cold f vont ; 1)- warm f ront
1 t Ional. y t ro tit .

.3 A- cold f ront ( warm f ront
1)- t dt iondry f runt .

4 C t old front ; 1) warm front ;
F - t at ionary front .

331. Which symbol shown to the loft depicts a
squa 1 1 line?

KO1

33?. Which symbol illustrated to the left above
identifies an occluded front?

KO1 1- D.

2- E.

3- F.

4- G.

333. Refer to Ihe symboJs/to the left above. If

symbol "C" is shown'on a Surface Weather
Map, it indicates that

KO1 1- a cold air mass has caught up with a
warm air mass and the air masses have
closed together to form an occluded
front.

2- a cold air mass is overtaking and
replacing a warm air mass.

3- neither a cold air/lass nor a warm
air mass is being rfplaced and the
front is stationary.

.4- a warm air mass is moving in and re-
.

328. Refer to the weather symbols above. Select
placing colder air.

the symbol which represents a stationaN,
front. 334. The principal value of the Surface Analysis

(Surface Weather Map) is that such a map
1- A.f-M*
2- D. KO1 1- provides a means of locating pressure
3- E. systems and fronts and an overview
4- F. of winds and temperature.

K01.

329. Refer to the weather symbols above. Which
s)mbol depicts the leading edge of cold
air overtaking and replacing warmer air at
the surface?

-K01 1- A.

2- C.

3- D.
4- E. 67 7

2- enables the pilot to forecast weather
conditions along the intended route
of flight.

.3- shows the amount, type, and inten-
sity of cloud formations and the
speed and direction of surface winds.

4- enables the pilot to accurately fore-
cast weather conditions at the desti-
nation airport.
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335. When using a Weather Depiction Chart as
shown above, you should know that the

, K02 1- smooth solid lines enclose areas of KO2
constant barometric pressure.

2- smooth solid lines enclose areas
containing weather that was below
VFR minimums for controlled air-
space.

3- scalloped lines enclose areas where
the ceiling is below 1,000 feet and
the visibility is less than 3 miles.

4- scalloped area in Oregon encloses
that portion of the state which has
an overcast below 1,000 feet,

337. A Weather Depiction Chart, as shown above,
is useful to a pilot in determining

1- the temperature and dewpoint at
selected stations.

2- areas of equal barometric pressure.
3- areas where weather conditions were

reported above or below VFR minimums.
4- the forecast areas of cloud cover and

precipitation.

, 336. The Weather Depiction Chart above indi-
cates that the weather in extreme north-
west Wyoming is

KO2 1- clear skies with unlimited visibil-
ities.

2- marginal VFR.
above VFR minimums.

4- below VFR minimums.

338. Areas where takeoffs and landings should
not be made under VFR, at the time the
chart was drawn, can be noted by referring
to which type of weather chart?

KO2 1- Significant Weather Prognostic Chart,
2- Weather Depiction Chart.
3- Density Altitude Chart.
4- Radar Summary Chart.



WINDS AND TIMPIRA1URIS A1011 FORICAS1

1001 KW8C 180545
DATA BASED ON 1800007

VALID 1812007

FT 3000

BFF

C71

DEN
RAP
RKS

FOR USE 0600-15007.. HMI'S NIG AUV 24000

6000 9000 12000 18000 24000 0000

2412+08 2715+04 2523-04 2536-20 2541-32 244544
2216+08 2619+02 2725-05 2531-23 2447-35 245047
209+08 2717+03 2722-05 2630-19 2632-31 253543
2115+07 2415+03 2420-05 2431-21 2445-33 244745
2315+08 2517+03 2727-05 2439-20 2647-34 254346

34000

246755
25635?
236056
244854
237252

39000

246862
256762
236262
245561

238160

339. A Weather Depiction Chart is useful to a
pilot in determining

KO2 1- areas of equal barometric pressure.
2- the temperature and dewpoint at

selected stations.
3- the forecast areas of cloud cover

and precipitation.
4- areas where weather conditions were

reported above or below VFR minimums

340. Which weather chart depicts the conditions
forecast for 12 or 24 hours at the valid
time of the chart?

K03 1- Radar Summary Chart.
2- Surface Analysis (Surface Weather

Map).
3- Low Level Prognostic Chart.
4- Weather Depiction Chart. 346.

341. Select the true statement concerning U.S.
Low Level Significant Weather Prognostic
Charts.

344. Refer to the Winds Aloft excerpt above for
Rapid City, S. Oak. (RAP).- The wind at
9,000 feet is forecast to be from

K06 1- 210" at 15 knots.
2- 024" at 03 knots.
3- 240' at 15 MPH.
4- 240° at 15 knots.

345. In a Winds and Temperatures Aloft Forecast
(FD), the wind direction and windspeed are
referenced to

1(06 1- magnetic north and knots.
2- magnetic north and statute miles per

hour.

.5- true north and knots.
4- true north and statute Wes per hour.

1(03 1- This is a four-panel chart that fore-
casts the weather for a period of

48 hours.
2- The valid time of the charts corre-

sponds to the time of the plotted
observations and they are not fore-

casts.
3- The charts are designed for use in

domestic flight planning to 24,000
feet.

4- These charts do not depict ceiling,
visibility, or turbulence.

342. Refer to the excerpts above. The wind for
Scottsbluff'(BFF) at 9,000 feet is forecast

348 .

to be from

K06 1- 240° at 12 knots.
.2- 270° at 15 knats.
3- 027° at 15 knots with gusts.
4- 270° at 04 knots with gusts,,.

343. Refer to the excerpts above. The wind for
Crazy Woman, Wyo. (CZI), at 6,000 feet is
forecast to be from

1(06 1- 022° at 16 MPH.
2- 220° at 08 knots with gusts.
3- 220° at 16 knots.
4- 240' at 12 knots with gusts.

KO6

Refer to the Winds and Temperatures Aloft*
Forecast above for Denver (DEN). The wind

at 9,000 feet is forecast to be fram

1- 2700 at 17 knots; temperature 3° C.
2- 027' at 17 knots; temperature 3° F.
3- 271° at 7 knots; temperature 3° C.
4- 260° at 9 knots; temperature 8° C.

347. In decoding a Winds and Temperatures Aloft

Forecast, the coded group 9900+00 means

1(06 1- winds light and variable, tempera-
ture 0° C.

2- wind from 90° at 9 knots, tempera-
ture 0° C.

3- there is no forecast of wind and
temperature at a prescribed level.

4- wind in excess of 90 knots, tempera-
ture 90° F.

A Radar Summary Chart helps a pilot in
planning r safe flight because it graphi-
cally displays a collection of radar re-
ports concerning

K07 1- fog and other obscurations.
2- the intensity and movement of precip-

itation.
3- clouds and in-flight visibilities.
4- clouds and ceiling heights.
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ARIA FORICASI

(PIAIN IANGUAGI INIIRPR11AIION)

MKC FA 291?40

137 MON TO 077 MI (0600 MS1 MON TO 0000 11',1 1111)

011K 077 IU1 TO 191 TU1 (0000 MS1 IU1 10 1200 MSI IHI)

WY0

HEIGHTS ABOVE S,J.A IIVIl UNLESS NOTED

FE !GIFT PRECAUTIONS RECOMMENDED DUE 10 TURBULENCE AND RESTRICI1D VISIBILITIES

SYNOPSIS. COLD FRONT AT 111 (0400 MST) IOCATED FROM NORTHIAST MONTANA
THROUGH EXTREME WESTERN WYOMING ACROSS CENTRAL UTAH MOVING TO NORTHWIST

IVISCONSIN CENTRAL IOWA EASTERN KANSAS BY 197 (1?00 MST) TUISDAY.) FRONTA1
SYSTEM ACCOMPANIED BY GUSTY NORTHWESTERLY SURFACE WINDS.

SIGNIFICANT CLOUDS AND WEATHER.

WYOMING. 12,000 TO 14,000 BROKEN TO OVERCAST WESTERN AND CENTRAL PORTIONS
BY I51 (0800 MST) WITH CHANCE OF LIGHT SHOWERS. SURFACE WIND 3215G25 WITH I

FRONTAL PASSAGE CENTRAL AND EASTERN PORTIONS AFTER 131 (0600 MST). HIGHER
MOUNTAINS AND PASSES OBSCURED BY CLOUDS OR SHOWERS WITH MODERATE TO LOCALLY
SEVERE TURBULENCE BrLow 16,000. OUTLOOK MARGINAL VFR CENTRAL AND WEST,
VFR EAST PORTIONS.

ICING. LOCALLY MODERATE MIXED ICING IN CLOUDS ABOVE FREEZING LEVEL.
FREEZMG LEVEL 2,500 EASTERWPORTIONS OF FA AREA SLOPING TO 8,000 WYOMING
AND COLORADO.

TURBULENCE...MODERATE LOCALLY SEVERF TURBULENCE BELOW 16,000.

349. Which chart would be useful in preflight
planning to identify the Nement of a
thunderstorm cell?

K07 1- Prognosticjhart.
2- Surface Weather Map.

1

3- Weather Depiction hart.

4- Radar Summary Char 1 .

350. What information is provided by the Radar
Summary Chart?

K07 1- Areas of cleSr weather.
2- Lines, cells, and areas of hazardous

thunderstorms.
3- Ceilings and precipitation between

reporting stations.
4- Areas of cloud cover and fog.

1'51. Based on the Area ForeCast above for the
state of Wyoming, you determine that

K07 1- surface winds are'forecast to be
from 3210 at 5 knots with gusts to
25 knots with frontal passage' in
Wyoming.

2- moderate to severe turbulence is
forecast below 16,000 feet in the
higher mountains and passes.

3- the ceiling in western and central
portions of Wyoming is forecast to
be 12,000 to 14,000 feet AGL.

4- a squall line is expected ahead of
the cold front.

352. Based on the Tuesday morning outlook in.
the Area Forecast above for eastern
Wyoming, you determ-ye the weather is
forecast to be

KO8 I- sky obscured by clouds.
2- 12,000 to 14,000-foot ceilings with

light rain.
3-.margin4J-YFR.
4- VFR.

106

353. Based on the Area Forecast above for the
state of Wyoming, you determine that

K08 I- 'in Wyoming east of the front the
freezing level is above 12,000 feet.

2- moderate to locally severe turbu-
lence may be experienfed in the
vicinity of high mountains.

3- clear skies becoming 12,000-foot
scattered should prevail over the
central and western portions of tfib
state during the forecast period.

4- a cold front was loated in the
extreme eastern portiOn of Wyoming
at 0400 MST.

354. In Area Forecasts, cloud he hts are given
in reference to

KO8 1- ground level only.
2- density altitude.
3- pressure altitude.
4- sea level or 9round level.

.70



NOTV:

'A 1 I I I) IMINAI I MI /1`, I

FT180940
RAP 181010 100 SC1 250 -11KN 1615. 18/ C80 BKN 1815.

1101 C50 BKN 3215. 04! MVER 11G..

Pis 181010 100 MA t250 BKN 2512. 16/ C80 IAKN MP). 7?/ OVI ?920C1.10.
041 MVFR CIG WLND..

CPR 181010 -140 SC1 MO UN 2320630. 111 160 OVC 2325G40. ??/ 30 511 C60 OVC
2325G40 SCT V BKN. 04/ MVFR CIG WIND..

BFF 181010 250 -SCT OCNL 100 SCT. 16/ 100 SCT ?SO -BKN 2912. 04/ VFR..
SHR 181010 250 scr. 197 60 SCT 1180 BKN 3012. 23/ 150 BKN 3012. 041 MFR..
DIN 181010 250 -BKN. 16/ 120 SCT C250 BKN 2015. ??1 C100 BKN 2115G20.
00/ CUP C80 OVC 3118G25. 04/ VIP..

Tho cont r act Ion!: c1,1?, .rc"P Ic&N , aria (W hiv r Hu, ..apubc, 1: (1) fl, And

355. ihe freezing level and areas of probable
icing conditions aloft can best be dOter-
mined by referring to

K08 1- Terminal Forecasts.
2- Area Forecasts.
3- Winds Aloft Forecasts.
4- Aviation Sequence Reports.

356. Based on the Terninal Forecasts above for
Casper (CPR) and Rapid City (RAP) you
would expect

1(09 1- Rapid City to have a ceiling of
1,000 feet at the beginning of the .

forecast period.
2- the lowest clouds at Casper to be

3,000 feet scatlered.
3- the lowest layer of clouds at Rapid

City to be'8,000 feet broken.
4- the surface wind at Casper to be

from 250° at 23 knots after frontal
passage.

357. Refer to the Terminal Forecasts above.
During the forecast period, the lowest
layer of clouds at Sheridan (SHR) is
forecast to be

K09 1- 5,000 feet broken.
2- 1,800 feet br en.

3- 500 feet bro en.
4- 2,500 feet scattered.

358. Based on the Terminal forecasts above fur
Cheyenne (CYS) and Denver (DEN) you would
expect

1(09 1- the lowest layer of clouds at
Cheyenne to be 5,000-feet overcast.

2x the lowest layer of clouds at Denver
to be 1,200 feet scattered.

3- the surface wind at Cheyenne to be
from 120° at 25 knots at the begin-
ning of the forecast period.

4- Denver to have a ceiling of 2,500
feet at the beginning of the fore-
cast period.

71

359. Refer to the Terminal Forecasts above.
During the foreca,,t period, the lowest
layer of clouds at Casper ( CPp) is fore-
ca,,t to be

1(09 1- 3,000 feet scattered.
2- 2,500 feet broken.
3- 1,400 feet scattered.
4- 600 feet olArcast.

360. Refer to the Terminal Forecasts above.'
During the forecast period, the lowest
layer of clouds at Scottsbluff (BFF) is
forecast to be

K09 1- ,500 feet thin broken.
2- 2c,500 feet thin scattered.
3- 1400 feet scattered.
4- 10,000 feet scattered.

361. Refer to the Terminal Forecasts above for
Scottsbluff (BFF) and Rapid City (RAP).
What is the lowest cell forecast during

this period at either o hese stations?

K09 1- 8,000 feet broken.
2- 2,500 feet broken.
3- 5,000 feet broken.
4- 4,000 feet scattered.

362. The height of a cloud base, as given in
Aviation Weather Reports, is reported as
height,above

K12 1- the highest terrain within a radius
of 5 miles of the observation
station.

2- the pressure altitude elevation of
the station at the time of the
observation.

3- mean sea level at the station of
observation'.

4- thg surface at the station of
ob§ervation.



SEIFUTED SURFACE. AVIATION WLATHLR RIPORIs

SA 181300
RAP SA 1251 250 -SCT 15 042/36/21/1909/959
BFF SA 1253 200 -SCA 25 088/27/19/0805/974
SNY RS 1252 CIR 20 088/32/27/2812/975
CPR SA 1253 140 SCT 250 -BKN 15 038/37/21/2418/967 -*CPR NA11/7 11/8
CYS SA 1251 E250 BKN 15 073/42/21/2708/980-4 CYS 10/5 11/1
-4 CYS 10/5 CYS RWY LGTS 12-30 OTS

CYS 11/1 CYS 12-30 CLSD 15-2300 WKDAY
LAR SA 1252 E120 BKN 250 OVC 15 086/35/22/2313/983
SLC,SA 1251 E110 OVC 30 079/53/28/1916G24/981/tGA ALQDS

SA 181400
RAP SA 1352 250 -SCT 35 028/45/20/2415/958
BFF SA 1351
SNYSA 1354
CPR SA 1351

80 SCT 200 -BKN 25 090/29/20/000P/975
100 SCT 250 -SCT 20 088/31/24/2608/974
140 SCT 250 -BKN 60 027/38/21/2222G29/964-4 CPR 11/7 11/8

CYS SA 1354 E250 BKN 30 071/40/21/2906/978-4 CYS 10/5 11/1
cys 10/5 CYS RWY LGTS 12-30 OTS

*CYS 11/1 CYS 12-30 CLSD 15-2300 WKDAY
LAR SA 1355 50 SCT E100 BKN 250 OVC 40 090/33/23/2310/983
SLC SA 1352 E90 OVC 25RW- 096/53/10/2410G21/986/RB52 WND 20V26

NOTE: The contractions CLR, SCT, BKN, and OVC have replaced the symbols 0 .0 0, arid®.

363. Compare the above 1300 and 1400 Aviation
Weather Reports for Casper (CPR). Which
statement is true?

x12- 1- The visibility was greater at 1300
1 than at 1400.
2- The temperature/dewpoint spread was

1,0 greater in the 1400 report.
3- The altimeter setting at 1400 was

30.27" Hg.
, 4- The wind shifted from southwest at

1300 to northwest at 1400.

366. Compare the 1300 and 1400 Aviation Weather
Reports above for Rapid City (RAP). Which
statement is true relative to changes that
occurred between 1300 and 1400?

K12 1- The temperature/dewpoint spread has

1

ecreased.
2- he sky conditions have remained

,500 feet thin scattered.
3- The altimeter setting has increased.
4- The wind velocity has increased

6 knots.

364. Refer to the 1300 Aviation Weather Reports 367.

above for CasOer (CPR) and Salt Lake-City
(SLC). Which'statement is true?

K12 1- The cloud bases were lower at Casper K12

than those at Salt Lake City.
2- The altimeter setting at Casper was

30.38" Hg.
3- At Salt Lake City there were wisps

or streaks of water or ice particles
falling out of the clouds in all
quadrants.

4- The temperature/dewpoint spread was
IP greater at Casper than it was at

Salt Lake City.

365. Refer to the 1400 Aviation Weather Reports
above for Scottsbluff (BFF) and Laramie
(LAR). Which stateggent is true?

K12 1- The Laramie visibility was 40 miles:
2- The temperature/dewpoint spread was

greater at Scottsbluff than it was
at Laramie.

3- The surface wind at Laramiewas from
023° at 10 knots.

.4- The altimeter setting at Scottsbluff
was 30.90" Hg.

368.

K12

- 72

Refer to the 1300 Aviation Weather Reports
above for SidneY (SNV) and Cheyenne (CYS).
Which statement is true?

1- The visibility was greater at
Cheyenne than it was at Sidney.

2- The surface wind at Sidney was from
028° at 12 knots.

3- The altimeter setting at Sidney was
29.75" Hg,

4- The temperature/dewpoint spread was
greater at Sidney than it was at
Cheyenne.

Select the true statement pertaining to
the 1300 Aviation Weather Reports above
for Sidney (SNX) or for Cheyenne (CYS).

1- There are several NOTAMS listed for
Cheyenne,

2- The visibility at Cheyenne was
greater than the visibility at
Sidney.

3- The altimeter setting at Cheyenne
was 30.73" Hg.

4- The temperature at Sidney was higher
than the temperature at Cheyenne.
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369. Which statenent is true concerning In-
, Flight Weather Advisories?

K13 1- AIRMETS will be issued concerning
weather phenomena of such severity
as tornadoes, embedded thunderstorms,
squall lines, severe and extreme
turbulence, 3/4" hail, and severe
icing.

2- SIGMETS will be issued concerning
weather phenomena that may be poten-
tially hazardous to single-engine
and light aircraft.

3- In-Flight Weather Advisories are
also called PIREPS (Pilot Weather
Reports).

4- TiTe purpose of this service is to
notify enroute pilots of the possi-
bility of encountering hazardous
flying conditions.

370. Refer to the In-Flight Advisories above.
Which one of the following statements is
true regarding "AIRMET BRAVO I"?

1(13 1- The mountains are obscured by clouds
and snow at 700 feet above the sur-
face in northwestern Wyoming.

2- The mountains in northwestern
Wyoming are obscured at or above
7,000 feet.

3- Ceilings below 700 feet are expected
in the northwestern part of Wyoming.

4- A squall line with ceilings b low

?I

700 feet As spreading southwa and

eastward across Wyoming.

371. Which statement is true in regard to In-
Flight Weather Advisories?

K13 1- SIGMET advisories include weather
phenomena potentially hazardous to
all aircraft.

2- AIRMET advisories concern such severe
weather phenomena as tornadoes,
thunderstorms, and severe turbulence.

3- Both SIGMETS and AIRMETS are broad-
cast on receipt and at quarter-hour
intervals thereafter.

4- SIGMETS include weather phenomena
less severe than those covered by
AIRMETS.

372. Refer to the In-Flight Advisories above.
Which statement is true concerning "AIRMET
ALFA -2"?

K13 1- "AIRMET ALFA 2" was issued at 1808
Greenwich time.

2- In northern Nebraska the ceilings
are below 1,000 feet with fog.

3- The visibility in southern Nebraska
is beyond 3 miles.'

-4- Eastern and central Kansas has ceil-
ings below 1,000 feet.

173. Refer to the InftFlight Advisories above.
Which statement is true concernring "AIRMET
CHARLIE 1"?

K13 1- In western Wyoming the visibilities
are occasionally below 3 miles in
fog.!

2- The'weatherconditions given are ex-
pected to continue beyond 1800
Greenwich tilMe.

3-'9Prec1pitation. is occurring.over the
mountains of western Wyoming.

4- Western Colorado has mild turbulence,
73 below 1,800 feet MSL. \

79 .
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374. Which statement is true regarding In-I light 3/8. While flying on the leimArd %ide of a moun
Weather Advisories? tain range, you observe almmhi or len%

shaped clouds. lhese clouds are referred
K13 1- Since AIRMITS and SIGMETS are In- to (is

Flight Advisories, they are nevor
included in Area Forecasts. t17

An advisory concerning a line of
thunderstorms is called an AIRMET.

3- SIGMETS and AIRMETS are issued to
notify enroute pilots of the possi-
bility of encountering hazardous
flying conditions.

4- An AIRMET identifies weather phenom--
ena of particular significance to
the safety of transport category
aircraft.

1 ( 1 rI'M 11111111W1 1011(1\

rol 1 clouth.
.3- c4rrus

4- lenticular clouds.

379. Wisps or streaks of precipitation that
evaporate before reachit0 the ground are
referred to as

K11 1- a fycho gap.
2- cirrocumulus clouds.
3- virga.
4- roll clouds.

375. Listed below are factors which change
density altitude. 380. Cumulonimbus clouds can best be described

A. Decreasing barometrU pressure. as

B. Increasing barometric pressure.
C. Decreasing temperature..
D. Increasing temperature.
E. Decreasing relative humidity.
F. Increasing relative humidity.

Select the factors which increase the
density altitude at a given airport.

K16 I 1- A, D, E.
2- B, C. E.
3- A, D, F.
4- B, C, F.

376. Which statement describes the normal char-
acteristics of standing lenticular clouds?

K17 1- The clouds have dense boiling tops.
They contain violent turbulence and
are considered the most hazardous
of the cloud types.

2- The clouds have billowing tops and
comparatively high bases, producing
continuous raiu.

3- The clouds are gray or dark, contain-
ing very little turbulence and are K17

not a hazard to flight.

4- The clouds are almond or lens-shaped
and show little or no movement, but
may contain strong winds and turbu-
lence.

K17 1- thin, white, featherlike clouds in
patches or narrow bands.

2- white or gray layers or patches of
solid clouds, usually appearing in
waves.

3- dense clouds, dark at lower levels,
extending many thousands of feet
upward,

4- fluffy, white clouds appearing in
layers and sometimes producing
steady precipitation.

381. Hail, an in-flight hazard, is most likely
to be associated with

K17 1- cirrocumulus clouds.
2- stratocumulus clouds.
3- cumulonimbus clouds.
4- cumulus clouds.

382. Of the following cloud types, which.is
most likely to produce hail?

377. An almond or lens-shaped cloud which
appears stationary, but which may contain
winds of 50 knots or more, is referred to
as

K17 1- an inactive frontal cloud.
2- a funnel cloud.
3- a lenticular cloud.
4- a stratus cloud.

1- Cumulus.
2- Stratocumulus
3- Cirrocumulus.
4- Cumulonimbus.

383, Cloud heights as reported in the Surface
Aviation Weather Reports are reported in
hundreds of feet above

K18 1- mean sea level (MSL),

2- graind level at the station of olY-
ser9tion.

3- the highest terrain within the Air-
port Traffic Area of the station of
observation.

4- the highest terrainwithin 5 statute
miles from the station of observa-
tion,

s



SURrACI AVIATION WFATHIR RIPORP;

SA 181300
RAP SA 1251 150 -SC1 IS 047/36/71/1q09/9h9
nu SA 1?53 100 -SCT 75 088/?1/19/0805/914 K18

SNY SA 1754 100 SCT 70 08831/24/2608/9/4
CPR SA 1251 140 SCT ?SO -BIM 15 038/31/21/2418/967

NOTE: The. contractions (lit, NEN, and
OM ?Mlle" rept aceki t her seinibe.,1s ,

, and tit

STAIIION_IDENTIFiptS

BFF Scottnbluff, NeVaska
CPR Canper, Wyoming
RAP Rapid City, South Dakota
SNY Sidney, Nebranka

SECTIONAL CHAla EXICERPTS

FICINV(0 Nil
cf.' 118 3'
3481 106 123.

122 3

CASPI

384. Based on the Aviation Weather Report and
excerpt above for Sidney, Neb. (SNY), the
base of the clouds above the Sidney air-
port would be at what indicated altitude?

K18 1- 5,688 feet MSL.
2- 14312 feet MSL.
3- 5,312 feet MSL,
4- 10,000 feet MSL.

385. Refer to the Aviation Weather Reports and
excerpts above. At what indicated altitUde
above Scottsbluff (nu) airport would you
expect to find the base of the clouds?

K18 1-44,965 feet MSL.
2- 10,000 feet MSL.
3- 6,035 feet MSL.
4- 13,965 feet MSL.

217.494 0 71 8

lia'wd on the Aviation Weather Report and
excerpt to the left tor Natrona County
Intl. Airport, Ca,,per, Wyo., the haw of
the lowe0 &loud., above the airport would
hp at what hidicated altitude?

1- 11,6W feet MY .
2- 6,748 teet MI .
3- 19,348 feet MSI.
4- 14,000 feet MM.

387. Referring to the adjacent chart exterpt and
Aviation Weather Report for Sidney, the
haw of cloud', over Sidney Nirport is de-
tprminpd to bp at what indicated altitude?

K18 1- 18,31? feet MM
?- 14,31? feet MSI ,

3- 10,000 feet MM.
4- 5,688 feet MSL.

388. Rased on the Aviation Weather Report and
4 excerpt.to the left for Rapid City Regional .

Airport, the base of the clouds above the
airport would be at what indicated alti-
tude?

K18 1- 18,182 feet MSL,
2- 15,000 feet MSL.
3- 11,818 feet MSL.
4- 4,687 feet mq,

389. According to the Scottsbluff, Neb. (BEE),
excerpt to the left-, the base of the clouds
above the airport would be at what indf-
cated altitude?

K18 1- 4,965 feet MSL,
2- 10,000 feet MSL.
3:- 13,965 feet MSL.
4- 7,000 feet MSL.

41

390. HAIL is considered to be an in-flight
hazard. Which statement is true concern-
ing this hazard?

K18 1- Hail is usually produced by cirro-
stratus-clouds..

2- Subtropical and tropical thunder-
storms contain more hail than
thunderstorms in northern latitudes.

3- Large hailstones are entirely com-
posed of clear ice.

4- Hailstones may be thrown outward
from a storm cloud for as much as
5 miles.
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391. When the Aviation Weather Report% tor ytnir
destination station show An air tenwra-
ture'of 5!)" r, to be within 4;,,of the dew-
point temperature and the seilad between
the two I% decreasing, it is likely that

---,won arrival you would encounter

K20 1- fog or low tloud%.

2- thunderstorms and cold frontal-type
weather.

3- an in(rease in pressure altitude.

4- freezing precipitation or icing
conditions.

392. Low-level wind shear occurs

K19 1- whin surface winds are 15 knots and
there is no change in wind direction
andwindspeed with height.

2- after a warm front has passed.

3- when there is a low-leVel tempera-
ture inversion with strong wind:
above the inversion.

4- when surface winds are liqj,j.Vand
variable.

393. Suppose hazardous low-level wind shear is
encountered during the initial climb after
takeoff. Select the true statement.

K19 1- The wind direction will always
change frpm a headwind to a tailwind
when flying through wind shear.

2- When passing through wind shear the
groundspeed will usually remain
constant.

3- Low-level wind shear may be associ-
ated with a thunderstorm's gust front
that precedes the actual storm by
15 Aautical miles.

4- The pilot shoUld decrease power to
compensate for the increase in lift.

394. low-level wind shear is best described as

.1(19 1- deflection of wind currents as the
result of coriolis force.

2- a'downward motion of thelbpir associ-
ated with continuous wiriNs blowing
with an easterly component due to
the rotation of the earth.

3- a change in wind direction and/or
speed in a very short distance in
the atmosphere.

4- a violently rotating column of air
extending from a cumulonimbus cloud.

NA. Whith'CtOtement 1'. true reqdrdIng !he in

ight hazard ( a 1 led HA!! ?

1- Hail 1% u%ually produ(H by ( ire°

t UMW 1 tl% I 1 OMR

Linn' ha11..,tone% w,ually do nut have
alterna ing layer% of clear and e
cloudy

3- ';ubtropical ahd tropical thunder-
-dorm% (ont(0,1 More hail than
thunder-stork in,vrthern latitudes.

0
4- 1(iflie hail is most commonly found ih

thunderstorms which have strong up-
draft% and large liquid water con-
tent.

396. Which statemerd isrue regarding HAll?

K19 1- large hairitones are entirely com-
posed of clear ice.

2- Hail is usually produced by cirro-
cumulus clouds.

3- Subtropical and tropical thunder-
storms contain more hail than
thunderstorms in northern latitudes.

4- Hail is usually produced during the
mature stage of a thunderstorm's
life span.

)e.

397. Consider the following statenents with re-
lation to HAIL as an inllight hazard to
aircraft, and select those which are
correct.

A. There is a useful corCation between
the eiternal visual appearance of
thunderstorms and the amount of hail
withIn thenh

B. Large hail is most connonly found in
thunderstorms which have strong up-
drafts and large liquid water con-
tent.

C. Hail may be found at any level, with-
in a thunderstorm, but not in the
clear air outside of the storm cloud

D. Hail is usually produced during the
mature stage of the thunderstprm's
life span.

E. Hailstones may be thro4n upward and
Dutward from a storm cloud for as
much as 5 miles.

The true statements are

K19 1- B, D, E.
2- A, B, C.
3- A, B, C, D, E.
4- A, B, D, E.

76'
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398. Select the true. siatomen concerning A

temper'ature inversion.

.K22

-403. The weather conditicip normally associa,941,,
with Inistable air is

1- A.temperature inversion normally K2?
develops with,a decrease in the
temperattaT as.height is increased.

2- A temperature inversion occurs when
unstable air rapidly trausfers heat
from the,surface upward.

3- A temperature inversion often,de-
velops near the gra010 on clear,
cool nights whem tht. wind is light.

4- A temperebre inversion'is usually
indicated gy the base of a line Q1'
cumulus clpuds.

.
399. The zone of transition.between two air

masses of different clensity is 4,eferrvd .

to as, a

K22 1- fron
2- foehn.
3- frontolysis.

frontogenesis.
/1-7,

400. A:moist, cold air'easi'that As bti
Warmed from below is charaeteriAd,
part, by

,

K22 smooth air.
2- fog 4nd
3- continuous hea.ily precipitation..
4- showers and thunderstorms. -

1- fair to poor visibility.

2- good visibility, except in blowing
sand.or snow.

stratiform clouds. .*

4- continuous precipitation.

404. Advection fog is formed as a result of

K21 1- mOist air condenting as it movesOver
a cooler surface.

4-,the ground cooling adjacent .air to
the dewpoint temperature on clear,
calm nights.

3- t io
.

additn of moisture to a mass
off Cold air as it moves over a body
o Water.

.

4- Olst, unsVable air being cooled as
it, ts forced up a sloping land sur-
face.

405. Radiapidn fog is most 'likely to occur
,unden-whiq of the:Nllowing conditions?

.

1 1-411aIrmmoist
f

flowing from a body .

N auf,w&ktr /her a cold surface with an
irto 10 knot wind causing mixing and

condensation.

Adrm moist air being forced upslope
bky light winds resulting in the air

. Wng cooled and condensed.

:ar..11bW temperature/dewpoint spread,
«-

-,*calm,wipd conditions, the presence
! Hof hydroscopic nuclei, low overcast,

.and favorable topography.

:4.- A clear sky, little or no wind,-and
small temperature/dewpofint spread-

N

401. Which-of the' following would deCrease the
stability of an air mass?

.K22 1- Decrease in water vapor.
3- Cdoling from below. .-

Warming.from below.
4- Sinking of, ,the atr mass.

402. Suppose conditionaTly unstabie air with
high moisture content and very warm sur-
f* temperitures.Are forecast. From,

. these conditions you should expect,.

K22 1- coneinuous heavy precipitation::

2- fog and drizzie..
*a

6. strOng updrafts.and cumuliform
clouds.

4- Smooth Air and- 'excellen't weather

for flying.

.1

*
t 4.

.

406. The tifniperature to, witick moitiair must be
cooled to betome satyiafe4.1s defined as

K20 1- sublimation.'
2- condensapoh nocl

.

. 4- dewpoint:.

407.1f the temperature/dewpoint spread isl°
,and decroasing; an4 the temperature is
62° f.,'what type wpathel- is most likely
to-deielop? 4-

: K20 1- Rain showers.
2- Fog or low ,clouds.

3-sThunders,torms. :

.4- Freezing precipitation.
r
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408. Select the statement which is correct in

regard to:the life eycle of thunderstorm.

K24 1- Throughout the dissipating stage ot
a thunderstorm the updrafts continue
to develop.

2- The beginning af rain at the earth's
surface indicates the dissipating
tage of the thunderstorm.

-'3- The beginning of rain at the earth's
surface indicates the mature stage
of the thunderstorm.

4: The initial stage of a thunderstorm
is alwys a nimbus cloud which means

. "rain cloud."

409.. A all line, hi y precede a cold
fron , will often be c actorized by

K24 1- wi.espread fog and extremely cold
s a.ce temperature.

derst,ormS and tbrbulence.

* 3- milder weather conditions than the
cold front itself.

4- fog, low stratus_olouds, and steady
'drilzle.

'

410. In regard to flying in the viclnity of
thunderstorms, you should be aware that

K24 . 1- avoidance of lightning and hail is
assured by flying inathe clear'air
outside the confints of a thunder-
s,torm cell.

2- the overhangAg anvil of a thunder-
storm points in the direCtion from
which the storm has moved.

3- the most severe condftions, such as
-heavy hail, destructive winds,, anc4'
ornadoes are generally-assoCiated /

with squall line thunderstorms.

41.1. 1 Imnder s t orrns are produced by wh 11 type
clouds?

K?4 1- Stratocumulu,,.
2 Altostranic.
3- Cumulonlmbuc.
4- lipbostratus.

414. When a (:old front overtakes a warm front.,
the two of them join togethag, to fonn

K23 1- a squall line.
2- a stattonar.A front.
3- an occluded tront.
4- a dewpoint.fropt.

415. Regarding the characteristics and weather
dssociated with a warm front, which of the
following is 'a true statement?

K23 1- The presence of thunderstorms in a
warm front is usually easy to detect,
since they are not embladed in cloud
masses.

2- The frontal zone may have zero ceil-
ings and zero visibilities over a
wide area.

3- Colder air Is overtaking and're-
placing warmer air and this usually
produces wide bands of precipitation
ahead of the warm front surface
position.

4- SAuall lines sometimes develop 300
miles ahead of warm fronts.

416. An advancing warm front that has moist and
stable air is characterized, in part, by '

K23 1- a wall of turbulent-clouds known as a
"squall line."

4-,,avoidance of'severe turbulence is
assured by 'eircOmnavigating thunder=
storms and clearing edges of the
storms by 5 miles.

411. A squall line is usgally associated with.

K24 1- a fast-mdving cold front.
2- a fa'stmOving warm front.
3- a stationary front:
4- an ocCludedofroht.-

-41. The most severe weather conditions, such
' as destructive wtnds, heavy hail, and tor-
', hadoes, are generallyassociated with

A

. K24 1.-rfast-moving fronts,
2- squall line thunderstorms.'
3- slow-moving warmAronts.
11 slow,moving,cold fronts.

p.

J.

' 2- stratifam c uds and smooth air.

3- thunderstormS embedded in the cloud
masses.

v

tornadic ac,tivity and extensive»
elc al'clischarges.

0-

417. A temperature inversion would most,likely
result in Which of the following weather.
conditions?

78

ft

K22 1- Clouds with eZtensive vertical devel-
opment above an inversion aloft.

2- Good visibility in the lower levels
of the'atmosphere and poor visibility

'aboVe an ibversion aloft.

3- An.ivcrease.in temperature as alti-
tude is increased.-

4- A decrease in'leTperature as altitude
As increased.

7



418. Select the true statement concerning air-
craft structural icing.

K25 1- It is impossible for weather fore-
casters to identify regions where
icing is possible.

2- Rime ice is the most common type of
ice encountered in cumuliform clouds.

3- The most rapid accumulations of
clear ice are usually at tempera-
tures from 00 C. to -15° C.

4- The most common type of icing en-
countered in lower level stratus.
clouds is clear ice.

419. Select the true statement regarding air-
craft structural icing.

K25 1- It is,unnecessary for an aircraft
to fly through rain or cloud drop-
lets for structural ice to form. e

2- Clear ice is most likely to form on
in airplane when flying through
stratified clouds or light drizzle.

3- In order for structural ice to form,
. the temperature at the point where

moisture strikes the aircraft must
be 0° C. (32° F.) or colder.

4- Rtme ice gradua//y freezes on ah
airplane's ,surface becoming a smooth,
sheet of solid ice.

420. Which statemeht is true regarding frost
which has not been removed from the lift-
ing surfaces of an airplane before flight?

K25 1- It would present no problems since
"frost will blow off When the air-

.
plane starts moving during takeoff.

2- It may cause the airplane to become
airborne with a lower angle'of
attack and at a lower indicated 4

airspeed.

3- It may prevent the airplane from
becoming airborne.

4- It will change the curvature of the
wing (camber) thereby increasing
lift during the takeoff.

421. The type of ice which forms on an aircraft
surface-aepends on

K25 1- an inversion aloft.

2- the increase in.flight aftitude.

3-'the temperature/dewpoint spread.

the size of the werber drops or dnpp-
1eSs that. strike the aircraft sutt

filb.
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422. The most rapid accunmlation of clear ice on
an airplane In flight may occur wéth ion-
peratures between 0° C. to -15" C. in

1- og.
2- any clouds or dry snow.

3- cumu 1 i f orm 1 oud .

4- strati form clouds.

423. Hazardous in-flight structural icing, with
which a pilot should be fainiliar includes
frost, rime, and clear ice. Which stcate-

went is true concerhing this hazard?

K?5 1- Frost may form in flight when a cold
aircraft descends from a zone of
subzero temperatures to a zone of
above freezing temperatures and high

'relative humidity.

2- Clear ice is a milky, opaque, and
granular deposit of ice with a rough

surface.

3- Rime ice is a transparent ice with a
glossy surface.

4- Cumuliform type clouds are less apt
to produce serious ice formation
than other type clouds.

42y. Frost whi,Ch has not been removed from the
, lifting surfaces of an airplane befOre

flight

K25 1- may prevent the airplane from be-
coming airborne.

change the camber (cunyature of
the wing) therebyincreasing lift

, during the.takeoff_

.., 3- may cause Ite airplane to becoMe,
airb81.ne with a lower angle
attack and at a lower indicated

airspeed.

4- would present no problems since .

frost will blow off when the air-
plane starts moving during takeoff.

425. Tornadoes are more likely to occur with
which type thunderstorms?

K24 1- Air mass thunders,torms.

2- Steady-state thunderstorms associ-
ated with cold fronts or squall
lines.

3- Squall line thungerstorms that form
ahead of warm fronts.

4- Tropical thunderstorms Ouring the
mature stage.

8 5
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426. Select the trUe statement concerning
isobars and windflow patterns around
high and low pressure systems that
are shown on a Surface Analysis
(Surface Weather Map).

K28 1- When the isobars are far apart,
crests of standing waves may be
marked by stationary lenticular
clouds.

2- Isobars connect contour lines of
equal temperature.

3- When the isobars are close to-
gether, the pressure gradient
force is greater and wind veloc-
ities artstronger.

4- Surface Wfbds flow perpendicular
itsp the isobars.

427. A pilot planning a long distance flight
from west to east in the conterminous
United States would most likely find
favorable winds associated with high
and low pressure systems by planning
to fly a course which is

K28 1- north of a high.
2- north of a low.
3- south of a high.
4- 'south of both highs and lows.

428. In the Northern Hemisphere, a pilot
making*a long distance flight from
east to west would most likely find
.favorable winds associated with high
and low pressure systems by flying

K28 1- to the north of a high and to
the south of a low.

2- to the south of a high and to
the north-of a low.

3- through the center of highs
and lows.

4- to the north of a high.

-429. What aerodynamic effects will struc-
tural icing have on an airplane?

K25 1- Stalling speed decreases.

2- Lift decreaSes; weight increases.

3- Drag increases; thrust is not
affected.

4- Weight"increases; lift Is not
affeCted if drag and thrust
remain Constant.

430. As shown on a Surface'Weather Map, what
causes surface winds to flow across the
Isobars at an angle rather than parallel
to the isobars?

K28 litHeat radiation from the surface.

2:- The difference between air tempera-
ture and dewpoint temperature.

3- Surface friction and windflow toward
lower pressure.

4- Coriolis force.

431 In strong wind conditions, flight over a
mountainous area within close proximity to
the peaks may be hazardous because of

1(29 1- violent downdrafts on the windward
side

2- violent downdrafts on the leeward
side.

3- strong turbulence associated with
stratus clouds.

4- wind shear on the windward side.

432. Refer to the c14 art below. The maximum ele-
vation of the.terrain and obstructions
(towers, antennas, etc.) within the quad-
rangle bounded by ticked lines of latitude
and longitude is

LO1 1- 1,400 feet MSL.
2- 1,164 feet MSL.
3- 1,300 feet MSL.
4- 995 feet MSL.

, SECTIONAL CHART SEGMENT
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433. Contour lines placed on a Sectional Aero-
nautical. Chart are to show points of the
Same

101 1- longitude.
2- variation.
3- 14t1tude.
4- elevation above sea level.

431 . Note the obstruction in the sectiondl chart
excerpt below.

434. When flying over a National Wildlife Refuge
(such as shown below), pilots are requested
to maintain what minimum altitude above the
terrain?

8
EILACKBEARp NATIONAL

WMOLIFEI REFUGE

LO1 1- 1,500 feet.
2- 2,000 feet.
3- 1,000 feet.
4- 3,000 feet.

435. Note the obstruction which is shown in the
sectional chart excerpt below.

j *ow
INDEPENDE

70 L 28 I

Select the true statement regarding this
obstruction.

LO1 1- This is d' free standing tower with no
guy wires, the base of which is 1,010
feet MSL.

2- This is a group obstruction; the tops
alit 1,976 feet AGL.

3- This is a group obstruction; the tops
are less than 1,000 feet MSL.

4- The top of this obstruction is 1,010
feet.AGL.

436. Refer to the obstruction which appears in
the sectional chart excerpt below.

EIS /1

,
I 1190

11724(420)

4r11160t..d.

The top of this.obstruction is

LO1 1- 1,172 feet AGL.
2- below 1,000 feet Ask.
3- more. than 1,000 feet 2.1SL.

. 4- more then 1,000 feet AGL.

bUR teA

A CROSS1

Select the true statement regarding this
obstruction.

1- This is a group obstruction; the tops
are 1,470 feet AGL.

2- This is a group obstruction; the tops
are less than 1,000 feet AGE.-

3- This is a single obstruction; the top
is more than 1,000 feet MSL.

4- Th2 base of this group obstruction is
AP 204 fee/ MSL.

438. Consider this Sectional Aeronautical Chart
excerpt of a National Wildlife Refuge.

WASSAW NATIONAL
WILDLIFE REFUGE

Which statement is true regarding these
areas?

LO1 . 1- A minimum altitude of 3,000 feet
above the terrain is required while
flying over these areas.

2- These areas have no meaning to you
as a pilot,

3- Prior approval is required to fly
over these areas.

4- Pilots are requested to maintain a
minimum altitude of 2,000 feet above
the terrain while flying over these
areas.

439. Large numbers, s'uch as shown below,-are
depicted on Sectional Aeronautical Charts.%

08 17 29
These number's

LO1 1- do hot include maximum elevation of
vertical obstructions within the

. areas.

2- indicate the base of the controlled
airspace over the areas,

3= are maximum elevation figures (in-
cluding terrain and obstructions.)
shown in quadrangtes bounded-by
ticked Miss f latitude and longi- .

tude.

4- are latatide and ongitude coordi-

81 lines.

7
nates of the areas bounded by'tieked

8
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440. Whit h stat emont «incerning the (1111 101)

MOA shown in the chart ex«Tpt above I',
t rue?

101 1- VFR flights below 12,000 feet re-
quire rerouting by the nearest FSS.

2- Flights below 12,000 feet must be
operating on IFR flight plans.

3- Ixtrone:uaution should be exercised
while flying within this area.

4- flights are not permitted above'
12,000 feet MSL.

441. Refer to the airport _symbols to the right
,i-nd.select the true statonent concerning
these symbols.

101 1- Airport symbol "A"' depicts an air-
port'that has no hard-surfaced run-

.

.ways.'

2- The starstili airplrt symbols "II,"
apT"G," indicate.that these

are 701itary airports.

j- Airport symbols "B," "E:_," and "G",

depict those airports with services,
and fuel is av.ailable.

Airport symbol "H" depicts a Rotor-
craft-Helicopter facility.i

442. Refer to the sectional chart excerpt to
the right. Assume you are inbound from
the'east to Lansing VORTAC. In accOrd-
ance with regulations, which one of the
following altitudes would be"the
mum slife altitpde to fly'over the
highest obstrUction shown?

L04 3,000 feet MSL
- 2- 4,500 feet MSL.

3- "3;500 feet MSL.
,4- 2,000 feet MSL. otti

III NNI Ii
8041

141'.11 I.
77(1 1.5

I I 11 If

I

711'0 I
BON I \

.'101l0119;07
. 830 1.5 122

A22 IR7TTr

II

I hi

443. The Hill Top MOA appears4in the upper left .;

portion of the chart excerpt above. Which
statement Is true concerning the MOA?

1 01 1- The military services conduct low
altitude navigation flights at or
below 1,500 feet AGI at speeds ex-
ceeding 250 knots within this area.

?- Some training activities may neces-
sitate acrobatic ma!leuvers by mili-
tary aircraft within this area.

3- VIR flights betweeff 12,000 feet and,
Flight level 180 are prohibited with-
in this area.

4- It is a prohibited area for all VFR
flights unless special permission is
obtained.
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444. Refer to the Aeronautical Sectional Chart
excerpts above. Which statement is true
regarding Restricted Area R-6904?

101 1- When flying' above 15,000 feet MSL
over this area, prior approval is
not required.

2- Permission fron the Comnanding
Officer of Camp McCoy is required
prior to flight within this area.

3- This is a National Wildlife Refuge;
flight within this area below 1,500
feet AGL is prohibited.

4- This is a. Military Climb Corridor; -

flight within the area below 20,000
feet MSL is prohitiited.

445.

L01

446.

1.01

Which statement is true regarding flight
within Restricted Area R-6901 (above)Z

1- Any flight within this area is re-
quired to tie on an IFR flight plan .

2- VFR flight through this area is
permitted, provid0 prior per-

,

mission has been obtained.

3- Flight through this area during
nighttime hours is prohibited.

4- VFR flight through this area is

Flight through Restricted Area R-6904
(above) should not be accomplished un-

less the pilot has

f.filed a yFR flight plan..
,

N. 2- received prior permission from the
Commanding Officer of Camp McCoy.

3- an airpiane that is transponder-

equipped.

4- received prior permission from the
appropriate authority.

447. Refer to the Sectional Chart excerpt below
for Bloomington-Normal Airport.

.41

Which statement is true concerning this
airport?

L01 1-,.'The Flight Service Station at this
4 airport operates on a frbquency of

. 124.6 MHz.

2- The UNICOM frequency is 122.8 MHz.

3- There is a rotating beacon pn the
- airport.

4- The longest runway is 8,750 feet in
length.

, 448 True course measurements on a sectional
aeronautical chart should be made using
a meridian near the midpoint of the
course because the

104 1- isocion4c lines are not parallel.

83
r,

2- meridians converge toward the poles
and the angles formed by lines of
loqitude and latitude vary from
point to point.

3- geographic North Pole from which
Oirection is measured is not located
At the magnetic North Pole. 1.

4- lines of latitude vary from point to
point.
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449. Refer to the chart to the left. What is
the MAGNETIC COURSE from Airport "W"
direct to Airport "X"?

LO/ 1- 3290 .

2- 155".

3- 152".

4- 149°.

450. GIVEN:

True course 2100

Variation . . . 4" East
Cruise altitude . . 6,500 feet
Wind at 6,500 feet 240° @ 12 knots
True airspeed . . . . 160 MPH

Under these conditions, what would the
magnetic heading and groundspedd be?

107 1- 220" and 150 MPH.
2- 300' and 16077MPH.
3- 209° and 148 MPH.
94- 200° and 139 MPH.

1)1
S I TWAT R

2 38 (l)67
22.1

451. Suppose you fly the traffic pattern at .

800 feet AGL at the airport shown above.
Ifthe altimeter is properly 'adjusted to
the latest altimeter setting, it would
indicate the pattern altitude of

LO5 1- 800 feet.
2- 1,586 feet.

-. 3- 5,400 feet.
4- 3,180 feet.

452. Assume the tower advises you that right
- traffic is in use for landing on Runway 21..
In calm wind conditions the magnetic head-
ing on base leg would be approximately

.141
LO5 1- 210°..

2- 120°.
3- 300°.
4- 630°.

453.. Refer to the adjacent chart. The total
distance from Airport "W" to Airport "X"
and then to Airport "V" is approximately

L04 1- 73 statute miles.
2- 84 statute miles.
3- 167 statute miles.
4- 116 statute_miles.

454 Refer to the chart to the leftand con-
(

sider the following conditions:

GlVLN:

1rue airspeed 130 MPH
Forecast winds from . 110" @ 15 knots,

The magnetic heading and groundspeed from
Airport "X" to Airport "W" would be

LO7 1- 151" and 110 MPH.
2- 330" and 120 MPH.
3- 331' and 119 MPH.
4- 334" and 142 MPH.

455.. Refer to the chart on opposite page.

O1VEN:

Wind from . . . . 045' @ 20 knots
True airspeed .". 145 MPH

Under these conditions, what is the mag-
netic heading from Airport "W" direct to
Airport "X"?

L07 1- T37".
2- 320°.
3- 144'.
4- 140°.

456. Refer to the chart on opposite page and
consider the following conditions:

GIVEN:

True airspeed . . .4. . 104 knots ,

Forecast winds from . . 080° @ 10 knots

-Using the Compass Correction Card below,
determine the compass heading and ground-
speed from Airport "W" to Airport "X".

L07 1- 1,48° and 101 knots.

2- 156°-and 108 knots.
3- 144° and 102 knots.
4- 140° and 116 knots.

457. Refer to the chart to the left and the
Compass Correctidt Card below.

'GIVEN:'

Wind ffom 280° @ 25 knots
True airspeed . . 150 MPH

Under these conditions, what is the COMPASS
HEADING from Airport "X" direct to Airport

L07 1-.318°.
2- -308°.

3-032°.
4- 272°.

a-

. COMPASS CORRECTION CARO

FOR WWI N103010601 E 1 12011150r 131330I, 1211

STEER (CH) 0 031 062 0941 125 154 181 208 23 2661297 338

. .
il

85
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458. Refer to the adjaCent chart. What is the 463. Refer to the chart to the left. The mag-

magnetic course from Airport "H" to Airport netic courses from Airport "G" to Airport
" Airport "H" to Airport "K," and then

107 1- 178'.

to Airport "1" are, respectively,

2- 166°. L07 1- 1670 _-.357° - 1410 .

3- 346'. 2- 171V. 008" 153°.

4- 358'. 3- 191" 021" - 165".

4- 179' 009" 1530 .

459. Refer to the adjacent chart and consider
the following conditions:

GIVEN:

True airspeed . . . 135 MPH

Wind from 115° @ 20 knots

411P464, Refer to the chart to he left. Determine
the true courses from Airport "G" to Air-
port "H," Airport "II" to Airport "K," and
then to Airport "L" respectively. u

What would the magnetic heading and ground-
LO7

speed be from Airport "H" to Airport "K"?

107 1- 0200 and 148 MPH.
2- 018° and 146 MPH.
3- 006° and 140 MET.
4- 010° and 130 MPH.

460. Refer to the adjacent chart and consider
. the following:

GIVEN:

True airspeed . . , 150 MPH

,i' Wind from 280° @ 16 knots

Under these conditions, what is the mag-,
netic heading from Airport "K" direct to
Airport "L"?

L07 1- 326°.
2- 147°.
3-.142°. '
4- 136°.

461. Refer to the adjacent khart and Consider
the following conditions:

GIVEN:

True airspeed . . . 120 MPH

Wind prom 045° @ 25 knots

Deviation 40 East

The compass heading and groundspeed from
Airport "L" to Airport "K" would be

107 1- 358° and 102 MPH.
2- 3300 and 108 MPH.
3- 335° and 115 MPH.
4- 150° and 110 MPH.

462. Refer to the adjacent chart. What is the .

MAGNETIC COURSE from Airport "G" to Air-
port "H"?

107 1- 3460.
2- 190°.
3- 178°.
4- 166°.

1- 177' 3550 - 138°.
2- 182' - 002: 140°.

3- 179' - 009° - 1530 .

4- 167° 3570 - 141'.

465. GIVEN:

True course 030°

Variation 5° West

Cruise altitude . . 7,500 feet MSL

Wind at 7,500 feet 340° @ 45 knots
True airspeed . . . 180 MPH

Under these conditions, what would the
magnetic heading and groundspeed be?

L07 1- 018° and 136 MPH.
2- 022° and 142 MPH.
3- 030° and 180 MPH.
4- 050° and 217 MPH.

466. Refer to the chart to the left and apply
the following conditions:

GIVEN:

True airspeed . . . . 135 knots e

-

Forecast winds from . 090° @ 14 knots

The magnetic heading and groundspeed from
Airport "L" to Airport "K" would be

107 1- 351° and 134 knots.
2- 338°And 144 ktlots.
3- 327° and 141 knots.
4- 315° and 151 knots.

46r. Refer to the chart to the left.

GIVEN:

TrUe airspeed . . .

Cruise altitude . .

Wind at 8,000 feet
Deviation

160 MPH
. 8,000 feet MSL
. 210° @ 40 knots
4° West

The compass heading and groundspeed from
Airport "K" to Airport "H" would be

L07 1- 186° and 117 MPH.
2- 182° and 123 MPH.
3- 194° and 110 MPH.
4- 206Q and 142 MPH.

87f
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Stated Conditions:

Wind 325°/25 knots
TAS 156 MPH
Variation 70 Last
Fuel consumption . 11.3 GPH

Route of Flight:

01
* 0 60.A .00 0 sk-r` 4%,;-

144144%.

468. How many nautical miles would 160 statute
miles be equal to?

pa 1- 172 nautical miles.
2- 129 nautical miles.
3- 184 nauticaTAliles.
4- 139 nautical miles.

473. The estimated time enroute from "A" to "C"
is (see Stated Conditions to the left)

1.08 1- 1 hour 13 minutes.
2- 1 hour 19 minutes.
3- 1 hour 3 minutes.
4- 1 hour 29 minutes.

474. According to the conditions listed to the
left, how much fuel would be used from HA"
via "B" to "C"?

L08 1- 13.8 gallons.
2- 14.9 gajlons.
3- 11.8 W1Ons.
4- 16.8 gallons.

475. Assume an airplane is serviced with 38
gallons of usable fuel, and an average
groundspeed of 138 MPH is anticipated on
a flight of 260 statute miles. At a rate
of fuel consumption of 12 gallons per hour,
what would be the maximum flying time
available with the remaining fuel aftzr
iriving at your destination?

X
L08 1 hour 2 minutes.

469. See stated conditions above. What is the 2- 2 hours 5 minutes.

MAGNETIC COURSE from "B" to "C"? : 3- 1 hour 17 minutes.
4- 2 hours 30 minutes.

L07 1-113°.
2- 123° .

-3- 108°.

4- 127°.

470. Referring to the stated conditions shown
above, the MAGNETIC COURSE from "A" to
"B" is 4b

e

476. If fuel consumption is 13.5 GPH, how much
fuel will be used during a flight of 3
houors 20 minutes?

L08 1-19.2 gallons.
2- 36.0 gallons.

apu 3- 45.0 gallons.
4- 72.0 gallons.

46 L07 1- 063°.
2- 077°.

3- 052°. 477. GIVEN:

4- 081°. 0. Wind from . .

True airspeed . . ;

True course . . . .

471. Using the data shown ab ve, the MAGNETIC
'HEADING from "B" to "C"

L07 1- 122°.
2- 113°.

3- 108°..
,4- 127°.

472. Under the stated conditions'above, the
MAGNETIC HEADING from "A" to "B" is

L07 1- 063°.
2- 077°.

3- 052°.
4- 081°.

350° @,26 knots
110 MPH
005°

Under these conditions the groundspeed
would be Approximately

108 1.- 110 MPH.

2- 139 MPH,
3- 81 MPH.
4- 150 MPH.

478. During a flight of 4 hours 21 minutes, how
much fuel will be used if fuel consumption
is 11.5 GPH?

L08 1- 46.0 gallons.
2- 64.0 gallons.
3- 76.5 gallons.
4- 50.0 gallons.

88
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479. Consider the following data:

Distance ?60 statute miles

True course . . 110"

Cruise altitude . 7,500 feet MS1

Wind at 7,500 feet 010" 0 30 knots
True airspeed . . . 115 MPH

Fuel consumption . 8 gals./hour

What would be the approximate groundspeed
and amount of fuel consumed?

L08 1- 95 MPH and 21.8 gallons.
?- 112 MPH and 19.6 gallons.
3- 116 MPH and 17.9 gallons.
42 128 MPH and 15.3 gallons.,

480. GIVEN:

Distance
True course . . . .

Cruise altitude . .

Wind at 3,000 feet .

True airspeed . . .

Euel consumption . .

483. GIVIN:

Outside air tonperatnre . tb" C.
Presm.lre altitude 2,500 feet

indicated airspeed . . 1!)0 knots

Determine the lrue airspeed.

Ofi 1- 146 knots.
?- 164 knots.
3- 134 knots.
4- 154 knots.

484. You plan a flight of 95 statute miles at
an anticipated groundspeed of 120 MPH. lhe
airplane has 30 gallons usable fuel aboard,
and the rate of fuel consmuption is 8 gal-
lons per hour. What will be the maximum
flying time available with the remaining
fuel when you arrive.at your destination?

295 statute miles
005"
3,000 feet MSL
175° 0 18 knots

L08

113 MPH
7 gals./hour

Based on the above information, what would
be the approximate groundspeed and amount
of fuel consumed?

L08 12 120 MPH and 17.2'gallons.
2- 133 MPH and 15.4 gallons.
3- 128 MPH and 19.2 gallons.
4- 140 MPH and 14.3 gallons.

481. Assume you plan a flight based on the fol-
lowing information:

Distance
True course . . .

Cruise altitude .

Wirid at 4,500 feet

True airspeed . .

Fuel consumption .

190 statute miles
308°
4,500 feet MSL
205° @ 15 knots
118 MPH
9 gals./hour

What would be the approximate groundspeed
and amount of fuel consumed?

L08 1- 101 MPH ind 17.0 gallons.
2- 103 MPH and 16.7 gallons.
3- 120 MPH and 14.2 gallons.
4- 133 MPH anc1.12.9 gallons.

. 482. .GIVEN:

Indioted altitude
Outside air temperhture.
Indicated airspeed

Based on the above data what-
airspeed?

L08 1- 118 MPH.
2- 104 MPH.

3- 138 MPH.
4- 148 MPH.

8,000 feet
+10' C.
10 MPH

4117e true

1- 2 hours 40 minutes.
2- 1 hour 38 minutes.
3- 1 hour 15 minutes.
4- 2 hours 57 minutes.

485. Consider the following data:

Distance 380 statute Miles
True course . . . 360°

Cruise altitude 8,500 feet MSL
Wind at 8,500 feet 230' @ 40 knots
True airspeed . . 139 MPH
'fuel consumption . 10 gals./hour

Wtiat will be the approximate groundspeed
and amount of fuel consumed?

L08 1- 115 MPH .ind 28,6 gallons.
2- 127 MPH and 25.0 gallons.
3- 158 MPH and 22.1 gallons.
4- 163 MPH and 23.2 gallons.

486. GIVEN:

Flight duration . . . 4 hrs.'10 mins.
Rate of fuel 1

.consumption). . . . 9.6 GPH

How much fuel 1111 be used?

L08 1- 40.0 gallons.
2-'36.6 gallons.
3- 65.5 gallons.
4- 25.6 gallons.

89
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487. Refer to the illustration above. Assume

you depart an airport in the Eastern
Daylight Time Zone at 0945 EDTrfor a
2 hour flight to an airport located in
the Central Daylight Time Zone. At what
Greenwich Mean Time would you expect to
land?

LO8 1 1345Z.
2- 1445Z.
3- 1145Z.
4- 1545Z.

488. Assume that you depart an airport in the
Central,Standard Time Zone at 0930 CST,
for a 2 hour flight ro an airport located
in the Mountain Standard Time Zone. 'What

swould the landing time be?

LO8

V

go

1- 1130 MST.
2- 1230 MST.
3- 0930 MST.
4- 1030 MST.

So

NOTEL///See Time-
Conversion data
above'.

fs
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489. Refer to the chart od the adjacent page.
Assume that you depart an airport in the
acific Standard Time Zone at 1030 PST,
for a 4 hour flight to an airport located
in the Central Standard Time Zone. At

what Greenwich Mean Time would you expect
to land?

108 1- 2130Z.
2- 2230Z.
3- 2030Z.
4- 2330Z.

490. ASSUme that you depart an airport in the
Central Standard Time Zone at 0130 CST,
for a 3 hour flight to an airport located
in the Mountain Standard Time Zone. What
4pu1d the landing time be?

LO4 1- 0930 MST.
2-.1000 MST:
3- 0830 MST.
4- 1030 MST. .

NOTE: See Time
Conversion data
on adjacent page.

,493. Select the true statement concerning char-
.

acteristics of VHF radio reception.

MO\ 1- VHF receptrion distance varies in
proportion-to the altitade of,the
receiving equipment.

2- Unlike reception with low or mediam
frequency (L/MF) equipment', VHF re-
ception is not subject to line-of-
sight restrictions.

3- VHF reception distance remains con-
stant regardless of altitude.

4- Reception of VHF signals is more
subject to signal fades and inter-
ference from distant stations than
reception of low or medium frequency
(L/MF) signals.

494. Refer o the illustration to the left.
Suppose that you depart an,airport in,the
Mountain Standard Time Zone at 1515 MST,
for a 2 hour 30 minute flight to an air-t1=1/..1,/../.......1..1-. aVa-mua.mxm ...... %A/vv. P.,. 4.1 2.{II 7 21. 9.1...7J,

--piVITTUated-TF-M-PWEVIZ-StaliRIV17710

491. Refer to the illustraiion to the left.
Suppose you depart an airport in the
Mountain Standard Time Zone at 1615 MST,
for a 2 hour 15 minute flight to an-air-
port located in the Pacific Standard
Time Zone. What would yoUr estimated
time of arlival be at the destination
airport?

LO8 1- 1830 PST.
2- 1930 PST.
3- 1630 PST. .

4- 1730 PST.°

492. Assume that you depart an airport in the
Pacific Standard Time Zone at 1230 PST,
or a 3 hour flight to an airport located
in theCentral'Standard Time Zone. At
.what Greenwich Mean.Time would you ex-
pect to land?

L08 1- 0030Z.
2- 2330Z.
3- 2130Z.

4- 1630Z.

NOTE: See Time
Conversion data
on adjacent page.

Zone. What would your estimated time of
arrival be at the destinatill airport?

L08. 1- 1845 PST.
2- 234,5 PST. ,

3- 1645 PST.
4- 1745. PST, .

495. Refer tothe. illustration on the prievious
page. Assume that you depart an airport

: in 'the Central Daylight Time Zone at 0845
CDT, for,a 2 hour flight to an airport
located in the Mountain Daylight'Time
Zone. At what Greenwich Mean Time would
you expect to land?

108 1- 1545Z.
2T 1645Z.
3- 1345Z.
4- 1445Z.
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496. Refer to the illuttrations to the left.
At which airplane position(s) would you
receive omni indication "T"?

1

M04 1- A. C. and H.
2- H only.

s3- Fond H.
.4- C only.

497. Refer to the adjacent illustrations. The
omnireceiver indicatipns at airplane
positions "H"-and "1" would Ver, respec-

tively,

M04 1- V and X.
2- T and Y.
3- U and Z.,
4- T and X.

\.)

498. Refer to the adjacent illustrations. ff
Which of the airplanes shown would
have gyni iedication "Z"?'

11

2- B and D.
3- G and I.
4- G only.

'

( I

/, 499. Refer to the ad3acent illustrations. The
omoireceiver indtcations for airplane

'46 posib9onsC D, and E wouldste, respec-
tively,

M04 1- 0,2, W.
2- Ut Y, V.
3- T,'X, V.
4- U, Y, W.

500. Refer to the illustrations to the left;
Which of,the airplanes shown would have
omni indication "T"?

M04 1- F and H.
2- H only.
3- H and I.

. 4- F, G, H,'avd I..

501. Refer to the adjacent illustrations.
Which of the airOanes shown would
have omoi indication "X"?

M04 1- I onty.
2 -,B and p.

3- G and I.
4-.9 And I.

r

502. Refee to illustrations on opposite page.
If your omnireceiver wastunctioniqg
properly and you were rec iving indication
"1", what would your position be in rela-
tion to the omni station?

M04 1- Directly over the station.
2- At position 0 or G.

.3- At position I.
4- At position D.

411,

503. Refer to illustrations on opposite page.
At which airplane position(s) would you
receive omni indication "X" or "1"?

M04 1- B, 0, G, and I.
. 2- F only.

3-0 and G.
4- D and I.

504. Refer to the illustrations to the left.
At which airplane positton(s) would you
receive omni indication("X"?

.4404 1 G and I.
B and D.

1 3- I only.
4- 8 only.

er
,

505. Refer to illustrations on opposite page.
, At which airplane position(s) would you 't.

receive omni indication "W"?
-

M04 1- D and E.,
2- A and E,
3- E only.
4- F and H.

v

506.(Refer to the illustratio4a on opposite
pap. At which airplane position(s) would
..loqiu receive omni indication,"Z"?

M04 - E only.

1 2- G and I. i)

3- I only.
4- 9,and D.
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507. Refer to the adjicent page. ASsume that 510.

you ars enroute from point "S" tp point .

'"T," with the omnireceiver tuned to
Sulphur Spring>, VORTAC (point("T"). What
should the'omnibearing selector be set to,
and what should the TO-FROM indicator read,
respectively?

1104 1- 147° and TO.
2- 327° and FROM.
3- 147° and FROM.
4- 327° and TO.

.
508. On course from airport "N" to airport "M"

(see adjacent.page), you tune in Paris
VOR to check your progress.. If the ombi-
bearing selectOr is set -to 245° and tilk
ommtreceiver Component shows as indicated
below,.you have

a

4

1105 1- already crossed the Paris 065

2- a malfuhctionihg omnireceiver since
the Paris VOR is to the right of
course.

3- already crossed the 24kredial
(V-124).

4.

4- not crossed the 243 radial (V-124).

509.,Refer to ;he adjacent page. While on
'course from airport "P" to airport "0"
you tune the omnirecei er to Quitman
VORTAC to check your p ogress along the

iroute. The omnibeari mselector is set
to 288° (V-114). Which of the following
statements is true concerning the indi- 4

cations of ithe Course Deviation Indicatorf
(CDI needle) and the TO-FROM Andicator?

M05 1- The omnibeari4 selector should
have peen set to 1140.

2- Prtor to reaching V-114 with a
FROM indication the CDI needle
would be derflected tothe left.

3- After; crosiing V-114 the CD1 needle
would be centered with a TO indi-
cation.

4- Prior to reachipg V-114 withdit

FROM indicatton the CD1 needle
would be deflected to the right.

, .

..

Refer to the opposite page. While on

course from airport "O!' to airport "P,'11

you tune thd,cmnireceiver to Quitinan VORIAC.
to check your progress along the route.
With the omnibearing selector set to 288°
(V-)14) and.the 1OFR4 indicator reading
FROM, the Course Devi tion Indicator (01
needle) shows a full- cale deflection to
the right& This means that you

1105 1- have not crbssed the 288 radial
(V-114}.

2, have a malfunction in your umni
equipment since Quitman VORTAC is to
theeleft of coth-se.

3- have alritady crossed the 288 radial
(V-114).

.4- are not using a proper method of
determining your position.

1

511. To check-your progress on course from air-
port "M" to airOort "N" (see opposite page),
you tune to the Paris VOR.,,With the omni-

...bearipg_salectur_se_t_to. 2414 (V-124) and
the TOCFROM Indicator reading FROM, the
Course DeviatIon Indicator (CDI needle)
shows a full-scale'deflection to the right.
This means that you

4.

1105 1- have not crossed the 245 radial
(V-124).

2- have a marfunction in your omni
equipment since Paris VOR is to the
left of course.

-
3-'have already crossed the 245 radial

(V-124).

4- are not using a proper meOod of de-
termining your position.

% 15

512. To check your progress og course from air-
port "N" to airport "M" (see opposite page),
you tune to the Paris VOR. With the omni-

bearing selector set to 245° (V-124) and
the TO-FROM indicator reading FROM, the
Course Deviation Indicator (CDI needle)
showea full-scale defleFtion to the right.
This meanN'that you

1105

95

A- are presently on the 245 radial
(V-124):

2- are not using a propoitmethod of de-
.

termining your position.

3- have not crossed the 245 radial
(V-124).

4- have already crosSed the 245 radial :\

(V-124).

tit
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a.
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513. Refer to tlie adjacent chart. While flying, 517.

westbound, your oftireceiver indicates
crossing the 025 radial of the McAlester
VORTAC (X). You have another receiver
tuned to Okmulgee VOR (7); witk the omni:

.bearing selector set to 085% the CDI
needle is centered, and the TO-FROM indi-

cator reads "FROM". Your positign is at

point
MO5

1405 1- B.

2- C.

3- A.
4- D.

514. Refer to the adjacent chart. Assume that

you 4re flying obtbound'from McAlester

VORTAC (X) on the 025 radial. Which

radial of Okmulgee VOR (Z) intersects
your course at point "C"?

1405 1-,110 radial.
4, 115 radial.
3- 100 radial.
4- 215 radial.

515. Refer to the adjacent chart. Assume you

are inbound on the 025 radial of McAlester

VORTAC (X). If you have another receiver
tuned to Okmulgee VOR (Z), what rahial of

this VOR should be used to determine when'
point E is reached?

1405 )1- 325 radial.
' 2- 145 radial.

3- 130 radial.
4- 115 radial.

516. Refer to-the chart to the left. While

flying westbound, one omnireceiver indi-
cates you are crossing the 025 radial of

McAlester VORTAC (i). Another receiver
tuned to Okmulgee VOR (Z), indicates yOU
are on the 130 radial of this VOR. Your

position is

1405 1- at point E.
2- directly over McAlester VORTAC.
3- at point C.
4- at point D.

-1

518.

Refer to the-chart to the leV. Assume

that you are flying outbound on the 025
rpdial of McAlester VORTAC (X). You have

anotker omnireceiver tuned to Okmulgee VOR

.(Z), with the oMnibearing selector set,to
105°, the CDI needle is centered, and thg
TO-FROM indicator reads "FROM". Your posi-

is between points

1- R and C.
2- C and D.
3- A and B.
4- D and E.

'Refer to'the chart to the left. -Wile fly- -y

ing westbound, one omnireceiver indicates
youlare crossing the 025 radial of
McAlester VORTAC (X)r Another receiver is

tuned to OkmulgetVOR (Z), with the omnii-
bearing selector set to 115°, the CDI
'needle is centered, and the TO-FROM indi-
cator reads "FROM". ,Your position is at_
point'

MOB 1- B.

2- C.
3- A.
4- D.

519. Refer to the chart to the left. While

flying eastbound, one omnireceiver indi-
cates you are crossing the 025 radrial of

McAlester VORTAC (X). Another recejver

tuned to Okmulgee VOR 12J, indicates you
.are on the 145 radial o-fthis VOR. Your

position is at point

1405 1-- C.

2- D.

1- B.
4- E.

520. Refer to the c art to the left. Assume

. you are Inboundon the 025 radial of

McAlester VORTA tX). If you have another
receiver tuned to Okmulgee VOR (Z), what

radial of this VOR should the oninibearing
selector be seti to for determining when

you reach point"D"?

1405. 1- 130 radial.
2- 145 radial.
3- 115 radial.
4- 310 radiai.

ob
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521. Refer to the adjacent Section thart ex-

cerpt. While on course from airport "S"
to airport "R" you note/that you crossed
the 270 radial of'Knox VORTAC at 1408 CST
and the 238 radial 5 minutes later. By

maintaining the same groundspeed your
arrival time over airport "R" should be

approximat; ely i
i

M07 1- 1413 CT.
2- 1427 CST.
3-'1432 CST.
4- 1435 CST.

(522. Refer to the adjacent Sectional C art ex-
cerpt. While on tourse from airport "S"
to 'airport "R" you' note tftat you crossed

the 270 radial of Knox VORTAC at 1410 CST
and the 238 radial 4 minutes later. By

maintaining the same groundspeed-your
arrival time over airport "R" should be

approximately

M07 1- 1415 CST.
2- 1422 CST.
3- 1426 CST.

1429 ,CST.

523. Assume that you desire to fly inbound to a
VOR station on the 300 radial. The recom-

525. Refer to the ct4rt to the left. While on

course from aOrpirt "5" to airport "R" you

note that you crossed the 270 radial of

Knox VORTAC at 1512-CST and the 238 radial
4 minutes later. By maintaining the same
groundspeedyour arrival time over airport
"R" should lib approximately

MQ4 1- 1531 CST'.

2- 1535 CST.
v. 4

3- 1527 CST.
4- 1538 CST.

526. Refer to the opposite page. While on

course from Lafayette VORTAC (point "Q")

to airport "P," you tune one omnireceiver

to Knox VORTAC. You note that you crossed
the 238 radial of Knox VORTAC at 0810 CST
and the 270 radia1,13 minutes later. By

maintaining the same groundspeed your
arrival time over airport "P" d be

approximately '

M07 ' F. 0819 CST.
2- 0823 CST.
3- 0832 CST.
4- 0836 CST.

527.

mended procedure is to set the course
selector to .

M06 1- 120° and make heading correctjons
toward the Course Deviation Indi-
cator (CDI needle).

2- 120° and make heading corrections
away from the Course Deviation
Indicator (CDI needle).

3- 300° and make heading corrections
toward the Course-Deviation Indi-
cator (CDI needle).

4- 300° and ffiake heading corrections
away from the Course Deviation
Indicator (cpi needle).

524. You wish to track inbound on the 050 radial

of a VOR station. The recommended proce-

dure is to set t!te course selector to

M06 1- 050° and make heading corrections'
toward the Course...Deviation Indi-
cator (CDI nee010:

2- 230° and make heading corrections
away from the Course Deviation
Indicator (COI needle).

'3- 0500 and make heading corrections
away from the Course Deviation
'Indicator (CDT needle).

4- 230° and Make heading correcti hs
toward the Course Deviation I i-

cator (CDI needle). .

Refer to the opposite page. While on

course from airport' '"P" to Lafayette VORT#C

(Point "Q"), you tune one omnireceiver to
Knox IORTAC. You crossed the 270 radial
of Knik VORTAC at 1000 CST and crossed the
238 radial 10 minutes later. By main-

taining the sAme groundspeed you shOuld
arrive over Lafayette VORTAC at approxi-
mately

J407 1- 1010 CST.
2- 1020 CST.
3- 1027 CST.
4- 1018 CST.

528 Refer to the chart to the left. While on

course from airport "P" to Lafayette
VORTAC (point "Q"), you tune one omni-
receiver to Knox VORTAC. You note that

you crossed'the 270 radial of Knox VORTAC

at 1103 CST and the 238 radial 8 minutes

later. By maintaining the same ground-
speed your arrival time over Lafayette
VORTAC should be approximately

M07 1- 1125 CST.
2- 1111 CST.
3- 1117 CST.
.4- 1132 CST.



"ts 1!

Magnetic

North

41,

N.

.529. A Assume you were flying on a magnetic
heading of 1800 as depicted by aircraft
positions A, H, and G above. Match the
ADF indications that you would most
likely have at each position.

M13 1111A-X;-H-S; G-T.,

2- A-W; H-V; G-U.
A-U; H-Y; G-W.

. A-1"; H-Z; G-X.,
law

530. Refer,to the above illustrations. okt
which of the aircraft position(s) Would
you expect to receive the ADrindication
°S"? A

M13 1- B and E.
2- F only.
3- C and D.
4- B and D.

10 G
. 104
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531. Refer to the illustrations to th'e left.

Which ADF indication would the pilot
most likely have at aircraft position

1113

.

1- S.

2- V.
3- Z.

4- Y. -L.

532. Refer to the illustrations to.the left.
Which ADFlindication would you most
likely have at aircraft position "B"?

1113 1- Z.

2- Y.

3- V.
4- S.

533. Refer to the illustrations to the left.
Which ADF indication would you most
likely have at aircraft position "A"?

1113 1- U.

2- W. M13 1- S.

3- T. 2- Y.

-47:17
4- X.

537. According to ADF dial indication "U"

4 (opposite page), you would be headed
directly toward the station iliyou
turned

1113 1- 450 to pe right.
2- 450 to the left.

.
3- 330° to the left.
4- 135° to the right.

538. Accorag to ADF dial indication "Y" (op-
posite page), you would be headed directly
toward the station if you turned

1113 1-

2-

3-

4-

900 to the left.
180° to the left.
90° to the right.
270° to the left.

539. Refer to the illuitrations the left.

Which ADF dial indication would the pilot
most likely have at aircraft positions
"C" and "D"?

534. Refer to the illustrations to the left.
Which aircraft would most likely depict
your position if the ADF is indicating
as illustrateaby dlal "W"?

1113 1- A.
2- C.

3- G.

4- H.

535. Refer to the illustrations to the left.
Which ADF indication would the pilot
most likely have at aircraft position

P113 1- X.

2- W.

3- V.
4- S.

536. Refer to the illuttrations to the left.
Which ADF indication would the pilot
inost likely have at aircraft position

01 'M13 1- U . f-

2- W.
3- T.

4- Y.

54e. Refer to the illustrations to the left.
At.which of the aircraft position(s) yould
you expect to receive the-AQF dial indi-

cation "V"?

- M13 1- A and G.
2- B only.
3- C and D.
4- B and E.

541. Refer to the illustrations to the left.
Which aircraft would most likely depict
your position if the ADF indicated as
illustrated by dial "Y"?

M13 1- D emly.
2- F and H.
3- D and H.
4- A and G.

542. Refer to the illustrations td the left.
Which ADF indication would the pilot most
likely have at aircraft position "H"?

M13 1- V.
2- Y.

3- S.
4- Z.

101



ADF DIALS (FIxod-Sca).)

4

543. Refer to ADF dial indication "U" above.
To fly to the station it would be neces-
sary to

M13 1- turn 260° to the left.

turn approximately 100° t6 the

left.

3- turn approximately 100° to the
right.

4- maintain a magnetic,heading of
260°.

r

so

544:-If the magnetic heading is:075°, and ADF
illustration "T" above is observed, what
is the magnetic bearing to the station?

M13 1- 135°.'
2- 240°.
3- 015°.
4- 315°.

.545. If ADF dial "Y" above is observed, and the
magnetic heading is 180°, what is the
magnetic bearing to the station?

M13,4 1- 180°.
2- 270°.
3- 090°.

360°.

Magrmtk Compau

546. Refer to ADF dial "Z" and the magnetic
compass illustration aboKe. The MAGNETIC

BEARING to the station is

M13 1- 180°.
2- 325°.
3- 035°.
4= 360°.

Air

5,47. According to the magnetic compass4111us-
trition and ADF dial 7W" above, the
MAGNETIC BEARING to the station is

1113 1- 100°.
2- 135°.

0350,

4- 235°.

548. Refer to ADF dial "V" and the magnetic
. compass above. The MAGNETIC BEARING io

the station is

.1113 1-.180°.
2z 215°.
3- 145°.

360°.

549. Accordineto ADF dial "S"-and the magnetic
compass above, the MAGNETIC BEAUNG to the
station is-

.M13 1- 090°.
2- 235°.
3- 270°.
4- 305°.

550. Refer to the magnetic compass above and
ADF dial "R". The MAGNETIC BEARING to the

station is

M13 1- 025°.
2- 035°.
37 010°.
4- 045°.

102
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551: To contact Rapid City Flight'kService
Station for enroute weather informat
(see excerpt above), you should/
on

N07 1- 254 kHz.
2- 119.5 MHz.
3- 112.3 MHz.
4- 122.2 MHz.'

smi t

552. Takeoff clearance at Rapid City Regional
Airport (see excerpt above) should be
obtpined by transmitting and receiving

on

N07 1- 119.5 MHz.
2- 121.9 MHz.
3-'148.7 MHz.
4- 122.8 MHz.

553. Refer to the excerpt above. To obtain

b,a1 instructions at Rapid City Regional
Air ort, you should transmit and receive
on what frequency? .

N07 , 1- 119.5 MHz.
2- 121.9 MHz.
3- 118.7 MHz.

0,040
4- 125.3 MHz.

1

. ,

5, Whaf effect would FROST have on airplane:.

009 1- It may prevent an airplane from be-
coming airborne.

2- It may cause an airplane to become
airborne sooner than anticipated.

3- None, if the pilot's visibility
through the windshield is unre-
stricted.

4- It may enable the engine to be over-
boosted during takeoff.

4 1

556. Frost which hes not been removed from the
wings of an airplane before flight

009 1- may cause the airplane to become air-
borne with a lower angli of attack
and at a lower indicated airSpeed.

2- may make it difficult or impossi6le
to become airborne.

3- would present no problems since frost
will blow off when the airplape
starts,moving during takeoff.

4- Will change the camber (curvature ,g_f
the wing) thereby increating lift -`

dur4 g takeoff.

Refer to the excerpt above. The proper
sequence of radio frequencies to be used
at Rapid City Regional Airport to contact
groUnd control, the tower, and then the

I

,144Nk Afterlanding at a tower-controlled airport 557.

When.should you contact ground control?

NO3 1-.Prior to turning offthe runway.

2- After reaching ar..taxi.strip that
leads directly to Ahe\parking area.

NO7
3- After leaving ihe runway and 'cross-

ing the runway holding lines.

47 When the tower instructs you to do-
SO,

103

FSS would be-

1- 121.9, 119.5, 121.5 MHz.
2- 121.9, 118.7, 122.2.1Hz.
3- 119.5, 118.7, 122.1R MHz.
4- 118.7, 121.9, 112.3 MHz.

109 I.



558. The phenomenon of "ground effect" is most
,4 likely to result in which of the following

problems in an airplope?

014 1- SettlItack to the surface ab-
ruptly mmediately after becoming
airborne.

2- Becoming airborne before reaching
recommended takeoff speed.

3- Inability to get airborne even though
airspeed is sufficient for normal take-
off needs.

4- A rapid rate of sink and absence of
normal cushioning duringJandings.

-----S5t.--foi---rirotant-ts-trsvatty'affeetett-ivr"groonct-' --
effect" at what height allove the surface?

014 1- Between 100 and 200 feet atiove the
surface in calm wind conditions.

2- Less than half of thq airplane's
wingspan above the silace.

3- Twice the length of the airplane's
wingspan above the surface.

4- Three or four times the'airplane's
wingspan.

COADY FACTOR CHART

...1 le P. 4 II 441 le MD 44/

JIM& ANatek.

562. Use the chart abOve. If an afrplane weighs
` 2,300 lbs., what approximate weight would

the 'airplane structure be required to sup-
port during a 60° banked turn while ma4n-
taining altitude?

017 1- 3;400 'lbs.

2- 4,600 lbs.
3- 2:100 lbs.
4- 5,200 lbs.

560. Select the true statement regarding "ground
effect."

,

563. If an airplane weighs 5,400 lbs., what
approximate weight would the airplane
structure be required to support during'a
55° banked turn while maintaining altitude?

014 1- Ground effect may cause an airplane
to float on landings or permit it to
become airborne with insufficient
power to sustain flight outside of .017

the area of ground effect.

2- Light single-engine airplanes usu.-,
ally encounter "ground effect" at
200 or 300 feet above the surface.

3- In conditions of high gross weight,
. high density altitude, and high
temperature an airplane will usually
not encounter "ground effect."

4- Ground effect often causes an air-
plane to settle to the surface imme- 017
diately after becoming airborne.

564.

561. Refer to the chirt to the right above. If

; the airplanehas a maximum positive load
factOr of +3.8 G units, the maximum bank

565 .
which.could be.made in a level turn with-
out exceeding this load factor'would be

017 : 1- unobtainable from the Load Factor
Chart.k

2- approximately 82°:

approkimately 41°.

4- approximately 67'.

_

017

104

1- 5,400 lbs.
2- 6,720 lbs.
3- 9,180 lbs.
4- 10,800 lbs.

NOTE: Use chart
dove.

Use the chart above. If taairplane weighs
3,300 lbs., what approximate weight would
the airplane structure be reqbired to sup-
port during a 30° banked turn while main-
taining altitude?

1- 3,100 lbs.
2- 3,960 lbs.
3- 1,200 lbs.
4- 7,220 lbs.

.

[

-Refer to the chart a ove. The maximum pos-
itive load factor fo a particular airplane
in the utility categ ry is +4.4 G units. .

The maxilmumhbankwhi h cOuld be made during
a level [Urn without exceeding this load
factor would be approximately

1- 67°.
2- 77°.
3- 82°.
4- 72°.



566. If an airplane weighs 3,100 lbs., what
approximate weight would the airplane
structure be required to support during
a 400 banked turn white maintaining alti-

tude?

017 1- 3,250 lbs.
2- 3,720 lbs.
3- 4,030 lbs.
4- 4,560 lbs. 0,

NOTE: Use chart
tO the left.

567. Supposelan.airplane is loaded 110 lbs.
over makimum certificated gross weight.
If you"choose to drain fuel (gasoline)

,to bring the aircraft weight within
limits, how much fuel would you drain?

3- 15.7 gallons:
_4- 17.1 gallons.

568.:If an airlhane is,loaded 90 lbs. over
maximuM certificated gross weight, and

. .fuel (gasoline) Is drained to bring the
aircraft weight within limitS, how much
fuel should be dnained?

017 1- 9 gallow
2- 12 gallons.
3- 6 gallons.
4- 15 gallons.

a

569. Which statement is true regarding stlls?

019 1-.An airplane can,be stalled only when
the nose is high and the airspeed is
low.

2- An airplane can be stalled only when
the airspeed ded.eases to the pub-
lished stalling speed.

3-On airplane can be'stalled only when
the nose is too high in relation'to 574.

the horizon. -

4- An airOlane an be stalled at any
airspeed and in any flight attitude.

571. What aerodynamic condition causes an air-
plane to spin?

019 1- When the ailerons lose their effec-
tiveness due to a decrease in rela-
tive wind and the airplane begins to
roll.

When one wing is producing'effective
lift while the other wing is stalled.

3- When the yaw force .of the rudder
causes the airplane to roll and-the
forward center of gravity limit is
exceeded. .

(N
4- When the elevators lose their effec-

tiveness due io a decrease in rela-
tive wind.

572. To enter a spin an airplane-must first and

always be
.

C/.19
1- partially stalled with one wing low

and the throttle clOsed.

2- placed in a steep diving spiral.

4- placed in a steep nose-high pitch
attitude.

573. Will a properly rigged single-engine air-
plane roll when stalled, with cruising
power, in a slipping steep turn to the
right?

019 1- Yes, but only if additional power is
applied during the recovery.

2- Yes; it will roll to the left.

3- Yet; it will roll to the right.

4- No; it will remain in the steep turn
ttitude.

570. As you maneuver.in airplane in the traffic
pattern, you shbuld realize that an air'
plane can be stalled

019 1- only when the nose is high and the
, airspeed is low.

_ 2- only when the airspeed decreases
A the published stalling Speed. .

3- at any airspeed-and in any flight
attitude.

4- only when the nose is too high in
relation to the horizon,

lf, while'turning from base leg to final
approach for landing, it bepomeOppecessary
to increase the bank to an'angle-bf 400,
you should.be aware that an airplane can
be stalled

019 1-'only at low airspeeds or when the
angle of bank is greater than 500.

2- in any flight attitude at any air-
speed.

3- only clueing noSe-up (nose above the

horizon) maneuvers.

105

II
4.: only when the indickted airspeed

,

drops to the published stalling
A speed,
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575. Refer to the above illustration. ihe
acute angle 'A" is the angle of

021 1- dihedral.
2- attack.

. 3- camber.
4- incidence.

578. To counteract thp effect of torque in a
\ Conventional. single-engine propeller-

driven airplane, a pilot would normally
add

023 1- left rudder pressure during the
takeoff roll and Aile climbing with
full power.

'4. right rudder pressure when entering
a glide from level cruising flight.

A,3- right r dder pressure during the
takeoff oll and while climbing
with ful power.

4- left rudder pressure when entering
a climb frd\level cruising flight.

-876: --.1hts-term..."anglewof.k-atterieu.. -fs-..defi-fted-fts 579. 'TM "gillta rsrtIrrque wouitttre most- notice=

able during .......

.

021 1- angle between the wing chord line 023 1- maximum speed fh level flight with
and the direction of the relatiye

r maximum cootinuous power.
wind. . .

. 2- flight a a crit4cally slow airspeed

the. .

2- angle,between the airplane's climb
angle and the horizon.

3- angle formed'by thelkongitudinal
axis of the airplan And the chord
line of the wing.

with full throttle.

3- maxfmum structural.cruiiing speed.

4- gliding flight with a reduced .

throttle setting.

Ale specific angle at which the ratio .

00between liftwand drag is the hIgh- 580. Assume that you are attempting to follow
A est. 0.

.1 the ground track of the traffic pattern
t shown below with the wind conditions as

. 'inficated.
577. Select the true statement concernoing the

use of flaps during the approach for a \

landing. i-

/
020 Ohe use of flaps increases the air- yt

plane's stability.

(
2- The use of flaps permits a decreased

approachlangle. .

3- By usihg.flaps, a.steeper than nor-
mal angle of descent is possible
. without increasing the airspeed.

4- The use of flaps requires a higher
4ndicated airspeed on the final
approach.

Downwlad lel

1
OIRKTION O ukirmo

The amount of turn normally required with
the abov, wind conditions would be

022 1- approximately 70° at positton 8, if
the turn entry was delayed.

2- at least 120° at position.B. k

3- 90° at posipon A.

4- more than 96° at position A.

10112



581. Excessively high engine topperatures,
either in the air orion the ground, will

P02 1- cause damage to hedt-conducting
hoses and wa4ing of the cylinder,
cooling fins.

2-Fause loss of power, ekcessive oil
Otonsumption, and possible permanent
internal engine damage.

3- not appreciably affect an Arcraft

engine in either environme t.

4- inicease fuel consumption ind may
"incre e power due to the ntreased

heat.

000

582. For inter,nal cooling, reciprocating air-
craft engines are especially dependent on

pq7- 1-property-funct4oning-th4rmostet.

2- air flowing over the exhaust mani-
fold.

3- the circulation of lubricating oil.

4- a lean fuel/air mixture.

\
583. Whbt change occurs in the fuel/air mixture

when carburetor heat is applied?

P01 1- A decrease in RPM results from the
legn mixture.

2- No change occurs in the fuel/air
'mixture:

4- The fuel/iir mixture becomes leaner.

4- The fuel/air`Mixture becomes'richer.

4
584. In comparison to fuel injection systems,

float-type carburetor systems, ire geher-
, ally considered to be,

P01 1-

2-

3-

4-

10-04 -

equally susceptible to icing as
fuel injection unit.

susceptible to icing only when
ible moisture is present.

more sqAceptible to icing than
fuel injection unit.

Tess tusceptible to icing than a
fuel injection unit.

a

vis-

a

515. In comparing a fuetinjection system with
a float-type carburetor system, the carbu-
retor equipped aircraft engine is gener-
ally considered to be

k

P01 1- les's susceptible to icin9 than a

fuel injection uhit.

2- susceptible to icirig only when
visible moisture ,Ais present.

3- equally suscepttble to icing as a'
fuel injection unit.

4- more susceptible to icing than a
fuel injection unit.

S.

586 Compare carburetor equipped engines with
fuel injection equipped engines. . Select
the true statement concerning these
systems.

P01 , 1- The carburetor systJm.provides
easier cold weather starts epd a
more precise control of mixtbre.

2- The.fUel injection systervis gen-
erallY considered to be less sus-
ceptible to icing.

The carburetor equipped engine pro-
vides better fuel distribution and
faster throttle response.

4- With a fuel injettion system, it is
usually less difficult to start 0-
hot engine and there is less cheice

of a vapor

,

587. Concerning torque effect on a single-
engine propeller-driven airplane, in which
of the following airspeed and power condi:.
tions Wuld torque effect be the greatest?

023 1- High airs peed; low power.
2- Low airspeed; high power.
3- High airspeed; high power.
4- Low airspeed; low poiven

588. Which statement is true relative to trim-
ming a single-engine propeller-driven
airplane to compensate for the effects of
torque?

023 1- If power i2s reduced (airspeed
constant), right rudder trim must be
added.

2- If power is increased (airspeed
constant), left rudder trim must be
added.

3- If eirspeed is decreasedlpower
constant), right rudder trim must
be added.

4- If airspeed is increased (power
constant), right:rudder trim must be:

added.

. lb?

.1



Exhaust .open Valves toned

,Inteke open'

(

X

Valves closed

N Z

FOUR-STROKE CYCL?

589. Refer to the diagram above. Which illus-
tration depicts the power stroke?

P02 1- W.

2r X.
3- Y.

4- Z.

. .

590. Refer to the diagram above.1 Whtch illus---
,tration depicts the exhaust stroke?

P02 1- X.

2- Y.

3- W.

4- Z.

591. Rqfer to the diagram above. Illustration
51i depicts the /

P02 1- compression stroke.
2- ignition stroke.
3- power stroke,
4- fuel injection stroke.

592. Refer to the illustration above.
. the proper sequence of the four st
jelthe piston of a gasoline engine?

PO2 1- y, z, x, W.
2- W. Y, X, Z.
3- Z, X, 1", W.

X, W, Z, Y.

It

,

593. Refer to ta d4gram to the'left. Which
illustration depicts the compression
stroke?

002 1- X.
2- Y.

3- W.

4- Z.

54. During the runup at a high elevation air-
port you note a slight engine rodghness
that is not affected by ttle magneto check,
but grows worse du1-ing the carburetor heat

. check. Under these circumstances, which
-of the following would be the most logical
initial action?

ir
: PO4 1- Check the results obtained with a

leaner setting of the mixture con-
trol. V

1

2- Taxi back t4 ttle flight line for a
mhintenance check.

37 Reduce manifold pressure to control
detopation.

4- Check td seg that the Mixture control
is in the full rich position.

595. The basic purpose of adjusting the fuel/
air mixture control at altitude is to

PO4 1- decrease the amount of fuel in the
mixture in order to compensate for
increased air density.

27-decrekse the fuel flow in order to
compensate for decreased air densifq.

4 3- increase the amount of fuel in the V
mixture to compensate for the de-
crease in pressure and density of
the air. -

4- increase the_fuel/air iatto foi fly-
ing at.altitude.

596. Assume.that-on your runup at an airpct
where the elevation is 6,000 feet MSL, you
note a slight engine roughness that is'not
significantly affected by the magneto
check but grows worse during the carbu-
retor heat check.. Under these circum-
stances, which of the following would be
your most logical initial action?

P.04 1- Check to see that the mixture con-s'
trol is in the full rith position.

2- Reduce manifold pressure to control
detonation.

108

3- Taxi back tothe flight line for a'
maintenance check.

4- Check the results obtained with 4.
leaner setting of he mixture con-
'trot



597. With regard to.the use of aviaAn gaso-

line, which statement is true?

P05 1- Use of a higher-than-spec led grade
of fuetysually results i

-
thpn-normal cylinder head empera-

tures.

U$e.of the next higher-than-specified
grade of fuel is permissible if the
'specified grade of fuel is not avail-

able.

3- Use bf the next lower-than-specified
grade of fuel is permissible and it!
is qually'noi harmful to the engine.

4- Use of a lower-thanspecified grade
of fuel-may result in a reduced
powetAcutput but As usually less .

h4mful than higher rated fuel,

598. Aircraft engine crankshafts are Ciery sus-

ceptible to overstress. 'A detuning of
engine crankshaft counterweights is*a
source of over;tress that mey,be caused.by

.PO4 1- carburetor ice forming on the 1

throttle valve.

2- rapid opening and closing of the
'throttle.

3- operating Wilth an excessively rich
fuel/air mixture.

4-, extend& glides with reduced power.

599. Assume that while cruising st 9,500 feet
MS. the'fuel/air mixture is properly ad-

ju ted. If a desckt to 4,500 feet MSL
is ade without readjusting the mixture ,
control

--/ PO4 .1- the fuel/air mikture may become
excessively leAnil 4Y

,-2- there will be more fuel in the cyl-
.

inders than is needed for normal ,

( combustion, and the "excess fuel"
will absorb helt and cool the
engine.

,

3- the excessively rich mixture will
xreate higher dylinder head temper-
atures and may cause detonation.

the fuel/air mixture may become ex-

cessively,rich. .

li
foo, Concerning the use of the proper grade of

4P aviation gasoline, select the true state-
ment from the fdllowing:

P05 1- Use of a higher-than-specified grade 11

usually results in lower-than-normal
cylinder head temperatures...

2- Use of the next higher-than-specified
grade is permissible if thePspeci-
fled grade is not available.

3- Use of the next lower-than-specified
grade is permissible and it is usu-
ally not harmful to the engine.

4- Use of a lower-than-spe fied grade

rY
may result-In a reduced power Output
but is usually less ha fpl than

higher grade fuel.

Or

601. Select the true statement regarding the
USe 'Of the proper.grade of gavline spei-
fied for a partitular engine.

P05 1- The use of a grade higher than
specified improves Amgine operation

, berause of the higher octane or per-
fdrmance number.

2- Most aircraft engines would be diffi
cult or-perhaps impossible to start
when a grade lower than specified is
used.

N .

3- Using the next lower-than-specified
grade fuel is usually more harmful
to an tircraft engine than using the

Amext hibher-than-specified grade

. fuel.

4- It is recommended that the next
hioher grade of aUtomotive gasoline
be used when aviation fuel is not
available. . r.

109

602. If the grade of fuel used in an aircraft
engine is lower than specified for the
engine, it will most lihely cause

t

P05 1- a mixture of fuel and air that is
not uniform in all cyilinders.

2- lower cylinder head Aemperatures.

3- an Increase in power which could
overstress internal engine compo-
nents.

4- detonation.



603. An abnoripally high engine oil temperature
indication may be caused by

P10 . 1- the oil level being, too low.

01

2- a defective bearing.

3- operating with an excessively rich
mixture.

4- the oikevel being too high.

604. The primary reason for filling the fuel
anks to capacity after the last flight
f the day is to reduce the airspace in

the tanks so that

P09 1- moisture would not condense and
create water in the fuel system.

2- evaporation of leaded fuel would

contaminatethe remaining fuel.

3- air or vapor could not enter the
fuel lines and cause vapor lock.

4- vaporization of tht fuel, or fuel
fumes, could not create a fire
hazard.

605. Filling the'fucl tanks after the last
flight of the day is considered a good
operating procedure beeause this will

P09 1- force any existing water tp the top
of the tank away from the tuel lines
to the engine.

2- prevent expansion of the.fuel by
eliminating airspace in the, tanks.

3- prevent moisture condensation by
eliminating airspace in the tanks.

4- eliminate vaporizat on of the fuel.

606. DetonatioroeCurs in a reciprocating air,
craft engine when

P08. 1- the spark plugs are "fouled" or,
/ "shorted out" or the wiring is

defective. .

2- hot spots in the combustion chamber
ignite the fuel/air mixture in ad-
mance otonormel ignitionO

_

3- therels too rich a fuel/air mixture,

4- the unburned charge in the cylinders
explodes instead of burning normally.

71,

607. If ydu suspect that the engine (with a
fixed-pitch propeller) is detonating,dur-
ing climb-out a ter takeoff, normally the
correctiVe ac on to take would 4e to

P081 1- increase the rate of climb.
2- retard the throttle.
3- lean the mixture.
4- apply carburetor heat.

608. Concerning detonation i an aircraft
engine, select the true tatement from the
following:

P08 1- Detonation may be caused by tpening
the throtfle abruptly when the
engine is running at slbw speeds.

2- Detonation is most likely to occur
immediately after starting a cold

"' -engine:

3- Detonation is-bstralty teased 'by tuo--
rich a mixture.

4- Detonation can easily be detected by
a "pinging" sound.

609. The practice of running a fuel tank dry
before switching tanksejs considered un-
'wise because

P06 1- the engine-driven fuel pump or elec-
tric fuel boost pump may draw air
into the fuel system and cause
vapor lock.

2- the eng)ne-dpven fuel pump is lu-
bricated by el' and operating on
a dry tank may cause-pump failure.

3- any foreign matter in the.tank will
be pumped into the fuel sYstem.

4, theluel pump is located above the
bottom portion of the fuel tank.

610.

.1)06
-

Whickstatement is true regarding aircraft'
engines that.are equipped with.a fuel in-
jection systeM instead ofo carbUretor?

1- Slbw throttle response is one of the
. disadvantages of fuel injection.

2- Fuel tnjection providts better fuel...
flow and fuel distribution to the
engine.

3- A disadvantage of fuel tnjection is
the difficulty experienced in co d
weather starting.

4- Vapor locks during ground operat
on hot days Are less apt to Occur
with fuel injection.

1 6
le.."71



611. Suppose that electrical system failure
(battery am) atternatoh) occurs during
flight. In this situation, you would

.i310 !t 1_

A

probably experience failure of the
engine ignition system, fuel lauges,
aircraft lighting system, and
avionics equitment.

2-'probably weriencedlOGIne failure
due to the loss of the engine-driven
fuel pump and'also experience fail-
ure of the radii) equipment, lights,
and all Instruments that require AC
current.

experience ayionics equipment fa l-

ure.

4- experience high cylinder head tem-
perature and low oil pressure indi-
cations..

613. Select the true statement concerning car-
buretor icing.

la,Carburetor)iqiing would most likely

form wntn the air temperature-is
betwee0200 F. (-7° C) and 70° F.
(19° C.) with visible moisture or/
high humidity.

2- The carburetor heater is.a deicpg
device that heats'the Air after it
enters the ciVbutetor.

3- Theltirst indication ofcarburetor
icing.in an airplane equipped with
a fixed-pitch propeller is an in-

crease in RPM, followed by a de-

'crease in RPM.

Pll

6)112. Suppose the engine oil t at e is

normal, but the oil pressure uropped 614.

below the rang as indi-

cated below.

50

OIL enetsunt

LEGEND

2 rgIMAY...

IIIGREEN

Plc

If the engine is running 'smoothly, the
best procedure to fe114.00 would be to'

P10 1- check thicircuit breakers to de-
termine if you have lost electri-
cal power-v-and,,enrich the mixture'
tO lessen the chances Of detonation.

2contipue to the tearest airport'and
land/

. ,
3- make a precautionary landing on th

nearest stretch of.straight highwa .

4- declare an emergency on the fre-,
..quency 121.5 MHz.

.h?

^ 11

Pll

7.
6.15,

Pll

4-40Carburetor jcing will always form in

a eNrburetor whenever the tempera-

ture is below freezing 32° F.

(0° C.).

If an airplane is equipped with a fixed-

pitch propeller and A float-type carbu-

retor the first indication orcarburetor
ice wouldimot liltely be

1- a drop in oil temperature.and cylin-,

der head temperature. 1.

2- engine roughness.

3- drop in manifold pressure.

4- loss of.RPM.

The,preseke df carburetor iceIn anair-
plane equipped with a fixed-pit h propel-
ler can be verified by applying carburetor
heat and noting

1- an increase in RPM and then a graa-

ualddecrease in RPM.

'2- a decrease in RPM and then a con-
stant RPM indication.

an immediate increase in RPM with no

'further change in RPM.

4- a decteve in RPM and.then a gradual

increase'in RPM.



V

616. Refer to the illustration above. Carbu-
retbr icing would most likely occur in
which of the following'areas?

P11 1- Mixture caqtrol.
2- Acceleratin pump.
3- Main air bl .

4- Venturi'.

--

617. Refer With,' illustration above. Carbu-
retor icing would most likely occur in

. areas

.P11 -1- A and B.
2- C and F.
3- B and D.
4- D and E.

,

,/ 618. Refer to the illustration above. During
/ low or closed throttle settings, carbu-

retor ice would be most likely to form
in the vicinity of areh

Pll B.

2- C.
3- A.

4- D.

619. Refer to'the illustration above and select
-1 the true statement concerning carburetor

icing..

P11 1-,Ice seldom adheres to the throttle
valve (D). J 1

2:- Icing would mbit likely occur simul,
taneoUsly at the nee4le valve-and in
the float,chiplor (A).

3- The throttiwValve (D) area As
especially susceptible pa the

.., 'formation ot carburetor lei.

4- hnpact ice is most likely to form
at the main metering jet (C)..

620. During lor or closed throttle Settings, an
:engine is particularly suiceptibte to car-
buretor icing. . Refer to the illustration
above. Formation of carburetor ice would"
be most likely to accumullite in the

Pll 1- main metering jet.
2-,economizer.
3- float chamOer.
/4- area of OW throttle valv..



621. If the engine oil temperature and cylinder 625.

head temperature gauges have exceeded their
normal operating range, you may have been

P15 1- operating with the mixture set too

rich

2- operating with higher-than-normal
oil pressure.

3- using fuel that has a higher-than-
specified fuel ra

4- operating with too much power and *

with the mixture set too lean%

622. Wake tuhulence behind a jet airliner is
generated just after takeoff, because

P12 1- the airliner's gear and flaps are
extended.

2- the acceleretA
amplifies the t rbulence.

3- the jet engines are at maximum
thrust at slow airspeeds.

4- lift is being produced by the wings
of a heavy aircraft.

623. When you are taktng off or landing at a
busy airport whre large heavy aircraft
are operating;Iyou should belparticularly-
alert to the hazards of wingtip vortices
beciuse this turbulence tends to

P12 1- rise from a crosSing runway into
your takeoff or landArg path.

, 2- rise into the traffic pattern
area surrounding the airport.

3- iink into the flightpath of air-
-craftoperating below the aircraft
generating the turbulence. '

4- accumulate at the beginning of the
takeoff. roll.

sN,

624. Consider the hazards of wake turbulence.
The wingtip vortices trailing behind
large airp nes in flight

P12 1- wil present no halard when the
vortices are encountered in level
cruising flight.

2- are least severe when the large
airplane is at low speed during
climb after takeoff and approach
for landing.

3- will increase in intensity and
violence as the speed of the large

airplane increases.

4- are most pronounced when the large
airplane is at tow speed during
climbs or approaches for landings.

113

When avoiding hazardous wingtip vorticw.
which trail behind large heavy airplanv.
you should remember that vorticss

P12 1- move to the right and left of thv
airplane's flightpath due to the
rotation of the propeller(s) or
jet wash.

2- will dissipate within 2 minutes after
passage of the large airplane.

3- are encountered above the airplane's
fli,ohtpath.

4- sfnk below the airplane's flightpath.

626. Wingtip'vortices, the dangerous turbulence
that might be encountered behind a large
aircraft, are created only when that air-

craft is

4).1

2.. heavily loaded.
3- developing lift.
4- using high power settings.

627. Wingtip vorticefcreated by large aircraft
tend to 0

P12. 1- sink below the aircraft generating
the turbulence.

2- rise into the tPaffic pattern.

3- rise into the takeoff or landiz
path of a crossing runway:

4- accumulate at the beginning of the
takeoff roll.

628. Suppose you are crossing the flIghtpath of

a large jet airplane that is ahead'of you

at the same altitude. To avoid.wake tur-
bulence you should

P12 1- descend and adjust speed to maneu-
vering speed.

2- fly above the jet's flightpath.

3- descend below the jet's flightpath.

4- descend and fly Parallel to the jet's
flightpath.

629. As you approach a busy airpOrt, you notice
a large jet climbing to altitude after

takeoff. Wingtip vortices, the dangerous
turbulence that might be encountered be-
hind this large aircraft, are created only
when that aircraft is

P12 1- operating at high airspeeds.
2- heavily loaded.
A3- developing lift.
4- using high power settings.

1 9



630. Concerning the advantages of a generator
or an alternator in an,airplane's electri-
cal system, select the true statement.

P16 1- A generator charges the battery dur-
ing low engine RPM and therefore'the
battery has less chance to become
fully discharged, as often occurs
with an alternator. 4

2- An alternator= provides more electri-
cal power output at lower engine
RPM than a generator.

3- A generator always provides more
electrical current than an alter-
nator.

4- An alternator provides electrical
current and eliminates the need
fbr an aircraft to be equipped
with a battery.

631. What Js the result bf permitting an air-
plane engine to idle for a long period of
time while on the ground?

111 P16 1- A hydraulic lock may develop in one
or more cylinders.

2- It msy cause excessively high oil
pressure.

3- The lean mixture may cause the
engine to miss or quiV

4- TOe spark plugs may b46me fouled.

632. If an airplane engine continues to run
after the ignition switch is turned to
the "OFF" position, the probable cause
may be

4
P16 1- the mixture iS too lean and this

causes the engine to diesel.

2- the voltage regulator points are
sticking closed.

3- a broken magneto ground wire.

4- fouled spark plugs.

633. Suppose the cylinder head temperature and
engine oil temperature gauges have ex-
ceeded their normal operating ronge during
flight. One possible cause of this may be

P15 1- operating with higher-than-normal
oil pressure.

2- clOkring too steeply, particularly
in fibt weather. .

3- using fuel that hps a higher-than-
specified fuel rafting.

4- operating with an excessivelygrich
'mixture.

634. Which of the following would Most lfkely
cause the cylinder head temperatmre.and
engine oil temperature gauges. to exceed
their normal operating range?

specified fuel rating.

2- Using fuel that has a higher-than-
specified fuel rating.

3- Operating with higher-than-normal
oil pressure.

4- Operating with the-mixture contrtl
_ set too rich.'

635. During flight, suppose the engine oil
temperature and cylinder head temperature
gauges have exceeded their nprmal opera-
ting range. Select from the/list below
those conditions which might cause this
problem,

A. Operating with too much power.
B. Using fuel that has a higher-than-

specified fuel rating.
C. Operating with higher-than-normal

oil pressure.
D. Climbing too steeply in hot weather.
E. Using fuel that has a lower-t4an-

specified fuel rating.
F. Mixture control set too rich.

The possible causes of this problem are:

P15 1- A, D, E.
2- B. C, D, F.
3- A, B, C, D.
4- C, E, F.

114
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636. Which one of these statements is _true re-
garding the use of supplemental oxygen at
high altitudes?

P22 1- Passenqem are required to use
supplemental .oxygen arly time the

cabin pressure altitude is above
T21500 feet MSL.

2- Any timA the aircraft is operated at
cabin pressure altitudes of 12,500

\ feet MSL and above, alljersons
' aboard'are required to use supple-

mental oxygen.

3- The aircraft may be operated at
cabin pressure altitudes above
12,500 feet MSL up to and including
14,000 feet MSL without any person

(aboard using supplemental oyxgen,
provided the flight at those alti-
tudes is no longer.than 30 minutes'

638. Applying carburetor heat will

P18 1- result in more air going through
the carburetor.

2- not affect the mixture.

3- enrich the fuel/air mixture.

4- lean the fuel/air mixture.

. .

639. What change occurs in the fuel/air mixture
when carburetor heat is applied?

P18 1- A decrease in RPM results from the
lean mixture.

2- No change occurs in the fuel/air
mixtyre.

3- The fuel/air mixture becomes leaner.

4- The fuel/air miX-Ore-becomes richer.

4- Each occupant must use supplemental
oxygen any Time the aircraft is

operated at cabin pressure altitudes
of 10,000 feet MSL and above.

#

637. The red line on 'an airspeed indicator means
a maximum ai speed that

.J

P19 1- may xceeded only if gear and

f s are retracted.

ay be exceeded if abrupt maneuvers
are not attempted.

3- may be exceeded only in smooth air.

4- should not be exceeded.

640. Which 'statement is true regarding fouling

.
of the spark plugs of an aircraft engine?

P16 1- Excessive,heat in the combustion
chamber,of a cylinder causes oil
to form on the center electrode
of a spark plug and this fouls I,

the plug.

2- Spark plug fouling results from
operating w.ith an excessively

rich mixture.

3- Permitting tNe engine to"idle for
a long period of time on the'-
ground is the best way to clear
fouled spark plugs.

4- Carbon fouling of the spark plugs
is caused primarily by operating
an engine at excessively high cyl-

Y,
inder head temperatures.
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TAKE-OFF DATA
..
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641. Existing situation:

Gross weigh
'Outside tem
;Pressure al
Wind.theadwi

1,7.00 lbs.

erature . 66°. F.

itude . . 5,000 feet
. . 20 knots

The TOTAL TAKEO F DISTANCE required to,
clear a 50-foot obstacle,is

001 1- 575 feet.
2- 633 feet.
3- 518 feet.
4- 930 feet.

642. Given data:

Gross weight
Pressure alti
Outside tempe
Wind (Headwin

NOTE: Use chart
, above.

2,000 lbs.
ude, . . 2,500 feet
ature . 100° F.
) . . . 10 knots

Applying the giv n data to "the chart above,
the total takeof distance- required to
clear a 50-foot bstacle is

Q01 1- 1,005 feet
2- 804 feet.
3- 1,206 feet
4- 1,842 feet

643. Given situation!

. Grol4Hweight 2,300 lbs.
Pressure altit de . . Sea level
Outside temper ture . 84° F.
Wind . Calm

Using this data an the chart above, how
much TOTAL TAKEOFF DISTANCE is required
to clear a 50-foot Ostacle?

.Q01 1- 1,373 feet.
2- 952 feet.
3- 1,525 feet.
4- 1,678 feet.

1

644. Refer to the chart above:

Pressure altitude . . 5,000 feet
Gross weight 1,700 lbs.
Outside kemperature . 91" F.
Wind (Headwind) . . . 10 knots

The TOTAL TAKEOFF DISTANCE required to
'clear a 50-foot obstacle is

Q01 /,,l- 1,000 feet.
, 2- 1,250 feet.

3- 984 feet.
4- 1,500 feet.

645. GIVEN:

Gross weight 2,000 lbs.
Pressure altitude . . 2,500 feet

1° Wind (Headwind) . . . 20 knots

1,04*s1de temperature . 75° F.
t

How much TOTAL TAKEOFF DISTANCE is re-
quixed to clear a 50-foot obstacle?

Q01 1- 792 feet.
2- 1,060 feet.
3- 720 feet.
4- 1,166 feet.

NOTE: 'Use chart
above.

646. Assume these conditions exist:

Gross weight 2,300 lbs.
. Outside temperature . 109° F.

Pressure altitude . . Sea level
Wind (Headwind) . . . 10 knots

According to the chart above, the TOTAL
TAKEOFF DISTANCE required to clear a
50-foot obstacle is

Q01

.

1- 1,170 feet.
2- 1,404 feet.
3- 106 feet.
4- 2,042 feet.
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647. GIVEN:

,.Pressure altitude . . . 5,000 feet

Outside temperature . . 410y.
Gross weight -2,000 lbs.

Headwind 15 knots ,

Based on the conditionioiven and using
the chart on,the previous page, What
would be the total distance required to
take off and clear a 50-foot obstacle?

Q01 1- 815 feet.
2- 910 feet.
3- 1,080 feet.
4- 1,250 feet.

648. GIVEN:

Pressure altitude . . . 2,500 feet

Outside temperature . . 75° F.

Gross weight 1,700 lbs.

Headwind 10 knots

Based on these conditions and using the
chart on tlie previous page, what would
be the total distance required to take
off and clear a 50-foot obstacle?

Q01 1- 470 feet.

2- 538 feet.
3- 748 feet.
4-480 feet.

649. GIVEN:

Pressure altityde . . . 2,500 feet

Outside temperature . . 75° F.

Gross weight 2,300 14s.

Headwind 15 knots

Based on these conditions and using the
chart on the previous page, what would
be the total distance required to take
off and clear a 50-foot obstacle?

001 1- 1,292 feet.
2- 1,422 feet. .

'A 3- 1,485 feet.
4- 665 feet.

.47A

650. GIVEN:

4- Pressure altitude . . . Sea level

Outside temperature . . 84° F.

Gross weight- 1,700 lbs.

Headwind 20 knotS

Based on these conditions and the chart

on the previous page, what would be the

total distance required to take off and

clear a 50-foot obstacle?

Q01 1- 385 feet.
2- 424 feet.
3- 329 fe14.
4- 531 feet.
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651. Rtfer to the chart above. The density
altitude is 4,000 feet at the airport of
departure. The takeoff distance required
to clear a 50-foot obstacle would be

Q01 1- 2,500 feet.
2- 2,250 feet.
3- 2,800 feet.
4- 2,950 feet.

652. Suppose the density altitude is 2,750 feet.
According to the chart above, what takeoff
distance would be required to clear a
50-foot obstacle? 4

Q01 1- 1,525 feet.
2- 2,075 feet.
3- 1,600 feet.
4- 2,500 feet.

653. According to the chart above, the ground
run distance required to take off at an

airport that has a density altitude of .

2,750'feet would be

Q01 1- 1,000 feet.
2- 875 feet.
3- 750 feet.
4- 500 feet.
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654. Refer to the above chart and apply the
fqllowing data:

Pressure altitude . . 58000 feet
Temperature 71' F.
Gross weight 2,300 lbs
Indicated airspeed . 81 MPH

Assume you have climbed at a constant rate
for 4 minutes. What would be the approxi-
mate gain in altitude?

Q02 1- 1,680 feet.
2- 1,500 feet.
3- 2,200 feet.
4- 2,340 feet.

655. Assume the following.conditions exist:

Pressure altitude . . Sea level
Jemperature . . . . 89° F.
Gross. weight, 2,000 lbs.
Indicated airtpeed . 79 MPH

Apply these cogditions to the abdve chart
to obtain th-e1Itimeter indication after
a 5-minute climb following takeoff. The
altimeter would indicate approximately

Q02 1- 4,100 feet.
4,000 feet.

3- 3,900 feet.
4- 4,260 feet.

656. Apply the following conditions to th6.
above chart:

Pressure altitude . . 5,000 feet
Temperature 61° F.
Gross weight 2,000 lbs.
Indicated airspeed . 79 MPH

Assume you have climbed at a constant rate
for 3 minutes. What'would be the approxi-
.mate gain in altitude?

Q02 1- 1,810 feet.
2- 1,790 feet,
3- 1,710 feet. ,

4- 1,830 feet.

657.ilefer to the above chart and apply the
Tollowing data:

Pressure altitude . . Sea level
Temperature 79° F.
Gross weight 1,700 lbs.
Indicated airspeed . 77 MPH

If.after takeoff a climb was made for a
period of 2 minutes, 30 seconds, what would
be the approximate indicated altitude?

Q02 1- 2,613 feet.
2- 2,672 feet.
3- 2,170 feet.
4- 2,753 feet.

658. Use the following data and the above chart
to obtain the approximate gain in altitude
after a 4-minute climb:

Pressure altitude . . Sea leyel
Temperature 69° F.
Gross weight 2,300 lbs
Indicated airspeed . . 82 MPH

The gain in altitude would be
AP

Q02 1- 2,570 feet.
2- 2,600 feet.
3- 2,500 feet.
4- 2,560. feet.

659. GIVEN:

Pressure altitude
Temperature
Gross weight
Indicated airspeed

. . . 5,000 feet
51° F.
2,000 lbs.

. . . 79 MPH

Based on condltions given and the above
chart, how much altitude would you expect
to gain after takeoff and climb for
3 minutes?

Q02 1- 1,770 feet.
2- 1,850 feet.
3- 1,810 feet.
4- 1,830 feet.



660. GIVEN:

CRUISE PERFORMANCE

ALT. RPM %IiIIP
TAS
MPH

Endurance
I on 38.8
;al (11R)

Range
on 38.8
Gal (MI)

Endwance
on 58.8

Cid (IlR)

Rang--
on 58.8
(a1 (MI)

2550 75 136 2.9 400 4.8 650

2500 2425 65 126 3.5 445 5.8 740

2325 55 118 4.2 44)5 7.1 835

2575 75 137 2.9 405 4.8 653

3500 2450 65 127 3.5 450 5.8 745

2350 55 119 4.2 495 7.1 840
. _________ .................._. ...... .

2600 75 139 2.9 410 4.8 .66.5

4500 2475 65 128 3.5 450 5.8 750

2375 55 119 4.2 -495 7.1 845

2625 75 140 2.9 410 4.8 670

5500 2500 65 129 3.5 455 5.8 755

2400 55 120 4.2 495 7.1 845
,

2650 75 142 2.9 415 4.8 675

6500 2550 65 130 3.5 455 5.8 760

2450 . 55 -120 4.2 '500 7.1 850

2675 75 143 2.9 420 4.8 685

7500 2575 65 131 3.5 460 ' 5.8 765

2450 55 121 4.1 500 7.1 855

2650 70 138 3.2 440 5.3 730

8500 2600 65 132 3.5 460 5.8 770

2475 35 122 41 500 7.0 - 855

. 2625 65 134 3.5 465 5.8 775

9500 2550 60 128 3.8 480 6.3 815

2500 55 122 4.1 500 7.0 860
,

2650 65 135

.
3.5 465 5.8 780

10500 2575 60 129 3.8 485 6.3 820

2525 55 123 4.1 505 7.0 860

Altitude 5,500 feet

RPM 2625

BHP 75%

Based on the chart above, what Would be
the approximate range with 38.8 gallons
of usable fuel?

Q03 1- 410 miles.
2- 455 miles.

3- 543 miles.
4- 670 miles.

661. With the conditions shown on the chart
above, you determine the endurance for
58.8 gallons of usable fuel at an alti-
tude of 2,500 feet using 65% power would

be

Q03 1- 4.8 hours.
2- 5.8 hours.
3- 5.0 hours.
4- 3.6 hours.

662. Refer to the chart above. -What would be

the approximate range at an altitude of
4,500 feet using 55% BHP with 38.8 gallons

of usable fuel?

Q03 1- 495 miles.
2- 630 miles.
3- 450 miles.
4- 845 miles.

663. You plan to.cruise at
65% BHP and.2600 RPM.
above. What would be
gallons of usable fuel

Q03 1- 460 miles.
2- 685 miles.
3- 770 miles,
4- 855 miles.

119
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CRUISE & RANGE
PERFORMANCE

Or oss Wight. 2 300 lbs.
Siondord Con dilions
Zro Wind Iston Warn.

........-......
NMI Ilibimum .111111 ili normally limitod to 7 5% pow1

, -, -

39 OM (HO RESERVE) 19 ()Al (HO RESERVE)

VAS GAl / MDR RANGE ' MDR. RANGE
Ali RPM % SHP MPH HOUR HOURS MILES HOURS MILES

... I

2500 2700 98 134 9.7 3.9 525

I

4.9 660

2500 72 123 7.8 4.9 600 6.2 760
N, .2400 65 ,i fill 7.2 5.3 620 6.7 780

2300 58 1. 111 6-7 5.7 630 7.2
MO 21... . 103 . 64 6.1 625 7.7 .

.295
e 790

-

5000 2700 82 134 9.0 1.2 565 5.3 710
2600 75 128 8.1 4.7 600 5.9 760
2500 60 132 7.4 5.1 625 6.4 790
2400 61 116 6.9 5.5 635 6.9 805
2300 55 108 6.5 5.9 635 7.4 808
3200 49 100 6.0 6.3 630 7.9 795

7500 3700 78 133 8.4 4.5 600 5.7 755
2600 , 71 127 7.7 4.9 625 6.3 790
2500 64 121 7.1 5. 3 645 6.7 810
2400 58 113 6.7 5.7 645 7.2 us
2300 52 105 6.2 6.1 640 7,7 elo

. .

10, 000 3650 70 129 7.6 5.0 640 6.3 810
2600 67 . 125 7.3 5.2 650. 6.5 820
nen 61 116 6.9 5.5 655 7.0 830
2400 55 110 6.4 5.9 650 7.5 825
2300 49 100 6.0 6.3 635 8.0 800

, _

664. Refer to the above chart. If the cruise
altitude is 7,500 feet. using 58% power
at 2400 RPM, what would be the range
with 48 gallons of usable fuel? P

Q03 1- 635 miles.
2- 810 miles.
3- 645 miles.
4- 820 miles.

.

667. With the conditions shown on the above
chart, what would be the flight hours'
endurance at an altitude of 2,500 feet,
using 58% power?

Q03 1- 5.7 hours.
2- 6.0 hours.
3- 5.3 hours,
4- 7.2 hours.

665. With the conditions shown on the chart 668.

above, what would be the appróximate true
airspeed and fuel consumption Orr hour at
an altitude of 7,500 feet, usin§ 52% power?

Q03 1- 105 MPH TAS, 6.2 gals./hour.
?- 100 MPH TAS, 7.4 gals./hour.
3- 118 MPH TAS, 6.9 gals./hour. Q04

4-,113 MPH TAS, 6.7 gals./hour.

666. Refer to the above chart. You plant()
Cruise at 5,000 feet, using 75% BHP and
2600 RPM. How long could the airplane
be flown with 48 gallons of usable fuel .

aboard?

Q03 1- 5.3 hours.
2- 6.4 hours.
3- 5.9 hours.
4- 4.7 hours.

NOTE: With 38 gals.
fuel - no reserve.

The maximum crosswind component of your
airplane is 18 knots. The tower is re-
porting the surface wind from 3100 at 35
knots and you plan to land oh Runway 35.
Using this data and the chart on the
opposite page, select the true statement.

1- A right quartering headwind will be
encountered on the landing.

2- The crosswind component will be 17
knots.

3- The crosswind component will exceed
the headwind component.

4- The maximum crosswind component will
be exceeded.

120
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669. GIVEN:

Max. crosswind component
'for your airplane . . 15 knots,

Landing runway 17

Wind frOM 2100 at . . . 20 knots

Which of the following statements is true?
(Use chart above.)

,Q04 I .i- The maximum crosswind component is
not exceeded.

2- A left quartering headwind exists.

3- The maximum crosswind component is

exceeded.

4- The crosswind coiponent exceeds the

headwind component.

67Q. GIVEN:

:Landing runway . . 29

Wind 240° 9 25 knots

WhAt is the crosswind.component? (Use,

chart above.)

Q04 1- 21 'knots.

2- 25 knots.
3- 19 knots.
4- 30 knots.

4

'

671. The wind is reported:to be from 85° at
30 knots and you plan to land on Runway 11.
What will be the crOiswind component?
(Use chart above.):

Q04 1- 16
2- 25
3- 13
4- 10

672. GIVEN:

knots.
knots.
knots.

knots.

Landing ruimay . . 26

Wind 290° @ 20 knots

'The crosswind'component is

Q04 1- 10 knots.
2- 12 knots.
3- 7 knots.
4- 17 knots.

NOTE: Use chart
above.

673. The wind is reported to be from 360° at
15 knots and you plan to land on Runway 4.
What will be the crosswind component?
(Use chart-above.)

Q04 1- 15 knots'.
2- 18 knots..

3- 10 knots.
4- 25 knots.

121 127
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/674. A ume these conditions exist:

oss weight 2,750 lbs.
Outside air temperature 52° F.

Pressure altitude . 2,000 feet
Wind (down runway) . . . .8 knots

Based-o; these conditions and the chart
above, the totaltlanding distance over a
50-foot obstacle Would be

Q06 1- 1,560 feet.
2- 1,622 feet.
3- 1,397 feet.
4- 1,856 feet.

,675. Given Data:

Gross weight
Outside air temperature
Preisure altitude . . .

Wind (down runWay) . . .

2,750 lbs.
74° F.
6,000 feet
15 knots

Using the given data and the chart above,
the approximate,ground roll would be

Q06 1% 981 feet.
2- 1,761 feet.
3- 803 feet.
4- 1,784Jeet.

676. Rpfer to the chart above and
allowing data:

Gross weight
Outside air temperature
Pressure altitude
Wind

apply the

2,750 lbs.
36° F.
4,000 feet
Calm

The total landing distance over a 50-foot
obstacle would be

TI06 1- 1,642 feet.
2- 1,815 feet.
3- 1,797 feet.
4- ),787 feet.

677. Apply the following conditions to the
chart above:

Gross weight
Outside air temperature
Pressure altitude . . .

Wind (down runway) . .

The total landing distance
obstacle would be

,Q06 1- 1,449 feet.
2- 1,413 feet.
3- 1,403 feet.
4- 1,357 fest.

A
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678. If you plan to land at an airport where
the elevation is 7.500 feet, the indi-
cated approach airspeed should be

Q13 1- higher than that used for a sea
level airport, and some power should
be used until touchdown.

2- the same as that used at a sea level

airport.

3- lower than that used at a sea level

airport.

A-. higher than that used at a sea level

airport.

679. Which of the following combinations of

. atmospheric conditions will have the S

most adverse effect on airplane takeoff

and climb performance?

Q13 , 1- Low temperature and high relative

humidity.

2- High temperature and high relative

humidity.

3- High temperature and low relative

humidity.

4- Low temperature and low relative
humidity.

680. Which factor would tend to increase the
DENSITY ALTITUDE at a given a rport?.

Q13 1- Increasing barometric pressure.
2- Increasing ambient temperature.
,3- Decreasing relative humidity.
4- Decreasing ambient templge.

681. Which combination of atmospheric conditions

will reduce airpfane takeoff and climb
performance?

682, Which of these factors would tend to

decrease the DENSITY ALTITUDE at a given

il-FrioTer

Q13 1- Increasing ambient temperature.
2- Decreasing barometric pressure.
3- Increasing relative humidity.
4- Decreasing relative humidity.

683. DENSITY ALTITUD6,would increase at a given

airport under which of the following con-

iitions?

Q13 1- Decreasing barometrfc prefsure.

2- Decreasing relative humidity.
A"... 3- Decreasing ambient temlierature.

4- Increasing barometric pressure.

A

684. Orthe factors listed, which would tend to

decrease the DENSITY ALTITUDE at a given

airport?

Q13 1- Decreasing barometric pressure.
2- Increasing relative humidity.
3,4,Increas1ng ambient temperature.
4- Increasing barometric pressure.

685. Which of the following combinations of
atmospheric conditions will reduce air-

plane takeoff performance?

Q13 1- High aliitude, high humidity, and
low temperature,

2- Low altitude, low temperature, and
low humidity.

3- High altitude, Aigh temperature, and

high humidity.

4- High altitude, low temperature; and

low humidity.

686.

.Q13 1- Low temperature, low relative humiA,

ity, and low density altitude.

2- High temperature, low relative humid-

ity, and low density altitude. Q13

3- High temperature, high relative hu-

midity, and high density altitude.

4- Low temperature, high relative humid-

'ity, and high density altitude.
687,

,

Q13

Of the factors ltWted, which would tend to

decrease the DENSITY ALTITUDE at a given

1- Decreasing barometric pressure.
2- Increasing relative humidity.
3- Increasing ambient temperature.
4- Decreasing ambient-temperature,

Which of these factors woufti tend to
increase the DENSITY ALTITUDE at a given

irrii1-57e7

1- Decreasing relative humidity.
2- Increasing barometric pressure.
3.. Increasing relative humidity,
4- Decreasing ambient temperaturi.
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Altimeter 
Setting 

(In. Hg.) 

A/titude 
Correction 

For Obtaining 
Pressure Alt. 

28.0 1,824 
28.1 1,727 
28.2 1,630 
28.3 1,533 
28.4 1,436 
28.5 1,340 
28.6 1,24 
28.7 1,14 
28.8 1,05 
28.9 9 
29.0 63 
29.1 768 
29.2 673 
29.3 579 
29.4 485 
29.5 ' 392 
29.6 298 
29.7 205 
29.8 '112 
29.9 20 
29.92 0 
30.0 -73 
30.1 -165 
30.2 -257 
30.3 -348 
30.4 -440 

30.5, -531 
30.6 -622 
30.7 -412 
30.8 -803 
30.9 -893 
31.01 -983 

0451 \C$ 

C11"°74 
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688. Assuming an airport elevation of 3,165

feet, an outside air temperature of
93° F., and an altileter setting of
30.10" Mg, what is the DENSITY ALTITUDE?

Q12 1- 3,000 feet. NOTE: Use thei
2- 3,850 feet. .chart to the Ifft.
3- 6,800 feet.
4- 5,800 feet.

689. If the elevation of
feet, the altimeter
and the outside air
what is the DENSITY
airport?

Q12 1- 2.800 feet.
2- 5,400 feet.
3- 8,100 feet.
4- 9.200 feet.

an airport is 5,440
setting is 29.90" Hg,
temperature is 80° F.,
ALTITUDE at that 694. Mil/tin the ground at an airport, you can

detenmipe the pressure altitude by

Q12 1- setting the altimeter to the field
elevation and reading the value in
th0-a1timeter setting window.

2- setting the altimeter to zero and
reading the value in the altimeter

setting window.

3- setting 29.92 in the airplane's
altimeter setting window and reading

the indicated altitude.

4- setting the field elevation in the
altimeter setting window and reading
the indicated altitude.

691: UP/rN:-

Altimeter setting . . .

Airport elevation . . . .

Outside air temperature

Using the chart Oh opposite
mine the DENSITY ALTITUDE.

Q12 1- 3,000 feet.
2- 3.900 feet. ,

3- 1,200 feet.
4- 4,600 feet.

29.90" Hg
2,980 feet

. 64° F.

page, deter-

dr,

NOTE: Use the
chart to the left.

690. Assume these coneitions exist:

Outside air temperature . 90° F.
Altimeter setting . . . . 30.20" Hg

Airport elevation . . . . 4,725 feet

Referring to the chart to the left, you
determine the density altitude to be

approximately

Q12 1- 1,t00 feet.
, 2- 4,400 feet.

3- 7,400 feet.

i. 4- 7,800 feet.

691. GIVEN:

Airport elevation . . . . 3,700 feet

Altimeter setting . . . . 29.60" Hg

Outside air temperature . 75° F.

Using this information and the chart to

the leftv the density altitude is deter-

mined to be approximately .

Q12 1- 3,950 feet..
2- 5;200 feet:
3- 1,000 feet.
4-4,950 feet.

692. $uppose the elevation of an airport is

3,165 feet, the outside air temperature

is 70° F., aed,the altimeter setting is

30.10" Hp. the chart 0 the

the density titude is determined to b

_approximatel
_ )

. Q12 I- 3,300 feet.
2- 4.300 feet.
3- 3,000 feet.
4- 6,200,feet,

695. If the elevation o an rport,is 5.350

feet, the outside r

f-
perature is 90°

F., and the altimeier s tting is 30.30" Hg
what is the DENSITY AiTITUDE?

Q12 1- 4,900 feet.
2- 8,100 feet.
3- 2,250 feet. .

4- 8,600 feet.

NOTE: Use theft
on opposite page.

696. Assume these conditions exist:

Altimeter setting . . . 29.80" Hg

Airport elevation . . . . 3,390 feet

Outside air temperature . 65° F.

Determtne the density altitude by using
the chart on the opposite page.

Q12 1- 3,500 feet. 11
2- 500 feet.

( 3- 4,600 feet.
4- 6,900 feet.,

697. GIVEN:

Airport elevation . . . . 4,795 feet

Outside air temperature . 90° F. '

Altimeter setting . . . .19.70" Hg

Determine the density altitude.

Q12 1- 4,900 feei. NOTE: Use chart
2- 5,000 feet.

_ on opposite page.
3- 8,100 feet.
4- 8,600 feet.
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698. 5922.9st that an airllane has been loaded
fn sual a manner that the center of grav-
ity is located aft of the CG limit. One
undesirable flight characteristic that a
pilot might experience with this airplane
would be

Q14 1- a longeh takeoff run.

2- the inability to recover from a
stalled condition.

3- stalling at higher-than-normal
airspeed.

4- the inability to flare during
landings.

699. Reier to the color-coded markings on the
airspeed indicator above. What is the
"caution range" of the airplane?

Q15 1- 0 to 60 MPH.
2- 100 to 165 MPH.
3- 165 to 208 MPH.
4- 60 to 100 MPH.

700. Refer to the airspeed indicator above.
Which of the color-cochid markings ident1 .

fies the normal flap operating range?

Q15 1- The lower limit of the white arc to
the upper limit of the green arc.

2- The green arc.

3- The white arc.

4- Th Clow aft.

701. Refer to e airspeed indicator above.
What ts the maximum flaps-extended speed?

Q15 1- 165 MPH.
2-.100 MPH.
3- 65 MPH..
4- 60 MPH.

.10

702. Which of.tbe.color-coded markifigs on the
airspeed indicator, below lett, identifies
the power-off stalling speed with wing
flaps and landing gear in the landing
position?

Q15 1- Upper A/S limit of the green arc.
2- Upper A/S limit of the white art.
3- Lower A/S limit of the green art.
4- Lower A/S limit of the white arc.

#
703. Refer to the airspeed indicator below left.

What is the maxiffitIm structural cruising
speed?

Q15 I- 100 MPH.
2- 165 MPH.
3- 208 MPH.
4- 65 MPH. ,

704. Refer to the airspeed indicator to the
left. The maximum speed nrch the air-
plane can be operated in h air is

Q15 1- 100 MPH.
2- 165 MPH.
3- 65 MPH.
4- 208 MPH.

705. Which of the color-coded markings on the
airspeed indicator to the left identifies
the never-exceed speed?

Q15 1- Lower A/S limit of the yellow arc.
2, Upper A/S limit of the white arc.
3- Upper A/S limit of the green arc.
4- The red radial_ line.

706. Refer to the airspeed indicator bove left.
Which color-coded marking identi es the
power-off stalling speed with flap nd
landing gear in the retracted positio

Q15 1- Upper A/S limit of the green arc.
2- Upper A/S limit of the white arc.
3- Lower A/S limit of the green arc.
4- Lower A/S limit of the white arc.

707. Refer to the color-coded morkingi% on the
airspeed indicator above left. What is
the normal "flap operating range" for the
airplane?

Q15 1- 60 to 100 MPH.
2- 65 to 165 MPH.
3- 60 to 208 MPH.
4- 165 to 208 MPH.

- 126
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.,706, As you iiianeuyer an airplane you should

realize that it can be stalled

Q18 1- only when the nose is high and the
airspeed is low..

2- only when the airspeed dtcrpases

to the published stalling speed.

3- at any airspeed and in any flight

attitude.

4- only when the nose is too h141 in

relation to the horizon.

A\
Pank 40*

no 100 MPII
Dank 40° DAM 40°

TAS 130 NPR TM 200 111n1

709. Refer to the illustration above and assume

that all three airplanes are,making coordi-

nated turns. Which statement is true?

Q17 1- Airplane "A" will, have the smallest

rate of.turn and the greatest radius

of turn.;

2- Airplane "C" will have the greatest

rate of purn and the largest radius

of turn.

3- Airplanes "A," "8," and "C" will have

equal rates of turn, bufairplane "C"

will have the largest radius of turn.

4- Airplane "A" wilt have the greatest
rate of tUrn and the smallestradius
of turn,

710. What is an important airspeed limitation

that is not color-Coded on airspeed indi-

, cators?

Q15 1- Maximum flaps-extended speed.

2- Maneuvering speed.
3- Maximum structural cruising speed.

4- Nver exceed speed.

711. Concerning airplane limitations, if mod-

erate to severe turbulence is encountered,

an indicated airspeed should be maintained

that does not exceed the ,

Q15 1- minimum,design cruise speed.

maximum.struttural cruising speed.

3- maximum flaps-extended speed.

4- maneuvering speed.

STAL L SPEEDS

GROSS
WEIGHT
2760L8S

ANGLEOF8ANK

Lewd yr 1 *der

FLAPS UPPCRVER GEAR AfflO

ON MPH 62 67 74 88

K TS 54 58 84 76

OFF MPH 75 81 89 . 106

KTS 65 70 77 92

GE AR MCI FLAPS DONN

KIS 47 so a& id

OFF MPH ea 71 78 93

KTS 57 62 68 81

712. Refer to the chart above. Select the true
statement concerning the effect on stall
speeds when operating with the gear and
flaps up and with the gear and flaps down.

Q18 1- In a 60° bank with power on or power
off, the airplane will stall t a

lower airspeed with gear and flaps up
than with the glear and flap down.

2- In level flight wiL.paoff, a
stall would occur at a higher air-
speed withgear and flaps down than
with gear and flaps up.

3- In power-on turns, regardless of the

gear epd flaps position, the stall

will occur at an airspeed 6-7 MPH
higher With 45° of bank than with 30°

of bank.

4- In a 30° bank with power on, the
stall occurs at a higher airspeed
with gear and flaps down than when

--they are up.

713. Refer to the Stall Speeds Chart above and

select the true statement.

1 The stall speed in level flight, with
power on and gear and flaps up, is

the same as the stall speed in a 45°
bank, with power offend gear and
flaps down.

2- The er-on stalling speed in a 60°

bank Is - 6 MPH higher than level .

flight stalling speedwith gear and

.
flaps either up or down.

3- The stalling speed in a 30° bank with

power on or .power off, would be.the
same regardless of whether the gear

and flaps'are up or down.

4- The airplane with gear and flaps up
and power on,' would stall at a 40 MPH
higher airspeed in a 450 bank than in

. 127 . level flight. ).%.
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----LANDING DISTANCE FLAPS 1.01,41.14.11) TO

HA" SUNVOAA..ittalWAY.-
406 1,0%1411 OP F-

ZERO WINo

MON I-
WEIGIIT

Le IL

'APPROACH
SPICED.
IAS, MPH

At SEA LEVEL I 596 F. AT 3500 FT. A 506 F. AT 5000 FT. A 416 F. AT 7500 FT. 4 336 F.

GROUND
ROLL

TOTAL
TO CLEM
50 PT. OM

eROuND
ROLL

TOTAL
To CLEAR
50 FT. 0138

GROUND
RoLL

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
50 FT. 088

GROUND
ROLL

TO CALM
50 FT ORS

1409 I GO 1-7119 I 1075 1 470 1 1135 1 495 I 1195 I 530 I 1155
NOTID3 I DI/crooks the distant's shown by 101 los each 4 knots ol headwind.

1. Increase the distanc by 10971 or each 60.F. ternperatur, Increase ohm. standard.
3. For °portal, 0, a dry, grass runway, Increase dlentlices (both "around roll" and "total to clear 50 D. obstacle") by 107 otthe "total to ear 50 II. obstacle" (tort.

714. Assume the following conditions exist and
apply them to the chart above:

Gross weight-----,
Pressure altitude .

Headwind
_1

Temperature

717. You plan to land on a dry grass runway.
Assume the following conditions exist and
apply them to_the chart above:

Gross weight 1,600 lbs.
Pressure altitude . Sea level
Wind Calm
Temperature 59° F.

The total landing distance required to
clear a 50-foot obstacle on final approach
would be

...

Sea level
16 knots
59° F.

What would be the landing ground roll
distance?

Q20 1- 267 feet.
2- 427 feet.
3- 445 feet.
4- 623 feet.

715. You plan to land on a dry grass runway.
Assume the following condAtlons exist
and apply them to the ch rt above:

Gross weight . . . . 1,600 lbs.
Pressure altitude . 7,500 feet
Wind , . . . Calm
Temperature , . . . . 32° F.

The total landing distance required to
clear a 50-foot obstacle on final ap-
proach would be

Q20 1- 1,425 feet.
2- 1,506 feet.
3- 1,295 feet.
4- 1,355 feet.

716. GIVEN:

Gross weight 1,600 lbs.
Pressure altitude 3,750 feet
Headwind 12 knOts
Temperature 46° F.

Under these conditions and using the chart
above, what 4puld be the approximate land-
ing ground:NI-I distance?

Q20 1- 338 feet.
2-'470 feet.
3- 445 feet.
4- 432 feet.

Q20 1- 860 feet.
2- 1,520 feet.
3- 1,290 feet.
4-,1,075 feet.

718. Consider the following conditions and use
the chart above:

Gross weight 1,600 lbs.
Pressure altitude . 7,500 feet
Headwind 32 knots
Temperature 32° F.

The approximate total distance required to
land.over a 50-foot obstacle is

Q20 1- 1,255 feet.
2- 251 feet.

' 3- 753 feet.
4- 2,259 feet.

719. Assume the following conditions exist and
apply them to the chart above:

Gross weight 1,600 lbs.
Pressure altitude . 1,250 feet
Headwind 4 knots
Temperhure 55° F.

What would be th4 approximate landing
ground roll distance?

Q20 1- 458 feet.
2- 412 feet.
3-, 445 feet.

4-'504 feet.

128
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720. Refer to the Landing Distance Chart to
the left and apply the following con-
ditions:

Gross weight 1,600 lbs.

Pressure altitude . 2,500 feet

Headwind 20 knots

Temperature 50° F.

The approximate total distance required
to land over a 50-foot obstacle is

020 1- 1,080 feet.
2- 1,115 feet.
3- 568 teet.
4- 1,703_feet.

721. GIVEN:

Gross weight 1,600 lbs.

Pressure altitude . 3,750 feet

Wind Calm

Temperature 46° F.

Under these conditions and using the
Landing Distance Chart to the left,
what would be the approximate total
distance required to land over a

50-foot obstacle?

-_.

Q20 1- 1,105 feet.
2- 1,195 feet.
3- 1,135 feet.
4- 1,165 feet.

722. Which of the following would provide the

greatest gain in altitude in the shortest

distance during climb after takeoff?

Q21 1- Steepest pitch attitude.
2- Cruising climb speed.
3- Best rate-of-climb speed.
4- Best angle-of-climb speed.

723. After takeoff, which of'the following
airspeeds would permit the pilot to
gain the most altitudein a given

period of time?

Q21 '44- Cruising climb speed.
2- Best, rate-of-climb speed.
3- Best angle-of-climb speed.
4- Minimum c4Dtrol speed.

724. Which of the following items are in-

cluded in the licensed empty weight.,
of an airplane? ,

Q22 1- Hydraulic fluid and usable fuel.

2- Only the airframe, powerplant,
and equipment installed by the

manufacturer.

3- Full fuel tanks and engine oil

to capacity-, but excluding crew

sand baggage.

4- Unusable fuel and optional equip-

ment.

VILOT'S OPERATING MANUAL

(Excerpt)

AIRCRAFT DESIGNATION:- BIRDCRAFT M-180

(Four-place, Single-engine, Land Monoplane)

ENGINE OPERATING LIMITS:- 180 HP

FUEL SYSTEM:-

PROPELLER:-
LANDING GEAR:-
WING FLAPS:-

Float-Type Carburetor
91/96 minimum grade fuel
Fuel Capacity 30 gallons
in each wihg tank (2 tanks)
58.8 gallons usable

....11...quarti(natiocluded 11 I

empty weight)

Fixed Pitch
Fixed Tricycle Gear
0° to 350 Manual

EMPTY WEfGHT:- 1,446 lbs.

MAX. GROSS WEIGHT:- 2,450 lbs.

MAX. WEIGHT IN BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT - 120 lbs.
ownpmmemes

725. Refer to the excerpt above. What is the

combined maximum weight of four persons

and baggage that can be loaded, without

exceeding the maximum certificated gross
weight, if the airplane is serviced to
capacity with fuel and oil?

Q22 1- 591 pounds.
2- 636 pounds.
'3- 654 pounds.
4- 740 pounds.

726. Refer to the excerpt above. Assume you

plan to load your airplane with 90 pounds

of baggage, 8 quarts of oil, and four per-

sons whose total weight is 735 pounds. .

What is the total amount of usable fuel

that can be aboard without excel/ding the

maximum certificated gross wei4ht?

Q22 1- 16.5 gallons.
2- 27.3 gallons.
3- 29.0 gallons.
4- 31.5 gallons.

727. Refer to the excerpt above. Assume that

the total weight of the pilot and passen-'

gers is 620 pounds, the fuel tanks are

full, and the airplane is serviced with

8 quarts of oil. How much baggage could

be loaded without exceeding the maximum ,

certificated gross weight of the airplane?

Q22 16 pounds.
2- 27 pounds.
3- 13 pounds.
4- 31 pounds.
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728. GIVEN:
WEIGHT

MOMEN1/1000
LB. INCHES,(LBS.)

Empty weight . . .. 1,364

Pilot & front
seat passenger ir 260

Fuel (30 gals.
usable) 180

Oil (8 qts.) . . 15

51.7

-0.2

Based .on the above information and using
the charts to the left, what would be the

center of gravity moment/1000?

Q22 1- 69.9 lb. inches-utility category.
2- 75.0 lb. inches-normal category.
31-51.9 lb. inches-utility category.
4- _55.1 lb. inches-normal category.

729. Refer to the charts to the left.

GIVEN:
WEIGHT (LBS.)

MOMENT/1000
LB. INCHES

Empty weight . . . 1,364 51.7

Pilot & !ront
seat pat'senger . 380

Rear passeggers . 250

Fuel (38 gals.
usable) 228 Z

Oil (8 qts.) . . . 15 -0.2

With a maximum certificated gross weight

of 2,300 pounds, 'based on the above, the

aircraft is
d-

Q22 1- within.gross weight limit and
within CG limits.

2- within gross weight limit, but
exceeds forward CG limit.

3- over gross weight limit, btit

within CG limits.

4- within gross weight limit, but

exceeds aft CG limit.

730. When compufing weight and balance, the

"empty weight" includes the weight of the

airframe, engine(s), and all items of ,

operating equipment permanently ins alled.

Empty weight alto includes

Q22 1- all usable NO and oil, but coes
not include any radio equipment or
instruments that were installed by

someone other than the manufacturer.

2- all usable.fuel, maximum oil, hy-
draulic fluid, but does not include
the weight of pilot, passengers, or

baggage.

37 the unusable fuel, hydraulic fluid,
and undrainableoil (or, in some
aircraft all of the'oil),.

4- all usable fuel and oil.'

731. 'MUM an airplane is loaded as follows:

MOMLN1/1000
WEIGHT (LBS.) LB. INCHES

Empty weight . . . 1,364 51.7

Pilot & front
seat passenger 355

Baggage 90

Fuel (38 gals.
usable) 228 11.0

Oil (8 qts.) . . 15 -0.2

Refer to the charts to the left. What

would be the gross weight and center of
gravity moment/1000?

.Q22 1- 2,037 lbs.; 82.1 pound-inches.
2- 1,940 lbs.;.80.1 pound-inches.
3- 2,052 lbs.; 84.4 pound-inches.
4- 2,200 1bs.;,-85.3 pound-inches.

732. Using the charts on the previous page, and

applyiqg the following data, what would
the gross weight and center of gravity
moment/1000 be for the aircraft?

"MOMENT/1000
WEIGHT (Lt1.) LB. INCHES

JEmpty weight . . . 1,364. 51.7

Pilot A front
seat passenger . 280 ?

-Rear passengers 160 ?

Baggage 120 ?

Fuel (48 gals.
usable) 288 13.8

Oil (8 qts.) . . 15 -0.2

Q22 1- 2,227 lbs.; 80.9 pound-inches.
2- 2,320 lbs.; 95.3 pound-inches.
3- 2,123 lbs.; 79.3 pound-inches.
4- 2,227 lbs.; 98.9 pound-inches.

733. Assume an airplane is loaded as follows:

MOMENT/1000
WEIGHT (I.M..) LB: INCHES

Empty weight . . 1 364 51.7

Pilot & front
seat passenger. . 400 ?

Ba e 120
gg a 9

Fuel (38 gals.-
usable) 228 11.0

Oil (8 qts.) . 15 -0.2

Refer to the ts on the previous page.

With a maxim ertificated grost weight

of 2,300 poun you determine that the

airplane is

Q22 1- within gross weight limit, but ex-
ceeds the aft CG. limit.

2- within gross weight limit and within

CG limits:

3- over.gross weight limit, but wi.thin

CG limits.

within gross weight limit, but ex-
ceeds the forward CG limit. .

1 31
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
(Excerpt)

AIRCRAFT4DESIGNATION:- Century 72
(Four-place, Single-engine, Land Monoplane)

ENGINE OPERATING LIMITS:- 150 HP at 2700 RPM

FUEL SYSTEM:- Float-Type Carburetor
Fuej Capacity Standard Tanks-

. two 21 gal. tanks
(capacity 42 gals.) Mx.

usahie 38 gajs.

Optional long range tanks
total capacity 5,2 was.
max. usable 48 gals.

OIL CAPACITY:-

PROPELLER:-
LANDING GEAR:-
WING FLAPS:-

8 quarts (not 4pcluded in
empty weight)

Fixed Pitch
Fixed Tricycle Gear
Electrically operated

0° to 40°

EMPTY WEIGHT:- 1,364 lbs.
MAX. GROSS WEIGHT:- 2,300U1bs.

LUX. WEIGHT IN BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT 120 lbs.j

734. Refer to the excerpt above and assume the
airplane is loaded as follows:

Pilot
Frontjeat passenger
Rear feat passenger .

Rear seat passenger .

Baggage
Oil . . . .....
Fuel (standard tanks) .

This airplane is loaded

160 lbs.
148 lbs.
122 lbs.
176 lbs.
80 lbs.
Full
Full

fri

Q22 , 1- 13 lbs. less ltin the maximum aow-
able grois we ght. :

1,42- 17 lbs. more than the maximum allow-
able gross weight.

3- 22 lbs. less than the maximum allow-
able gross weight.

4- 7 lbs. less than the'maximum allow-
able gross weight.

735. Refer to the excerpt above. Assume you
plan to load the airplane with 1M lbs. of
baggage, 8 qts. of oil, and four persons
whose total weight is 698 lbs. What is
the total amount of usable fuel (standard
tanks) that can be aboard without exceed-
ing the maximum certificated gross weight?

Q22 1- 13.8 gallons.
2- 17.1 gallons.
3- 20.8 gallons.
4- 38.0 gallons.

136. Refer to the excerpt to the left. What is
the combined maximum weight of four per-
sons and baggage that can be loaded, with-
out exceeding the maximum certificated
gross weight, if the airplane is seNiced
to capacity with oil and fuel (long range
tanks)?

Q22 1- 633 lbs.
2- 639 lbs.
3- 609 lbs.
4- 669 lbs.

737. Refer to the excerpt to the left. Suppose
you have filled the airplane's long range
fuel tanks to capacity, and there are 8
qts. of oil in the,engine. You wish to
carry four persons aboard, whose total
weight is 680 lbs. There will be no bag-
gage aboard. Would this airplane be w
maximum certificated gross weight limits

Q22 1- No, the airplane is 71 lbs. over
allowable gross weight.

2- Yes, the airplane is 47 lbs. under
allowable gross weight.

3- No, the airplane is 123 lbs. over
allowable gross weight.

4- No, the airplane is 47 lbs. over
allowable gross weight.

738. Refer to the excerpt to the left above.
Assume that you plan to load the airplane
with three persons whose total weight is
572 lbs., and baggage that weighs 115 lbs.

'There are 8 qts. of oil in the engine.
Under these conditions, the total amount of
usable fuel that can be carried in the long
range fuel tanks without exceeding the max-
imum certificated gross weight is

Q22 1- 30.4 gallons.
2- 39.0 gallons;
3- 48.0 gallons.
4- 51.2 gallons.

739. Refer to the excerpt to the left above.
During the preflight, you note there are
8 qts. of oil in the-engine and the stand-
ard fuel tanks are filled to capacity.
The total weight.of the pilot and passen-
gers is 670 lbs. What is the total weight
of the baggage, if any, that can be loaded
aboard without exceeding the maximum cer-
tificated gross weight of the airplane?

Q22 1- 83 lbs.

2- 47 lbs.

3- 23 lbs.

4- Ne baggage, as the airplane is.al-
ready overloaded,.
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- PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
(Excerpt)

AIRCRAFT DESIGNATDDH:- Raycraft 15

Single-Engino, Land Monoplane
(Seating Arrangement- -Pilot and passenger
siderby -side plus a child's seat in the

baggage area)

OGINE OPERATING LIMITS:- 100 HP

FUEL SYSTEM:- Float-Type Carburetor
FUel Capacity Standard Tanks -
,two 13 gal. tanks

(capacity 26 gala.) -
maximum usable 22.,5 gals. _

Optional long range tanks -
total capacity 38 gals.
maximum usable 35 gals.

OIL CAPACITY:- 6 quarts - included in ampty
weight

PROPELLER:- Fixed Pitdh

LANDING GEARp- Fixed Tricycle Gear

WING FLAPS:4 Electrically operated
0° to 40*

4MPTY WEIGHT:- 1,104 lbs.

MAX. GROSS WEIGHT:- 1,600 lbs.

MAX. WEIGHT IN tAGGAGE CMPARTMENT - 120 lbs.
-J

740. Refer to the excerpt above. What is the
combined maximum weight of two persons
and baggage that can be loaded, without
exceeding the maximum certificated,gros
weight, if the airplane is serviced with

6 qts. of oil and the standard fuel tanks

are full?

Q22 1- 350 pounds.
2- 355 pounds.
3- 340 pounds.
4- 361 pounds.

741. Refer to the excerpt above. Assume that

the total weight of the pilot and passen-
ger is 285 pounds, and the airplane's
standard fuel tanks are full. Under these

conditions,.how much baggage could be
loaded without exceeding the maximum cer-
tificated gross weight?

Q22 1- 44 pounds.
2- 56 pounds.
3- 1 pound.

4- 76 Pounds.

742. Refer to the excerpt to the left and assume
the airplane is loaded as follows:

Pilot 170 lbs.

Passenger 125 lbs.

Baggage ..... 65 lbs.

Oil Full

Fuel (standard tanks) Full

This airplane is loaded

Q22 1- 10 pounds more than the maximum
allowable gross weight.

2- 74 pounds more than the ma0m)
allowable gross weight.

3- 1 pound less than the maximum allow-
able gross weight.

4- 10 pounds less than the maxi
allowable gross weight.

40 g
743. Refer to the excerpt to the left. What is

the combined maximum weight of two persons
(with no baggage) that can be loaded, with-
out exceeding the maximum certificated .
gross weight, if thokirplane is serviced

to oil capacity and th?blong range'fuel
tanks are full?

4 ,

Qi2 1- 286 poundS.
2- 331 pounds.
3- 275 pounds.
4- 361 pounds.

744. Refer to the excerpt to the left above and
assume the airplane is loaded as follows:

Pilot 170 lbs.

Passenger 195 lbs.

Oil Full

Fuel (standard tanks) Full

With reference to maximum certificated
gross weight, the airplane is loaded

-

Q22 1- 4 pounds over maximum allowable.
2- 6 pounds under maximum allowable.
3- 16 pounds over maximum allowable.
4- 21 pounds under maximum allowable.

745, GIVEN:

Pilot 155 lbs.

Passenger 114 lbs.

Baggage 28 lbs.

Oil . . . .. Full

Fuel (long range tanks) FOIL

Using the given data and the excerpt bove
wt, you determtne the atrplane, in re-
ePect to maximum certificated gross weight
limit, is loaded

Q22 1- 11 pounds over maximum allowable.
2- 56 pounds over maximum allowable.
3- 11 pounds under maximum allowable.

4- 64 pounds under maximum allowable.
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LOADING ARRANGEMENTS

STANDARD
SIATINO

CHRO SIM

0

-ARIA 1

OPTIONAL
4A11NO

11A0CWII ARIA
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LOADS

AREA

ARIA
120 POUNDS

a 40 POUNDS

AREAS 0+ 0 *120 POUNDS

Maximum tificated Gross Weight
of This AIr)ilano is 1,600 lbs.

746. Refer to the
illustration
is loaded as.

Empty weight
Pilot & front
Baggage (area

charts to the left and the-

abOve. Assume an airplane
followst

WEIGHT (LBS.)

passenger . 320

1) 60

What,is the maximum amountlAf,usable fuel
that may be put into the standard tanks
without exceeding the maximum gross weight

limit?

Q22 1- 17.8 gallons.
2- 17.0 gallons.
3- 15.8 gallons.
4- 20.0 gallons.

747. GIVEN:91 MOMENT/10Q0
WEIGHT(LBS.) LB. INCHE3.

Empty weight (oil
included). . . . . 1,100 35i9

Pilot & pgssenger
(front seat) . 310

Fuel (standard
tanks) 135 7

- Baggage (area 1) . 55

Based on this ionformation and using the
appropriate chart to the left and illus-
tration above, what would be the center

of gravity moment/1000?

Q22 1- 51.8 pound-inches.
2- 48.5'pound,1nches.
3- 55.5 pound-inches.
4- 57.3 pound-inches.

748. Refer to the IllwAratlon to the lett and
charts on the opposite page.

GIVEN:

bnpty weight .

Pilot & full fuel

, MOMENT/1000
WEIGHT (LBS.) LB. INCHES

. . 1,100 dilk 35.9

(long range
tanks) , 380 ?

Baggage (area 1) . . 75 7

Baggage (area 2) . . 40 7

You determine that the airplane 11$

Q22 1- over gross weight limit, but within
CG limits.

2- within gross weight limit, but ex-
ceeds aft CG limit.

3- over gross weight limit and exceeds
the aft CG limit.

4- within gross weight limit and within
Jr limits.

749. Refer to the appropriate chart on opposite
page and the illustration to the left.
Assume an airplane is loaded os follows:

MOMENT/1000
WEIGHT (LBS.) LB. INCHES

Empty weight . . . .

Pilot I passenger
(front seat) . . .

Fuel, 15 gals. usable
,..(standard tanks) .

Baggage (area"2) . .

1,100

300

90
35

35.9

?

What would.be the gross weight and.center
of gravity moment/1000?

Q22 1- 1,500 lbs.; 52.9 pound-inches.
2- 1,490 lbs.; 49.7 pound-inches.
3- 1,525 lbs.; 54.4 pound-inches.
4- 1,525 lbs.; 56.3 pound-inches.

750. GIVEN: MOMENT/1000
WEIGHT (LBS.) LB. INCHES

Empty weight . . . . 1,100 35.9

Pilot & passenger . 310

Fuel, 22.5 gals.
usable (standard
tanks)

Passenger on child
seat (area 1) . . 50 .

Based on this information and the charts on
opposite page and to the left above, what
would be the maximum allowable load that
can be placed in baggage area 2, withou.t

exceeding the gross weight and center of
gravity aft limits?

'Q22 1- 5 pounds.
2- 10 pounds.
3- 40 pounds.
4- No additional baggage in area 2.

135 1



751. GIVFN:

Indicated altitude . . . . /1000 feet
Outside air temperature . +200 C.

Based on these conditions what is the true
al40tude?

R04 1- 6,775 feet.
2- 7,275 feet.
3- 6,550 feet.
4- 7,475 feet.

752. If baggage originally in the baggage com-
partment (located aft of the cabin) was
moved to the cabin area, how would this
affect,,the airplane's center of gravity?

Q23 1- The CG would be unpredictable as
flight altitude changes'.

2- The CG would move forward.

3- The CG would remain the same.

4- The CG would move aft.

Z

/ 753. Refer to the.attitude indicators Illus-
trated above and select the true statement
concerning the attitude of the airplane.

RO1 Instrument "X" depicts a 40° banked
turn to. the right.

2- Instrument "Y" depicts a 60°,banked
turn'to the right.

3- Instrument "W" depicts a 20° banked
turn to the left.

it- Instrument "Z" depicts a 10° banked
level turn to the left.

A 136

754. Which of the altimeters above displax
indicated altitude of more than 2,000-

R04 1- A, C, E, F.
2- A, B, 0, E.
3- B, E, F.
4--A, C, E.

755. Which of the altimeters above display an
indicated altitude of more than, 5,000 feet?

R04 1- A, B, C, E.
2- B, E, F.
3- A, B, 0, E.
4- A, C, F.

756. Refer to altimeter "E" above. What alti-
tude ls indicated?

R04 1- 10,420 feet.
2- 2,420 feet.
3- 12,420 feet.
4- 20,420 feet.

757. Refer to altimeter "B" above. Which.one
of the following indications is correct?

R04 1- 1,880 feet.
2- 880 feet.
3- 7,880 feet.
4- 8,880 feet

758. Altimeter "F" above indicates an 'altitude
of

R04 1- 880 feet.
2- 9,880 feet.
3- 10,880 feet.
4- 1,880 feet.

142.



759, The pitot-static system is a source of
# pressure for which of the instruments

listed below?

R08 1- Airspeed indicator only.

2- Airspeed indicator, altimeter,
vertical-speed indicator, turn -and -
slip indicator, and heading indi-

cator.

3- Altimeter, vertical-speed
and heading indicator.

4- Altimeter, vertical-speed
and airspeed indicator.

indicator,

indicator,

760. fhe pitot system provides impact pressure
for only the

R08 1- airspeed indicator, Vertical-Teed
indicator, and altimeter.

2- altimeter and vertical-speed
indicator.

3- vertical-speed indicator.

4- airspeed indicator.

761. Which statement is true in regard to the
effects of atmospheric conditions on the
indication of a pressure altimeter? When

flying in air that is

R04 1- COLDER tOan standard temperature the
aircraft-will be higher than the
altimeter indicates.

2- WARMER than standard temperature the
aircraft will be at the altitude
indicated on the altimeter.

3- COLDER than standard temperature the
aircraft will be lower than the alti-
meter indicates.

4- WARMER than standard temperature the
aircraft will be lower than the alti-
meter indicates.

762. GIVEN:

Pressure altitude 5,000 feet

Outside air temperature . 0° C.

'Based on this data what.is the true alti-
tude?

R04 1- 4,800 feet.
2- 4,900 feet.
3- 5,300 feet.
4- 4,700 feet.

137

763. In the Northern Hemisphere, a.magnetic
compass will normally indicate initially

a turn toward the WEST if
1

R09 1- an aircraft is decelerated while on
a south heading.

2- an aircraft is accelerated while on
a north heading.

3- a left turn is entered from a north
heading.

4- a right turn is entered from a north
heading.

(764. Dur ng flight, when are the indications of
a magnetic compass accurate? ,

R09 1- Only in straight-and-level unaccel-
erated flight. l

2- As long as the airspeed is constant.

3- During turns if the bank does not
exceed 18°.

4- In all conditions of flight.

765. In the Northern Hemisphere, a magnetic
compass normally indicates initially a
turn toward the EAST if

R09 1- an ailscraft h decelerated while on
a south heading.

2- an aircraft is accelerated while on
a north heading.

3- a right turn is entered from a north
heading.

4- a left turn is entered from a north
heading.

766. If the pitot tube and outside etatic vents

'Or ports were clogged, which instrument or

, instruments would be affected?

RO8 1- The airspeed indicator, altimeter,
and turn-and-slip indicator would
provide inaccurate instrument read-
ings.

2- The altimeter, vertical-speed indi-
cator, and airspeed indicator would
provide inaccurate instrument read-
ings.

.3- The only instruments that would pro-
vide erroneous indicanons would be

. the airspeed indicator and altimeter.

4- The airspeed indicator would indi-
high airspeeds.

1 4 a
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767. When taxiing Alth strong quartering tail-
. Odds, which of the following aileron

positions should be generally used?

UO5 1- Aileron PARALLEL to the ground on
the side from which the wind is
.blpeing.

2- Neutral (streanalned position).

3- Aileron UP on the\side from which
the wind is blowing;

4- Aileron DOM on the side from which
the wind is blowing.

768. Which of the following aileron positions

should you generally use when taxiing in
.1trong quartering headwinds?

. -

U05 1- Aileron up on Ahe side from which
the wind is blowing.

2- Aileron down on the.side from W1kh
the wind is blowing.

3- Neutral.

4- Aileron as stated In response 1 for,
high-wing airplanes, but as stated

.9 in response 3 for low-wing airplanes.

769. If severe turbulehce is encountered, the
airplane's airspeed should be reduced to

U04 1- maneuvering speed.

2- the minimum steady flight speed in
the landing configuration.

3- normal operation speed.

4- maximum'structural cruising speed.

The metst important rule to remember in the
vent of a power failure after becoming

a borne, is to

UO3 1- quickly check the fuel supply for
possible fuel exhaustion.

2- determine the Wind direction to plan
for your forced landing.

3- turn back.immediately to the takeoff
Q-unway.

4- maintain safe airspeed.

)11.

771. When the altimeter setting is adjusted to
29.92 the altimeter indicates

Rll 1- density altitude.
2-"presture altitude.

0 3= indicated altitude.
i- true altitudf.

772. Pr ssur e altitude can be determined by
whi one of the followiny mtlhods?

R11 1- A the Altimeter setti-ng window
to 29. nd read pressure altitude

! directly from the altimeter.

2- Adjust the altimeter tO the dirport
.elevation and read pressure altitude.

3- Pressure altitude can be determined
only by the use of a)computer.

4- Set the altimeter to the current
altimeter setting and read pressure
altitude directly from.the altimeter.

773. In the Northern Hemisphere, if an airplane
is accelerated or decelerated, the magnetic
compass will normally indicate

R09 1- a turn momentarily, with changes in
. 4

airspeed on any heading.

2- correctly when on a north or south
heading while either accelerating
or decelerating. s.

3- a turn toward the'south while accel-
erating on a west heading.

4- a turn toward the:nortkwhile decel-
erating on an east heading.

,

774. In the Northern Hemisphere', a magnetic

compass will normally indicate a turn
toward the NORTH if

R09 1- a right turn is entered frqm an
east heading.

2- a left turn is enter d from a west
heading.

3- an aircraft is decelerated while on
an east or west heading.

,

4- an aircraft is accelerated while on
an east or west heading.

775. The indication of a magnetic Compass in
the Northern Hemisphere, when turning away
from a northerly heading, normally

R09 1- precedes the turn and indicates a
greater amount of turn than has
actually been made..

2- lags or indicates a turn in the
opposite direction,

3- is correct provided the turn is
. properly coordinated.

4- is inversely proportional to the
magnetic variation for the pailic- .

ular area!
a

. . '



776. One of the main functions of flaps during
the approach and landing is,to

U06 1- dectlease the angle of descent with-
out increasing the airspeed.

2- permit a touchdown at a higher indi
cated airspeed.

3- increase the angle of descent with-
out increasing Orspeed.

4- decreate lift, thus enabling a
steeper-than-normal approach to be

,. made.

777. Which statement is true concerning the-mie
of flaps during approach and landing?

't..

406 1- Flaps decreise lift which increases
the stall-speed.

2- Flaps provide an increase in lift.

3- A steeper-than-normal approachits
, necessary due to the increase- n

stall speed.

4- The airspeed does not deteriorate
as rapidly when the landing flare

.

is arted.

k .

778. Of the following wind conditions, which
would be most critical when taxiing a
nosewheel equipped high-wing airplane?

1J06 1- Direct headWind.
2- Direct crosswind.

/3- Quartering headwind.
/ 4- Quartering tallwind.

4

#i

I. '
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DIRECTORY tEGEND

SAMPLE

CITY NAME
AIRPORT NAME (GRL) 2 6 I GM1 s 4D1) 78`3243-N 81°20'10w

113 13 S4 FIR 100 JET A OX 1. 2. 3 TPA 800 AOE CFR Moor A

®644
II"

NM S7.25 H6000X150 (ASPH) S 90 0 160, 01.300 HIRT
NT IT: ALSF I Trees 1700' from thld MIT ZS: REIL Ref tfc

NM 1341: H4420X100 (ASPH) HIRL
13: VASI AA 600' from thld 385' ovrn MO 31: VASI Rgt tfc 569' ovrn Brush WO' from thld

'MOIR MARS: Actl.100.000 lbs or over ctc Director of Aviation for approval
(305) 894 9831 Fos for all airline charters. travel clubs and certain revonue producing acft

COMNVINCIIIIMS: MS 127 r5 IIINCOM 123 0
IV* (ORL) on Rd 123 65 122 65 122 2 122 IR 112 2T (k5) 894 0861

® RIK Mr OM 124 8 (337° 179°) 120 15 (180336)
TOCII 118 7 9811 0)11 121 7 CHIC CEL 125 55
PM 1 C ctc ORION VP CU

IMMO MOS TO VHF/DF ctc FSS

WAN (11) KWIC 112 2 ORL Chan 59 28°3233N 812007W at Rd
VOR unusable 050060° beyond 5000'

NS 109.91 ORL Rwy 07 LOM Henry 221 OR
1011

COISIVIMMOIMMIIIS: Tower operates 1200040023

Wpm Nat (X30)- 7 IV GMT 5(.410) 283150-N 81°3226W
130 54 ROIL 100 OX 2

1136: 2430X150 (TURF) LIRL
MIT It ThId claplcd 215' WI Thld dsplcd 270'

MINT IMMIS: Attended dawn 03004
COMMINICA11011S: MOM 122.8

IIMIE FSS (ORL)
eamo I.

JACISINIVILLI

AIRPORT NAME (MCO) 6.1 SE GMT 5( 4DT) 28°2513"N 811929W JACIMOWSUI
96 8 NIL 100. JET A CFR India 0 11.4, 1.-19C
INT hlS.3It H12004X300 (COHC) S.100, 0.200, DT.400 HIRL SW

ALSF1. ROL Rat tfc NM 311.: AL-SF1

111,1 114.-Nk H12004X200 (MPH) 5.165. D200. DT-400 HIRL
NIT Lk: ALSF1 ThkIdspicd 990' MT Silt ALSF1 Rat tfc

WORT IMAM Attended 1200-030021. 1000' owns all rwys
COMNIMITIONS: IMMO 123.0

MIMI FM (ORL) on Herndon
ctiN 124.8 (337*.179°) 120.1 (180*-336)

TOMS 124.3 MI CON 121.85 CUIC OR 134.7
le CON 124.8 (337°179') 120.1 (180*336)
STASI SVC ctt NI CM

MO ARCM 18.111111MI -

(II) MAC 112.2 ORL Chon 59 2832'33N 81°20'07W 173' 5.7 NM to fld
VOR unusable 0506050° beyond 15 NM below 5000'

13 109.3 I.MCO Rwy 36 EIC Uhusable

AIRPORT NAME (See PLYMOUTH)

142
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. DIRECTORY LEGEND

LEGEND
This Directory is an alphabetical listing of data on record with the FAA on all airports that are wan to the pubiic,
aseocieted terminal control facilities, air route traffic control centers end click+) aide to navigation within the conterminous
United States. Puerto RICO and the Virgin Islands Airports are listed alphabetically by associated city name and
crOg r.teneric*d by airOort name Facilities associsted with an airport, but with a different name. are listed individually
under their own nante, Os well as under the errport with which they are associated
The listing of an airport in this directory moiety indicates the airport operator's wiliingness to ac immodate transient
aircraft, and does not represent that the locikty conforms with any Federal Of local standards, Of that it has been
approved for use on the part of the general public
The information on obstructions Is taken from reports submitted to the FAA It has not been verified in at cases
Pilots are cautioned that oblects not indicated In this tabulation (or on charts) may exist which can create a hatird
to night operation
Detailed specifics concerning services and facilities labulat'ed within this directory are contained in Airman's Information
Manual. Basic Fliflt Information and ATC Procedures
The legend duns that follow explain in detail the contents of this Directory and ani keyed to the circled numbers
on the sample on the preceding pace.

® CITY/AMP. oRT NAME
Airports and facilities in this directory are listed alphabetically by associated city and state. Where the City name
is different than the airport name the city name will appear on the line *bore the airport name Airports with the
same associated city name will be listed alphabetically by airport name and mil be separated by a dashed rule line.
Ail others wiN be separated by a poled rule line

ROTAM SERVICE
The symbol 1 preceding the airport name Indicates NOTAM Service is provided. Notam service is available only
at airports with established in rument approach procedures. or high volume VFR activity

0 LOCATION I
A three or tour character code assigned to airports. These identifiers are used by ATC in lieu of the airport NITS
in night plans. flight strips and other written records and computer operations.

WORT LOCATION
Airport location is mewessed es distance and direction from the center of the associated city in nautical Mlles and

cardinal points, I.e., 3.5 N.

® UMECOON
Hours of operation of all facilities are expreseed in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) end shown as "Z" time. The directory
inclicalse the number of hours to be subtracted from GMT to otiain local standard time and local daylight saving
time GMT-5(-410). The syMbol I Indicates that during periods of Daylight Saving Time effective hours 01 be one
hour earlier than shown. In those areas where daylight saving time Is not observed that (-4DT) and t will not Ix:
shown.

GEOGWINC POSITION Of NITWIT

OMITS
The Sectional Chart and Low and High Attitude Enroute Chart end per* onihlCh the airport or facility Is located.

0 INSTRUMENT APPROACH MEMO
IAP indicates en airport for which a prescribed (Public Use) FAA Instrument Approach Procedure has been published.

/4-?. ELEVATION
Oration is given In feet above mean sea levet and Is the highest point on the landing surface. When elevation
Is sea leis, wle be Indicated 81(00). When Olevittion is below see level a minus (-) sign wIN precede the figure.

® ROT LIMIT BEACON
13 Indicates ting beacon is meltable. Rotating beacons operas dusk to dawn unless otherwise indica IRPORT

REMARKS.

SEIMCOG
SI: Minor airframe repairs.
$2: Minor airframe and minor powerbillni Maim
S34.-"Mator airframe and minor powerplant weirs.
$4: Molar. Wrens and major powerplent repairs.

143
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DIRfCTORY LEGEND

0 NIL
F UEL

WOE logtODUCT

so Ore& 90 panne (Red)
100 Grade LOD ea wane ((men)
10011 Orsde 1001.1 gonna (low leed) (Blue)
1 1 S (kade LIS online
A r1e4 Aheroserie froze pointelr C.
A 1 let A 1Known Moe 90 C.
Ai + let A 1Kreesne with idng WslblSoc. tresn pont 30* C.

JailWide-cut turbine fuel. Maas pontEff C.
+ Jet 9Wile-cut turbine fuel ohli icing inhibitor. Orem pointliF C

0 arca
OX 1 AO Pressure
OX 2 Low Roam
OX 3 Kish PressureReplecement %hies
DX 4 IA* Preiteiee-legiscement MOS

0 TIMM PATTIIIM WIND(
TPATraffic Pattern Altitude idlibrovided My for those Mods without a 24 hour operating control lower. -Altitudes
shown we Above Oround Laud (AGO"0 warm ENTRY MID LANSING Nen MONTS

AciAirport of Inery-A customs Airport of Entry where permission from U.& Customs is not required, however.
at beast one hour advance be hirrished.
LilaLanding leghb Airport for omission to land must be submitted in *Mae to U.S. Cusiorns7.,
At least one hour advance nano of must be furniffied.
Wag; Advents noem al atone at both an AO( and LRA Moan miwilesettied in ow' flight plan Olen Pied
in Canon CO alnico, destination is an airport where OW notification is Minds. This notice MI also
be meted es an application for permission to lend in the case of an IRA. (See Customs. immwation and Naturalisation.
Public Malik end Agriculture Department requirements in the Internatimal Flight information Manuel for further,

0 COITOCIITED MMOIT falt 13% WI FM imam
Airport *erring Civil Aeronautics Board °MOW carriers and melted under FAR. Part 139 are indicebd by the UR
Index L, CR Indto A, which Melee to the availability of Crack Firs. Mucus equipment.

AN airports not inspected by FAA will be identified by the noes: hot insp. This indicates 010 tits MOW inktnnetion
hes been provided by the met or operator at the Reid.

Airports serving Civil Aeronautics Doerd certhed carriers and certified under FAR. Pan 139. en indicated by the
CFR Mac Le CFR Inns A. which relates to the eveliebility of crash, fire, rescue equipment.

FAR-PART 131 CERTIFICATED AIRPORTS

MCC MI* FPI MOM AND MK EQIIPMENT MENEM

Airport
Wax

Required
No.

Vehicles Aircilett Length
Scheduled
Departures Agent + Water Protein Poem

xtr
AV, Ilk

s
(S

IN*SC et OWN -0- WS

311*SC + ND pi N.

-
2 .

)121', *310 (5 .

lain A + MS si 111

C 3
)13t, VW

)IIN, x11,

S

(S
Wet A + III si NI

3
) 11", bile A + 4WD pi NI

)11111 sf Ws I I + NO .4 114

tile me um* raffillmilob Ow ands UMW needlag eidlinks we delowlen ea a ass bi mil ben.

. ) Meier This ( ten Sr %bled sr &eft pos w bpi et ten Ilue WS-Italy; SC-Iky amolail.

ISM MAW (114eisil Ms haft kis) le veil is Ise el hada floe, the We gsmibles NM Mt Mks.
A Ike E me Iii WOW SW)S. ..,

,---,

Nowa DATA
Rummy informittion fs shown on two Mo. that inkonstion common lo the satire runwri it shown on Ow first
line whits inearnation concerning the runway ends ars shown on the second or following ens. Lengthy Information

. Me be leoblobod.ond eleoed in the &pat Remarks.
kinffilYclinffiVoli. surto:110min, width, might boring capacity. lighting. gradient (when gradient someds 0.3 peneei)
end eeptopriew .ftetants are shOwn for *Kb runway. Nation:length. width. lighting and marks ere shown.nr

J. 144'.
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DIRECTORY LEGEND
NINON, MACE lib WM

Runway lengths prefixed by the letter "H" indicate that the walked (concrete. asphalt) if the
runway length is not prefixed, the surface is staid, clay. etc The runway 'composition is indkaled in parentheses
after runway length as follows

(ASPH)- Asphalt (GRVL)-Gravel, or cinders

(CONC)-Concree (TURF)-Sod

(DIRT)-Dirt

The full dimensions of heliports are shown. Le , 50X50.

!NNW MINT OWN CAPACITY

Runway strong& date shown in this poblicahon is derived from dvellable information and Is a realistic estimate
of capability at an average level of activity. It it riot intendsd as a TaltigniNn skiable weight a as en operating
limitation Many airport pavements are capeble of supporting limited operations with gross weights of rs 50% In
excess of the published figures Permissible operating weights, insofar es runway strengths are concerned, are a
matter of agreement between the owner and user When desiring to opera info any eirport et weights in ~ale
of those published in the publication, USINS should contact the airport management for permission Add 000 to figure
following S. D. DT. DOT and MAX for gross weight capacity

SRunwey weight bearing capecity for aircraft with single wheel type landing gear, (D(i/3). Mc
DRunwey weight bearing capecity tor aircraft with dual wheel type landing gear. (DC-6).etc
DTRunway weight bearing capacity for skeet with dual tandem type landing gear. (707). etc
DDTRunway weight bearing capacity for aircraft with double dual tandem type landing gear, (747). etc

a

Quadricycle and dual tandem ere considered virtually equal for runwaY weight bearing consideration, as are single tan
dem and dual-wheel
Omission of weight bearing capacity indicates information unknown.

WNW WPM

Lots are in operation suneet to sunrise. Lighting available by prior arrangement only or operating pert of the night
only and/or pilot controlled and with specific operating hours are indictiled under airport remarks as footnote. Since
obstructions are usually lighted, obstruction lighting is not included in this code. UnNghted obstructions on or surrounding

an airport will be noted in airport remarks.
Temporary, emergency or limited runway edge lighting such es flares, smudge pots, lanterns or portable runway

.11W will also be shown in airport remelts, insteed of being designaled by code numbers...
Types of lighting ere showii with the runway or runway end they sans

LIRLLow intensity Runway Lights
MIRLMedium Intersity Runway lights
HIRL High Intensity Runway Liles
REILRunviey End Identifier Lights
C/LCentertne Lights
TDZTouchdown Zone Lights
ODALSOnmi Directional Approach tighling System
USAF OVRNAir Force Overrun 1000' Standard

Approech Lighting System.
LDINaLeadln Lighting System.
MALSMedium Intensity Approach Lighting System.
MALSF Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System

with Sequenced Flasher Lights. rt

MALSRMedium Intensity Approach Lighting System
with Runway Alignment Indicakw Lights.

VASI approsch slope angle ind TCH wift be shown only when slope angle exceeds 3.

NNW INVAIENT

Runway gradient will be shown only %when it is 0.3 percent or more. When available the direction of slope upward
Will be indicated, i.e., 0.5% up NW.

SALSShort Approech Lighting System s

SALSFShort Approach Lighting System with Sequenced
Flashing Lights.

SSALSSimpkfied Short Approach Lighting System.
SSALF Simplified Short Approach Lighting System with

Sequenced Flashing Lights.
SSALRSimplified Short Approach Lighting System with

Runway Alignment Indicator Lights.
ALSF IHigh Intensity Approach Lighting System with Ss

onanced Flashing Lights Category I, Configuration.
ALSF2High Intensity Avon:soh Lighting System with S. .

quanced Flashing Lights, Category II. Coring',
ration.

VASIVisual Approech Slope Indicator Systems

IMO ENO IIATA

Lighting systems such as VASI, MALSR, REIL: obstructions; displaced Vwesholds will be shown on the specific runway
end, "Rgt tfC-Right traffic indicates right turns should be made on landing and takeoff for specified runway end.

C) WORT MANS
"Landing Fee" litittates landing chirps tor private or nonrevenue producing aircraft, in addition, fees may be charged
for &nes that remain over a couple of hours end buy no services, or at mapr airline terminals foe ail aircraft.
ObstructionsSecause of specs limitations only the more prominent obstacles are indicated. Nakwal obstruction,
well a; trees, clearly discernible for contact operations ire not included. On the other hand, all obstructiOns within
at least a 20.1 approecti ratio am indicated.
ReMertieData is eonfined to operational Items liffecting the status end usability of the 'airport.

coommanou
Communications will be *slid in sapience in thil order shown below.
Aukenstic Terminal Information Service (APS) and Private Aercosulical Stations (UNICOM) alongwill their frequency

is shown, where ankiable, on the line following Ave heeding -COMMUNICATIONS". .
Flied Senior Station (MS) information. The ',Waled FSS will be shown tabooed by the identifier end information
concerning aveliabillty of telephone service. 0,4 Direct Line (OL). Local Cell (LC), o4c. Where the *port NOTAM
Fbe-identifier is different Mon the sesocisted FSS it will be.shown se,7NOTeM OCA". Where the FSS le Waled

1 41
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DIRECTORY LEGEND
on the field it will be Indicated as "an west" following the "knitter. PrequencIaliabl. will follow. The FOS telephone
number will follow along with my sireilleent operaiional Informstion. FIS'sNhos. nuns is noi the *erns as Ms
airport co which locaasd will Min benliskod in the normal alphebetical name listing for the Maas in which located
Limited Remote Communication Outlet (LRCO) or Ramose Communications' Outlet (NCO) ProvilfirM "MOO to "10
*Wort Mowed by eh* frequency and name oi nes Controiling FIB.
Firs and C11/4 proving Mtornistkon an airport conditions. radio Mds end other ha:NNW. end proems NV piens
Airpoei Advisory Service is pnwidad at the pilors request on 123.6 or 123.46 ba(U. locstsd at non-toww airports
or whom the tower is not In oPretion. (ties AIM Part 1. ADVISORIES AT NON VAR AIRPORTS)
Aviation meter brisfing sank* is provided by FUSs and cs/nr. howavw. Cil/T personnel ano not certified wail,"
Widen and thseefsere provide bray factusi dela from swim rmorts and breasts. Flipikt and weather briefing ',Moss
w e elm evelkaikly ceiling Ohs telephone numbers Mead.
Limited Remote Conenuniostions Outist11.11001Unmanned "MOM air/round communications tawny. which may
be easocisied 'OM a Y00. These outlets effectively Wand service rang, of the FM and provide greeter communications

Nernete Communications Outlet (RCO)M unmanned sMellite air to wound ammunication eastern riemolsly
controlled end providing UHF end VHF communicalices capability to eland the envie* range of en F116.
CNN convnunicepons frequencies wod in the Fie ak/ground syslan ere now operated simple. on 122.0, 122.2.
122.3, 122.4, 122.5; 123,5; *merging 121.5; pius Mosimenly on 12205; 122.1, In.15 end 123,6.

a. 122.0 Is aseigned es its Emu,. Fight Adrisory kinks diem" st mewled Firs.
b. 122.2 is aselvesd to ell FUSs as a common smarts *wise service.
e. 123.6 Is s.s1p.d as the airport edviiory channel at noxi Mem Fla locations, however, it Is sal in commimion

at SOTS Mrs oollocad volth lowers to provide part-time Mood Advisory Service.
d. 122.1 is the p;imary receimunk, frequency at VORs. 122.06. 112.15 end 1236 am assigned at selected

CRS meeting certeln
e. prim Firs ors assigned 5Cedis channels 31 elm*" opmeMon in ths 122.123 Mitt band (e.g 122.36).

Nets using ths F16 A/0 spasm should refer to this *mem or appropriMe cherts to determine frequencies mole*
at the PSI or reMoled balky through which they wish to communicate.
Part dme FOS hours of opened", are shown in remarks undsr locality name.

Emergency frequency 121.5 la avalimble at al Flight Service asthma. Xosera, Approsch Control and RADAR leditiss,
mimes indecensd se not amiable.

RUNK EMUS

ATI11-4 continuous bromicest of recorded non-control infonnalion in selected areas of hi. ectivity.
UNCOMA nongovamment air/ground mile communications Willy Wised to provide general airport Weary

senile*.
AP/ C011Apcesiach Con Irol. The symbol (III) indicates radsr approach control.
ROMERConkol lonsr
ORD CONGround Control
DEP 00NDaporture Control. The symbol 11) indicates radar Ospaitore control.
CLIC DELClawanos Delivery.
VFR ADM SVCWR Advisory Service. %Moe provided by Non-Rader Approach Control.
STAGE I IVCRadm Advisory Ismice for WTI aircraft

SVCRadar Adrisory end Sequencing Service for Mt ailtraft
STAGE III SVCOteder Sequencing and Separation fisrAT 'for perticipsting Wit Aircraft within a Terminal Rsdor

Sonia Area (TRIA)
TCARader Sequencing and %maim Grim for ell aircraft in a Terminal Control Area (TCA)

() PAM MIS TO MOTION
The Airpcat/Facillty Direciory lists. by today name all Rodeo Aids Is Navigstion in Ow National Airspace System
sod Omse won which the FM has approved en Instrument approach. trim% or nalitery Redio Aids to Navigetice
not in the Nalionsi Airspace System are not bbuisied. '
AM VOR, VORTAC end ti.3 equipment in ihe National Mnpece *slam hes en automatic monilcring and Muldoon
Nature in the avant of melkinction. Unmonitored as used in the publication means that FIS Or tower personnel
cannot observe the malfunction or shutdown Opal.
NAVAID information is tobulelsd as indkated in the following sampler

TACAN/DME Channel Geowsplacal Position

wait (L) ASVORTAC 117.5 MIE Chan 122 4frol3W'fi 75.2r irw 160'4.1 NM to Arpt

gem Frequency identifier Owing aZstance
stetion to airpoel

VOR &Mumble 0200110 beyond 26 NM below 3500

MIIndicaln that civipadersinstrument approach minimums are published.

o.
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Identffication of VOR/VORTAC/TACAN- ations by Class (Operational Limitations)

fr

DIRECTORY LEGEND

WM CUM DESSIATIONS

Normal Usable Altitude. and Radius Distances

Distnos
Clam Attitudas (miles)
(T) 12.000 rind below
(L) Balow 18.000' 40

(H) Balow 18.000' 40

(H) Wtthin the Conterminous 48 States 100
only. botween 14,500' and 17.999'

(H) 18,000' FL 450 130
(H) Abova FL 490 100

(H) High (L) Low (T). Terminal
NOTE. An (H). facility is capable of providing (L) and (T) sweice volume and an (1) facility additionalty provides

(T) service volume.

The term VOR is, operationally. pneral term covering the VHF omnidirectional blaring typo of facility without
regard to the fact that tho OWN, th frequancy-protected service volume, the oquipment configuration, and opsrational
requirements may vary betwesn Iodine's at differant locations.

Automatic Weather Broadcast (also shown with following frequency )
Scheduled Broadcast Station (broadcasts weathar at 15 minutes after the hour.)
Maclean Finding Unice

DME UHF standard (TACAN compatible) distance mossuring equipment.
H Non-directional radio beacon (homing), power 50 watts to Wu than 2,000 watts.
HH Non-directional radio beacon (homing). power 2.000 Watts or more.
H-SAB _ Non-directional radio beacons providing automatic tranocribed weather service
ILS instrumont Landing System (voice, whare svallablii, on localizer channol)
IDA Localizer Directional Aid.
LMM _ ___ Compass locator station whin installed at middle marker site.
LOM Compass locator station when Installed at outs/ marker site.

gon-directional radio beacon (homing) power iris than 50 watts.
Simuttaneous range homing signal and/or voios.

SABH Non-directional radio beacon not authorizad for IFR or ATC. Proved*, automatic
weather broadcasts.

TACAN ____ UHF navigational facility-omnidirectional course and distance Information
Von ____ VHF navigational facility-omnidirectional course only.
VOR/DME _ _ Collocated VOR navigational facility and UHF standard distance maasuring equipmant
VORTAC . Collacted VOR end TACAN navigational facilities
W Without voice on radio facility frequency.

_ _ ___ VHF station on location martforeat a IF radio facility.

0 COMM/NAV/RD REMARKS:.
Pertinent remarks concarning communications and NAVAIDS

DIRECTORY LEGEND

ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations we those commonly used within this Directory. Other abbreviations may be Sound in
the legend and are not duplicated below,

acft aircraft
spcb approach
opt airport
avbl available
bus beacon, below
byd 43 beyond
ctc contact
dalgt daYbibt

displac
deelcd displaced
erne% emergency
nd field

lets

ints Intensity
NOW
Nets

111111,1=1

Idg landing
mad nbum
ngt night
ftc notka
six Operete
C11 operates operation
ovrn woman
pline power Wm
req mullet
rqr requires
rgt tfc right traffic
rwy runway
svc semice
thf take off
tfc traffic
thld threshold
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AAS

A/C
acft
Ad Cus

ADF

AGI.

AID

AIM

ALS

opch

oPchg- -

opa
N.

aro
ARSR

ARTCC...

ASDE

ASR

TC

ATIS

avb1

awy

ben
bat
bldg
brg
btn

CFR

dad
cmsnd

-cntr
cntrIn
Cando

CS/T

ctc
CTIZ

A

Airport Advisory

Service
Approach Control
aircraft
Advise Customs
Automatic Direc-

tion Finder
obey* ground

level

Airport lnformo.
lion Desk

Airman's Infor-
mation Manual

Approach light
system

approach
approaching
approximate
airport
Air Route Surveil-

lance Radar

Air Route Tannic

Control Center

airport surface
detection

equipment
_Arpt Surveillance

Rodor

air traffic control
air traffic control

tower
Automatic Ter-

minal Infor;
motion Service

available
airway

, I
back course
beacon
broadcast
building
bearing
between

crash fire rescue

dosed
commissioned

center
centerline
Compass locator
construction

coinbined
station/tower

contod
Control Zone

0
deTtight

dcmsnd decommissioned

doffs degrees
'Dr direction linder

N. I

DME . UHF standard
(TACAN corn
patible) dis
tante measur-
ing equipment

dsplcd displaced
durg during
DVFR Defense Visual

Flight Rule

east
elev levation
emerg emergency

equipment

FL Flight Level
FM fon marker
freq (requency
FSS Flight Service

Station

GS

GWT.,

0
glida slope
gross weight

HIRL High intensity
Runway Lights

hwy highway

ident identification
IFR Instrument

Flight Rules

IFSS International
Flight Service
Station

ItS nstrument
landing system

info information
intl international
ISMLS Interim Stand-

ard Micro-
wave Landing
System

.1

.1.bar.... jet runway
barrier

kHz kilohertz
I.

lot latitude
ktd located
WA localizer type

directional oid
!Ws lights
lgtd lighted
LMM compass locator

af middle
Marker (LS

lndg landing
loc locolizer

tx,:t
sk..v

ABBREVIATIONS

may be added for plural, or as appropriate

10M

long ....

compass locator
ot outer
marker KS

longitude

LRCO Limitird Remote
Communications

Outlet

MAA.... maximum author-
ized altitude

mag mognetk

mount maintain, main-
tenance

Medium Intensity
Approach Light
System

MALSR.. Medium Intensity
Simpliffed Short
Approach Light
System with
Roil

maximum
minimum cross-

ing altitude

MEA.... minimum en-
rout. IFR
altitude

megahertz
minimum or

minute

MIRL Medium Intensity
Runway Edge
Lights

MM middle marker
ILS

MOCA minimum ob-
struction clear-
ance altitude

MRA -minimum reap-
tion altitude

mean sea level
municipal

ma X

MCA-

MHz....
min

MSL
muni

north
national
navigational aid
Non-directional

rdo ben
ngt night
NM naefical milefs)
Nr number

0
obstn.... obstruction
OM outer marker ILS
oper
opn
OTS
ovrn

operate

operation
Out of Service
overrun

PAR Precision Apch

lodor
148

pormly permanently

quad... quodiont

RAPCON

RCAG...

.

RCO

rcv

rcvg

Kyr
REIL

reql
rcird
rgt
RRP

ruf
RVR

RVIC.

RVkL

SDF

Runway Align-
ment Indicator
Lights

radar approach
control (USAF)

Remote Center
air/ground

Runway Center-
line Lights
System

Remote Commu-
nications Outlet

receive

receiving
receiver
Runway End

Identifier Lights
request
required
right
Runway Refer-

ence Point
rough
runway visual

range
Runway Visual

Range Center
Runway Visual

Rang* Touch-
down

Runway Visual
Range Rollout

runway visibility
values

Runway

south
Simplified Direc-

tional Facility
surface
Standard Instru-

ment Depar-
ture

SM statute mile(s)
SR sunrise

SS sunset

STAR. , Standard Ter.
minal Arrival
Route

ST01 Short take-off S.
landing rnwy

setvice

sfc

SID

SVC.

true (after
booting)

TACAN

,_

UHF navigational

directional
course and
distanc
information

Terminal Control
Area

TCH Threshold Cross
ing Height

traffic

threshold
take off
temporarily
temporary
Traffic Pattern

Altitude
TRACON Terminal Radar

approach. control

TRSA Terminal Radar
Service Area

tsmt transmit

transmitting
tamtr transmitter

TV television
TWEll transcribed

weather bat
twy taxiway

tfc

thy
tkof.....
tmprly...
tmpry...
TPA... ,

UHF

unavb1...
,unctld...
unlgtd...

Ultra high
frequency

unavailable
uncontrolled
unlighted

V

VASI.... Visual Approach

St*Indlierastor

visual flight rules
Visual Guidance

SYsfem
VHF Very high fre-

quency

VOR.... VHF Omni-Direa
Nona! Radio

VORTAC. CC:411AL VOR
- and TACAN

System

VOT oVOR.lecelver
testing facility

vat*, visibility

VFR

VOS

west

WS Weather Service

virt weight

2

Greenwich mum
limo
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